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INTRODUCTION: 

"Every·poison carries its own antidote" is a proverb 
of general currency, but its application to the origin of 
the first societies organized for the sole avowed purpose 

of securing general and lasting peac~ is especially perti-
nent. The year 1815 witnessed. the close of a series of san-

guinary wars which had. violently shaken and devastated Eu• 

rope for almost a quarter of a century, and found a tax 
burdened world revolting against war. Even the United States 
of America, separated from the general war' zone of the At-

lantic Ocean, was drawn into the conflict after having suf-

fered the ruin of her commerce, and before making peace 

with England in 1814, had had· a slight experience with the 

grimne~s of wa-r. In some countries', notably England, never 

before had the sentiment for peace been so pronounced. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that at such a time 

men's· thoughts sh9uld turn towards plans for securing a 
stablished regime of peace. The idealistic spirit of the 

era lent itself to the appearance of new schemes for a per-

fect world order, and revived interest in old ones of the 

past. Among the .new productions appearing during the war 

were the liberal schemes of' Kant's f'or perpetual peace, 

Krause's project, so like the present League of Nations, 

and another by Sai~t Simon. Similar plans of Henry IV, 

Abbe de Saint Pierre, William Penn, and others were read 
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with interest. 

On the other hand, the practical statesmen of the 

past also had tried various schemes to gain the same end. 

The Balance-of-Power System conceived in the 16th Century 

and developed into a regular system in the Seventeenth Cen-

tury, was shown in the Eighteenth Century to be not only 

irrational but vicious. Therefore in order to stabilize 

peace, the practical statesmen and diplomatists of Europe 
. ' 

created the new Concert-of-Powers system to replace the 

old Power-Balance system which had been proved by recent 

events· to be so woefully inadequate in meeting the needs 

of modern society. A project directed toward the s~e end 

was the so-called Holy Alliance, spo~sored by Alexander I, 
Tsar of Russia. 

Certain economic factors were, operating at the same 

time to arouse a demand for peace. By 1815, the so-called 

Industrial Revolution in England had been under way for a 

full half-century, and had even made considerable headway 

· in France. Its social effect was to increase greatly the 

proletariat and bourgeoisie classes, whose material inter-

ests required peace. A by-product of the Industrial Revo-

lution in France was socialism, which, under the leadership 

of men like Saint Simon and Fourier, was distinctly pacifis-

tic, representing as it did the interests of the proletariat. 

With the remarkable increase in commerce, and the improve-

ments in transportation and communication which were coming 
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during the first half of the Nineteenth Century, the world 

was being bound closely and surely together, without regard 

fo,r poli tica.l boundaries. Perhaps the best illustration of 

the unifying power of economic forces which history affords 

is seen iri the case of the Zollverein in Germany, which, 

during the first half of the last century, unified ~ermany 

economically, and laid a sure basis for the political uni-
I ' 

~ication which followed soon afterward. With the develop-

ment of increased interdependence of nations, war was par--

ticularly ruinous. 

The Eighteenth Century had experienced a recrudescence 

of religious and humanitarian zeal on.the J?a.rt of indi~i

duals and private and sectarian groups who had found much 

to attack in a society abounding in anachronisms and de-

fects, and themr efforts had been well rewarded. That their 

successes were an urge in t~e undertaking of still greater 

reforms is evident from the following excerpt from a memor-

ial drafted by William Ellery Channing for the Massachusetts 

Peace Society, and presented to the Congress of the United 
. (1) 

States about the year 1820: 

n ••••• It is. our happiness, that we live in an 
age when many noble schemes of benevolence have 
been accomplished; when the idea of a great ame-
lioration of human affairs is no longer rejected 
as a dream of fancy; when statesmen are begin-
ning to learn that all nations have a common in-· 
terest; when philanthropy is extending its views 
to distant countries, and is executing purposes 
which would once have been regarded as the off-
spring of a blind and extravagant zeal. In this 
age of enlarged views, of generous excitement, 
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of unparalieled activity for the good of man-
kind, it is hoped that the idea of a nation 
espousing the cause of peace and humanity, 
will not be dismissed as visionary and imprac-
ticable. Enlightened and benevolent statesmen 
will discern that we. do not live in ordinary 
times, but that a new and powerful impulse 
has been given to the human mind, which, un-
der judicious influences, may issue in great 
and permanent improvements of the social state.n 

"Thus, encouraged by their past successes, this group 

of religious and humanitarian spirits, particularly active 

in Great Britain and the United States, stirred by abhor-

rence for war which was at variance with their religious 

principles, set out to do battle with the monstrous cus-

tom of war. What practical statesmen had failed to accom-

plish they would effect by an appeal to the better nature 

·or mankind. 
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CHAPTER I 

PIONEER ORGANIZATION AND EXPANSION 

The world ts first three peace .. s.ocieties arose in the 

United States in the same year, 1815, and it would seem in• 

dependent of each other. Credit for the founding of the 

first peace society belongs to David.Low Dodge,. a phiU.an• 
' '! 

thropist and merchant of the City of Mew York; ~d .by church 
(1) ' . . 

affiliation a Presbyterian. Mr. Dodge's interest in war was 

aroused indirectly by a personal experience which occurred 
'} 

ten years before the founding of his society. The profound 

shock resulting from the narrow. escape of.his landlord frqm 

being shot when. he entered Mr •. Dodge•.s sleeping room, led 

the latter to serious reflection on the matter or carrying 
' ( 2) 

arms and. to an examinat~on of' the scriptures •. He at length 

became .convinced that .. violence, the use. of weapons and war 

were all inconsistent with Christian principles. Further 

studies familiarized him with the attitude of the early 

Christians, Luther, .Erasmus, the .Moravians and the Quakers 

toward war, and strengthened his own convictions. 
' As a result of his study or war, in 1809.he published 

an essay, ''The Mediator's Kingdom: not of. this World: but 
(3) . . . 

Spiritual", one thousand copies or which were sold within 
(4). 

a week. Within the next few years it.went through four 
(5) 

editions and had. a circulation of twenty thousand copies. 

As the title suggests, the tract is theological in spirit, 
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making the.point.that the Kingdom of' the.World is of the 

Devil, as.is also war. It presents a thorough religious 

arraignment or war with many scriptural passages to sub-

stantiate the author's position. This tract called forth 

sarcastic criticism from.three.literary men in a pamphlet 

entitled, "The Duty of a.Christian Man in a Trying Situa-
(6) 

tion". To this Mr. Dodge immediately replied. Soma·sympa-

thetie friends of Mr. Dodge felt that his original tract 

had been written too unguardedly and. wi.thout. sufficient ex-

actness in definitions,. and he 'devo.ted.himself to more care• 

ful study, meanwhile converting about. twenty of his friends 
. .(8) .. ·. . ' ( 9) . . 

to his views. As early as 1810, the group met to consider 

the question or .. forming a peace society for the purpose of 

diffusing the~r principles.amongchurchmen. They expressed 
(10) 

their intention of avoiding political questions, but be-

cause war with Great Britain was brewing, they decided to 
' . 

postpone action, fearing their motives would be misconstrued. 
. . . (10) 

Mr. Dodge, however, was appointed to w:rite an essay on war~ 
' 

7 

The fact that his business .. firm was· suffering financial rever-
(10) . . . 

,ses due to the war probably was an influence in his condemna-

tion of it as inhuman, unvtise, and. criminal,. in his second 
(11) 

paper, "War Inconsistent with. the.Chr1st~anRe11gion11 , which 
(12) . . 

appeared.early in.1815. This tract, like its predecessor is 

theological and .is no.t or outstanding literacy merit, but it 

is marked by "force of thought, a .·moral_ earnestness, a per-

severing logic, a· common sense, a hatred .. of inhumanity, .a 
. (13) . (14) 

passion for justicett. On.August 16, 1815, after two or three 

meetings had been.held on the subject,. the first peace socie-



ty was .. organized in New York.City with from thirty to forty 
{ 15) I 

members, founded on the.principle .that all. war is unchris~ 
.· (16) (17) ·~ 
tian, and open to men of' all sects. Mr .• Dodge was unanimous-

ly elected.the .first president, and at the first monthly meet-

ing read .an address, . "The Kingdom of Peace Under the Benign 

Reign of Messiah tt, one thousand:. copies of which were circu-
( 18) \ 

lated. 

Of vastly greater significance. than an-y: of Mr. Dodge's 

tracts, was the brief pamphlet, "A Solemn.Review of the Cus-
(19) . . . . 

tom of War", which was.published.at.Boston, Christmas.Day, 

1814, under the pseudonym. "Philo. Pacif icus n. It was the work 
'i ' of Rev~ Noah Worcester, D. D. This was from the fir~t wfdely 

read in both the ·united States ·and .. Europe.,. the Peace Socia-
l 

ties on both sides. of the-.A~l.~t±-~ using .it as a leading.pro• 

pagtU}dist tract •. In a letter to.:Thomas Jefferson under date 

of 09toper;l8, 1815, Noah Worcester explains his mt?tive in . . ... . (20) . . .. , •'• ' 
w~i,Fing t:q.e. tract, as. follov,s: ''Near the close o~ . the late 

wa~ I .• '.:w~s!.,"somehow excited to,.~xamine the .subject or war in'.· 
• -"", .,.: ., " : ., _. ;- ,• '. ' '. ' .• ~ .' ." y• •. , ,\ .. ' ·'' .. ·' :-~: ' 1, • ' • ' •• : •• ·• 

general 1
1 ·and I became fully:co:hvi~ced t~at the custom'·of'·:· 

settling national.disputes. by war is perfectly needless,. 
r~ <I 

unjust,·. and inhwnan, as ... we;Li.as. anti~Christian, and· that:, 
·. ., . . . . .· .· . . .. . . . ( 21) 

the custom is supported by.d.eiusion.a.ndbarbaricfanaticism~ 
'· ··In-Worcester's tract the.custom of' ·war met with.thorough 

examination·· and denunciation. The author is. not merelf des-

tructive i.n his . cri ti~ism, ho\vever, . for he also atteppts to 

show how the state of'societymightbe.changed. Some of his 
significant statements follow: · 
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"Cannot peace societies be.extended through 
Christendom to support its government and secure 
the nation from· war? ••••. l.et evecy land be filled 
with newspapers, tracts, and periodical works a• 
dapted to the same. purpose •••• "· ( 22) 

again, 

also, 

"If' war is ever to.be set aside an .ef'.f9rt 
must sometime be made, and. why not now as well 
as at any future day? ••.•• " ( 23) 

"Can Christians hold their peace while,this 
custom i's sweeping. off myriads of their bre.thren 
into etern1 ty by . violence. and. murder? •• ~;,. " (.24) 

then he asks how it can be ended except by enlightening the 
(24) 

minds of.men on the subject. His closing words are, 
' " •••• for· war is, in fact·, a heathenish and 

savage custom, most malignant., most desolating 
and most horrible,· and the grossest delusion, 
the greatest curse, that ever ~ff'licted a guilty 
world". (25) · 

Here, then, is a carefully reasoned analysis of war ar-

riving at the conclusion that it should be destroyed, and 

with specific. sugges.tions tor. the immediate. organization of 

peace societies. This treatise .. was the dil'ect occasi~n, for 

the foriµation of the second and third societies. 

On Dec~mber. 2, .. 1815., . a "Society for . Promoting Peace" 

was established in Warren ... County 1 . Ohio~ A letter to the 

Massachusetts .. B.eace Society, .established later in the same 
. . 

month, .~n~~ "Having seen. t~e. •soiemn Review of the Custom 

of War', •••• a number of the citizens of Warren County of 

different denominations as to religion formed themselves 

into a· society •••• without having any knowled.ge at that time 
... . . . . '( 26) 

that any similar society existed on earth •. " 
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I 

The Ohio .. society . continued to exist. independently un-
til the formation .. of. the American. Peace. Society in 1828. Dur-

ing its first year or so it published 3 1 000 copies of sever-

al numbers .. of the "Friend of Peace", a periodical edited by 
Noah Worcester in.Massachusetts. It soon divided into four 

branch societies, with a total membership of about one hun-
. . (26) 

dred, "including respect,able clergymen and .statesmen". In 
March or 1817 a fifth branch was established .at Leesburg, at 

' .. . ( 26) 

10 

which time about.fifty members.were admitted •. Though by 1820, 
. . ' (2?) 

the Ohio Society had gained 169 members, it never.played a.ve-

ry prominent part in the.peace.society movement. 

The third American.peace.society organized in the year 

1815 was at Boston,.Massachusetts, December 26, one year and 
a day after. the. publication .. there .. of Worcester• s epoch-mak-

ing tract. Meanwhile, in the course or the same year, Wor-
. . ' (27) 
caster had undertaken the publication or a peace magazine. 

Credit for the Massachusetts establishment, however, is also 
due.Dr. WilliemElleryChanning, who, over.a period or sever-

al years had been.delivering occasional.discourses on the sub• 
. (28) . . 

ject of war. As early as 1809,.he preached .. a.sermon upon 

"Peace. on Earth", and the. year following, .inspired by the 

European wars,. preac~ed one. on .. the wastefulness and wicked-

ness of. wars •. Other sermons. direc.ted. agains.t this evil follow-

ed in 1812 .and 1814, and 1nl815.a.discourse.before an assem-

bly of Congregational.ministers was published and widely cir-
culated. There.can be no .. doubt that these.,sermons had great 

influence in molding public;opinion in Massachusetts ~gainst 



war, for Channing was .. a leading clergyman.of. his ·day. He 

and Worcester were .. co-workers in the. peace mo.vement in Mass-

achusetts, and officers of the society from its inception. 
. . 

The first meeting of the society was held.in Channing's stu-
(28) . . 

dy. 
(29) 

On December 28, twenty-two members,. including the Gover-

nor of Massachusetts,' the President of Harvard College and se-
. (28) . 

veral professors, signed the constitution of the new society, 

and on January_ll, 1816 1 its establishment was completed by 
(30) 

the appointment of officers. · 

The first officers of the Massachusetts Society included 

Hon. William Phillips, ... President; Hon •. Thomes. Davies, Vice-Pre-

sident; Deac.on Elisha Ticknor,. Treasurer; .R~v. Noah Worcest~r, 
. . l . . . , 

Corresponding Secretary. There were.also.a recording secreta-

ry and a board of' 6 trustees. 

The object of the. society, as .expressed in its consti-
( 31) 

tution, was.to enlighten men concerning.the evils of war. 

It cited several.indications to justify its hope of ulti• 

mate success. Membership dues were fixed at a dollar a year, 

and persons of all denominations. were invited to join the so-
" 

ciety. The :formation of other societies was to be encouraged 
' 

in the United States and in foreign countries by the circu-

lation of tracts, and by correspondence. 

This society grew more rapidly than its two predecessors 

and from the start assumed the.leadership. At the close of 
. (32) 

its second year its membership had reached 304, 70 ·or whom 

were.ministers of various religious denominations, but it al-

ll 



(33) 
so contained some.prominent civil figures. 

The third annual report shows an addition of 245 mem-

bers, bringing the total to 550, and by 1821, the number had 
. {3~) 

increased to 882, scattered among the main society at Bos-

ton and twelve auxiliary societies, eight of which were lo-

cated in Massachusetts, three in New Hampshire, and one in 
. (34) 

Connecticut. 

The leaders were surprised at the rapidity of its growth, 

due to its meeting with very little opposition, and being hin-
. {33) . . 

dered only by inadequate funds. Prince Galitzin of Russia, a 

close friend and adviser of Alexander I, was reckoned as an 
. (33) . 

honorary member of' the society. Though the Quaker_e~ement in 

Massachusetts \Vas rather small, · .. the work of Quakers in· other 

states in ·distributing tracts:.:arid'.. producing some of their 

own was appreciated •. 

By 1828, it is estimated., there existed fifty peace so-

cdeties scattered among twelve different_ states of the Union. 

A greater number of these were to be found in the New England. 
I 

0 (35) 
states, and include. the following: . Maine., at Po·rtland ( 1817) 1 

' . 
' I 

and Min~ot, the home of .Willi~ Ladd;.~ Hampshiret at Ports-. 
( 36) . ( 37] . 

mouth, Jaffry, and Hollis; one in Vermont (1828); Massachu-
. . . 

!~' at Cambridge, Salem, Brighton, Watertown, Byfield, New-
• ton, Cummington, Hingham, B111er1oa, Plainfield, Shelburn, 

· <oa> 
East Haddam, South Reading, and Royalston, as well as the one 

at Boston, (1815). In Connecticut, for some time there was 

.o.ne .. s.tate~.~ociety, .. an.auxiliary of the Massachusetts Society, 

.but .. by." 1833, there existed a county peace society in evecy 
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{39) 
county of the State. Rb.ode Island had .the Rhode Island and 

(40) 
Providence Plantation Peace Society at Providence (1817). 

with eighty-two subscribers its first year. __ In New York so-

cieties existed.at.New York City (l815), Cayuga Peace Socia-
. (40) I , (40) 

ty at Scipio (181?}, Chenango and Highland Counties (1818), 
(41) . . . 

Schenectady and. Albany.. In Pennsylvania, the Society of 

Young.Friends in Berks County, organized to distribute peace 
(42) 

tracts, and a. Peace Society· of Pennsylvania __ .( 1822) was es-
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tablished by Rev. Henry Holcome, an ex-Revolutionary War sol-

dier,· author of several peace tracts,. and pastor of the. Bap-

.tist Church in Philadelphia, with 170 subscribers its first 
(43) 

year. In the South there were.societies at Raleigh, North 
I 

Caro~1na 2 . (1820), among whose.members.were reckoned "rive 
ministers of the Gospel and a Judge of the.United States su-

(44) . 
preme Court"; and a Georgia Peace Society, which was formed 

. . (43) 
as an auxi1iary to.the Pennsylvania. society; and in the 

West, besides the five previously.mentioned in Ohio, two so• 
. (45)-

cieties were founded in Vigo County, Indiana. In addition to 
. (45) 

these! Th~ Wes.tern Association. of the: New Jerusalem 'Church, . . 

and the Conference of the Methodist Reformed Church in New 
(46) 

York assumed the character.of'. peace societies. 

Increasing zeal and nwnbers created the need for con-

solidation in the peace movement. in order to carry on effec-

tive work. The first move toward this end.came from the Maine 

Peace Society, February 10, 1826, when it voted "that it is 

expedient to adopt measures for the formation of a national 
(47} 

.peace soci~ty". This action was instigated by William Ladd 



(48) 
of Minot, :Maine, who~ influenced by Worcester's ·''Solemn Re-

( 48) . 
view", h~d become. deeply in'.terested in the cause, and after 

the formation of thenational society, became the very soul 
(49). 

o~ it. Similar action by various other societies followed, 

and the Maine, Portsmouth, Massachusetts, and Windham County 

societies appointed agents.to go to New York and Philadelphia 

to confer with leaders there. A.constitution drawn up by the 

corresponding secretary of the:Massachusetts Society was ac-
. . 

cepted by the Pennsylvania Society, February 18, 1828, and 

subsequently received the approval of all to which it was 
(49) 

presented. 

In accordance with a provision of this constitution the 

first meeting of' the new society was held at New York City', 

May 8, when the original. constitution was adopted with a few 

changes, and .. there was ... founded the American Peace Society, 

which exists today, an active agent in the cause. It declared 

as its basic principle, "we believe.the custom of war to be 

contrary to the principles or the Christian religion, sub-

versive of, the liberty or mankind,. and destructive of their 

happiness; -- a horrible custom, which every one is called 
. (49) 

upon to do what he can to abolish". In its object, as stated 
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in the constitution, not only did the society propose to "dif-

fuse light respecting the evils of warn, the object of the 

Massachusetts Peace Society, but in addition, to seek, "the 
' h49) . 

best means ot effecting .1·ts abolition' , a much more positive, 

· aggressive, and construe ti ve . statement •. This expresses the 

new spirit infused into the American.peace movement by the 

new consolidation and by the remarkable leadership of Will-



iam Ladd. 

Annual dues of the American Peace Society were to be 

five dollars instead.of one. The business of the society 

was to be conducted by a board.of' .twenty directors, who 

oversaw its affairs. There was to be an annual meeting at 

which the directors and.the treasurer presented annual re-

ports •. Any part of the constitution was changeable by.a 

vote of three-fourths of' the representatives in a regular 

meeting, except the object of the organization which "shall 

never be changed". Representation of auxiliary societies in 

the meetings of the national aociety was based on the amount 
t : (49) 

of money paid into the treasury of the· national ·society. 

The first Board.of Directors was composed of twenty-two 

members, including.two from Maine,. one of whom was William 

Ladd;' three for New Hampshire; three. for. Massachusetts, in-

cluding Noah Worcester. and.John Tappan; _two.for Rhode Island, 

Moses and Nicholas Brown of Providence; three f'or Connecti-

cut. New York was given six, including Anson G. Phelps and· 
I 

David Lo\V Dodge; Pennsylvania, twoi and Ohio, one, Dr. Ste-
. . (49 J 

phen B. Cleavland of Cincinnati. 

Soon after the formation of the society a declaration 
(50) 

· of its position was issued, from which the following state-

ments are selected: ~We receive.into.our.communion all who 

seek.to abolish war, whether they hold to lawfulness of de-

fensive war, or condemn all.war in every shape". The socie-
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ty was declared non-political. The closing st~tement enables 

one to understand the high. idealism of this stage.of the move-

ment: 



I 

"our principles were promulgated.by the song of 
angels, which produced peace on earth, and good 
will to man; ... they so.ar far abov;e. ~h.e. temporary 
and local affairs of states and empires; they 
are as extensive as the world, and lasting as 
eternity. Wherever breathes .. a human .s.ou~, we hail 
him brother, whatever may be· the.-.color or his· skin, 
or the articles of his. creed, we ·delight to do him 
good, and to extend to him.thepeliicef'ul principles 
ot our blessed Saviour. We .are not confined· by geo-
graphical boundaries,, natural or artificial, but· 
seek •the greatest good for the greatest number•o" 
William Ladd was made the exec~tive officer of the Socie• 

ty, and during the last four years of his life served as its 
(51) 

president. 

Contemporaneously m:unerous. organized peace societies 

were being organized in Europe. 

The long period of wars between England and France, ex-

tending almost without interruption from 1793-1815, produced 

a strong desire for peace,.especially in England. But because 

of the intense.patriotic. spirit there, no anti-war movement 

dared to appear until peace had been made. However, as early 

as 1'796,.a tract, "War Inconsistentwith the Doctrine and 
. ' ' {52) 

Example of Jesus Chris.t", by J. Scott, was . published. Also, 

Dr~ Thomas Chalmers, a .noted· English_ clerSYl!l.ant delivered 
(53} . 

some pioneer sermons on the·subject of peace. However, the 

first definite suggestion on record for the establishment or 
peace societies in England.is found ina discourse of Rev. 

David Bogue, D. D. ,. a Congregational minister, in October 
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of the year 1813. Dr. Bogue had been prominent in the found-

ing of various beneficent organizations, including the London 

Missionary Society, the British and Foreign Bible Society, and 



(JI/-) 
the.Religious Tract Society. 

Among the mo.st .. outstanding Friends in England at this 

time was William Allen, a typiqal~ref'orming Quaker, interes-
• 'i . ~ 

ted in all sorts of benevolent enterprises, including Bible 
.. 

Societies, Tract Societies, education, poor-- relief, prison 

reform, slavery, and. many others·· When in the summer of 1814, 

Tsar Alexander.or Russia, and Frederick William III or Prus-

· a1a visited England, William Allen headed.a delegation of 

Friends. who. presented them with . religious .. addresses. Alexan-

der, by nature mystical and religious, and his sister, the 

Duchess of Oldenburg, evinced great interest in the Friends 

and were taken.by Allen to. a1 Quaker meeting. Later they in-

spected the.home of a Quaker family. This sort or interest 
. t (55) 

led, in 1815, to.Alexander's Holy Alliance proposal. 

The first actual society in England arose among the So-

ciety of' Friends. In the ~ournal of' William Allen, there ap-

pears under date of' June 7, 1814, this bri'ef' ~otation: "Pea.ca 

committee. A meeting to consider a. new society to spread 
(56) . . 
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tracts, etc. against war". This meeting was held at'Mr. Allen's 

ho~se in London, with several benevolent gentlemen present. 

Bu~ while all agreed on the expediency of the proposition, no 

steps toward definite organization were ta.ken just then, a-

side from agreeing that.those present should hand Mr. Allen 

their ideas. concerning a constitution, which he should con-

sider in developing a proposal to be considered at some ru-
( 57) 

ture meeti~g. On June 6, 1815, less than.two weeks before the 

battle of' Waterloo, another meeting was held, at which only 



three were present. They adopted ... the following resolution: 

"It seems expedient that .the followi~g o~jects should con-

stitute the basis of the association to.be formed; viz., a 

society for the purpose.of circulating tracts and diffusing 

information tending to show that all war is inconsistent 

with the interests of mankind and is contrary to the spirit 
(58) 

of Christianity". 
(59) 

A letter proposing organization,. dated in April, addressed 

to William Allen who. edited. "The.Philanthropist", was publish-

ed in the July, 1815, number of that.magazine. Some have ci-

ted this as the·prelude of the.fol'll1ationof the London Socie-
(60) 

ty, but it must, be remembered that a meeting to consider 

this matter had been held.ten.months before the letter was 

written. The letter cqntained the same sentiments as the Wor-
( 60) . . . 

cester tract, and it is possible that it was inspired by it; 

since the latter had had ample time for reaching England, and 
' was used as p_:ropaganda there shortly afterward. But. even if 

it were so it could not be justly claimed that the American 

pamphlet ·caused _the .. creation of the London Society,, inasnmch 

as.it was the d~rect outgrowth or the independent efforts of 

William Allen and his associates. It has been frequently sta-

ted with certa1n:ty or near certainty that the three earliest 

American societies and the London society.were founded with-
- (61) 

out knowledge of the intention or existence.of each other,. 
t 

but this is incorrect. For American obligation is admitted 

by the f'o.llowing excerpt. from the constitution of the Mass-
( 62) 

achusetts Peace .. Society declaring: . "By their late dreadful 
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sufferings, the attention of the European_ nations is unusual-

ly excited to the guilt a.pd miseries of war; and with joy we 

have learned, that Peace Societies have been proposed, if 
I I 

not already established on the other side of the Atlantic." 

On the other hand the peace leaders in London were encour-

aged in completing their already projected society by the 
. . (63}. 

knowledge of the organization in Massachusetts. 

On June l, 1815, Mr .• Allen summoned a large and enthus-

iastic committee which discussed the project and appointed 

another committee to complete the organization for the pro-

posed society. This committee met June 7, and voted to have 

printed an edition of-a thousand copies.0£ Worcester's "Sol• 

emn Review", and appointed three of their number to prepare 
( 64) 

a seri~s of resolutions to be considered at a future meeting. 

A week· later, June 14, the plan of the society was definite-

ly arranged and the resolutions passed. The first regular 

business meeting of the Committee was held the following oc-
., ( 65) 
tober. 

The original number of members was ten, most of' whom 
i 

were Quakers, like Allen and Price, but it included others 
I (66) 

like Thomas Clarkson, the well-known anti-slavery agitator. 

Joseph Tragelles Price, an ironmaster of l'!eath Abbey was .. 

another active founder. Indeed some have given Price credit 
( 67) 

for originating the idea of the first society in England. 

Like Allen, a Quaker, his positive testimony had been con-

firmed in· a remarkable way by an event which occurred dur-

ing the recent war.with France. One of his unarmed trading 
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ships was captured by the enemy, and when asked why it was 

unarmed the· French were informed .that it .. belonged to men 

"who believed that all war was .forbidden.by Christianity". 

·According to the story ·1t was allowed to return home unmo-

lested, by the gentlemen freebooters of Napoleon. 

The London society took the name of "The Society for 

the Promotion of Permanent and Universal Peace», illustra-
• I 

tive of English fondness for lengthy and bigworded society 

names. 1 It declared its object was· "to print and circulate 

tracts, ~d diffuse in£ormation tending to show, that war 

is inconsistent with the spirit of Christianity, and the 
I 

true int·~rest of mankind, and to point out the means best 

calculated to maintain permanent and universal peace, on the 

basis of true Christian. Principles •·1! The society was to be 

non-sectarian in membership: and officers., and its business 

was to. be conducted by a group of not more than thirty-six, 

.called the Committee. At the· outset the committee consisted 
I 

of William Allen, Thomas Clarkson, John Clarkson, William 

Crawf'ord, Charles Stokes. Dudley,. Rev. Thomas Harper·, Robert 

Marsden, Joseph Tragelles.Price,.EvanRees, John Scott, Fre-
. - - (68) . . 

derick Smith, and Thomas Sturge. Mr. Marsden, first chairman 
, ( 69) . , 

of the Committee, issued an address from London, January 9, 
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1817, which largely was a repetition or the resolutions of 

June 14. His plea was based on religious-humanitarian gro~nds, 

and· contained this statement: "After so many years of -blood-

shed, the time has at length arrived when great numbers of 



different religious persuasions in this country, on the con-

tinent, and in North America are de.aided in their opinion 

that war cannot.be justified on Christian principles, and 

others are beginning on the same grounds· to question its law-

.! " fulnesa •••• 

The receipts of the society its first year were ~211 

· 15s. lOd., and increased the. next year to ;.357 lls. 7d. The 

number of subscr_ibers during the second year was nearly tre-
( 70) 

bled. 

During the first year auxiliary societies were.formed 
.• . (71) . 

at Swansea and Neath and Tavistock; and by the end of the 

second year at Darlington,.Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Hertford, 
. ('71) I , 

Worcester, and Frome, and a.la.dies' association at Lyming-
. {72) . 

· ton. In 1820, auxiliaries were founded in the more important 
. ('73) ('74) {175) {"15) 

cities of Bath, Bristol, Southampton, and Plymouth .. In Scot-

land peace societies were org~ized in Glasgow (1817), Dun-
('71) . . (76) 

dee (1818), and Edinborougb. (1819); also.they were found in 
(77) . (77) 

Ireland, Nova Scotia and Canada. 

The same revulsion against war was
1

felt among ·certain 

classes in France, ~lthough naturally under.the conditions 

of the Revolutionary~Napo~eo1i.ic era it was not developed as 

in England or America. However, about the year 1815, sever-
I I 

al peace plans were published there and considerable inter-

est was shown in pacific topics. Moreover, French religious 

journals reported the proceedings of the English and Ameri-

can peace societies with favorable comment. Abbe Gregoire's 
. (7f) 

"La Chronique Religieuse", called their objective 'tiligb.ly 
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laudable" and.reviewed.the history of peace sentiment since 

the time of' Erasmus. Similarly the journal or M. Charles Co-

querel, "Annales Protestantes", remarked, " •••• it is a spec-

tacle worthy of' admiration" to seepious:men engaged in the 

work of bringing peace to the world and promised to record 

accounts of' their operations from time to time~ 

Largely through the ii:lfluenca of' Joseph Tragelles' 
(79) 

Price, an organization or peace. sentiment.was begun in 

France, and.late in 1820, word was received.in England that 

a group of prominent.Frenchmen had formed.a committee with 

the intention of: .. developing there a society. to promote peace 
. (80) 

on Christianprinciples. It included the.names of Baron de 

Stael, Compte. de la Borde, M. Marron, .president of th~ F..rench 

Protes.tant Church,. M. WUrtz, an eminent. bookseller, M. Stap-
. . 

fer, a professor of.Theology, and M. W1llm, a minister and in-

structor of young men. 

Difficulties in establishing such a society proved great-

er in France than.in England or America and several meetings 

resulted in no definite organization due to the fact that 

.public opinion there was little prepared to countenance di-

rect opposition to the war spirit. As it was felt that if 

their efforts were directly aimed against war .Public ridi-

cule would r~nder their society ineffectual, they decided 

to .form an organization embracing numerous other benevolent 

objectives. Tb.us a society bearing the name, "La Societe des 
(80) 

Amis de la Morale. Chretienne st de la Paix" was created, com-

mo:r:ily called "The Society. of ·Christian Morals". Its prospectus, 



which appeared August 15,, 1821, declared its objective was 

to influence.mankind "to abjure all anger, all hatred, all 

unhappy dissension -- to love one another. --- to treat each 
{81) 

other as brethren, and finally. to seek .to.procure peace.n 

This French.society proclaimed religious liberty, 

urge
1
d the confession.or .religiou·a convictions and claimed 

_credit for much social work, including the promotion of sav-

ings banks, abo.lition .. or lotteries, _and. the closing of the 

gambling houses in.France.,In 1843,. it was engaged in agi-

tating for the emancipation of slaves., the. abolition of c_ap-

i tal punishment, suppression of. torture in prison, and for 

laws tending .to increase morality among the masses, temper-

ance in individuals, and to promote.religious education. It 

was the only one in France which up to that time he.d openly 

declared itself a.peace society, and opposed to duelling and 
{82) ~ ; 

revolts as well. The presidents of the society up to 1843, 

were, in order, the elder M~quis de la_Rochefoucauld-Lian-. . 

court, the Due de Broglie., M. Guizot, M. Benjamin Constant, 
(82) 

and the younger Marquis .de la Rochefoucauld~Liancourt. 

The me.mbership of' the. French society was. of a distinct-

ly~ different. type .from the English and American ones, com-

prising principally liberals, free-thinkers, economists, so-

cialists, etc., who gave the movement a more practical and 
{83) 

less religious note. _The fact that reforming zealotry on the 

continent was less marked than in England and America helps 

to explain· why. the Society: of. Christian Morals was so divi-

ded as to its aims, inasmuch as there.was not a sufficient 
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number interested to justify a separate organization for 

each separate purpose, nor could all agree upon one common 
. . 

objective. In, 1841, however, there was formed within the so-
• (83) 

ciety a special committee on peace. 

Sympathy and some connection existed in the period prior 

to 1843 between the ·French society .and .the peace societies. 
i In the early '40's the.London Peace society sent their agent, 

Mr. Stephen.Rigaud to the continent on at least three occa-

sions, in behalf or the cause of peace. He appeared before 

the Society· of Christian Morals i~ Paris, and on January 11; 

1841, proposed to the council of the society, in behalf' or 
the one which he represented, the establishment of a prize· 

fund of 1,250 francs. ror treatises on the promotio~ ot per-

manent and universal peace, a plan which had been used suc-

cessfully by the Amer.ican society. The offer was accepted, 

and rules were drawn up governing the contest. Not only was 

the essay to s~ow that war w~s a violence to humanity and 

contrary to the Christian religion, but also the best means 

of promoting and securing universal and permanent peace and 

of adjusting international disputes without resorting to war. 

It is interesting that this offer was made less than a month 

after the removal of the remains of Napoleon from st. Helena 
• 
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to Paris, at a time when the war spirit was running high there. 

Rigaud returned in the spring of' 1842 to be present when the 

awards were made, and before returning home visited friends 

of peace in Switzerla:r:id, along the Rhine, and in Belgium, and 

a year later returned to adve.rtise the international peace 



l (84) 
conference to be held in .. London that. year. The Paris com-

mittee resolved to send copies of the prize ~ssays bound 

in one volume to the King of France,·the two princes, ~he 

leading French ministers, and to the rulers of the various 
(85) 

civilized countries of the world. 
) 

I 

During· the period of the 13o•s and '40's in France, un-

der the kingship. of the. "bourgeois" Louis Philippe, increased 
I 

interest was shown in pacifism. Noteworthy among the French 

peace advocates of'. the.period was st. Simon, the great social-
1· 

ist leader, and.product of. the. "Industrial Revolution"· then 

sweeping France with. full .force. St. Si~on.1 .s ... inspiration, how-· 

ever, was primarily economic and social_ rather than reli-

gious and his peace.ideas were of a more practical nature. Re• 

gister:lng this quickened interest in 1847, Francisque Bouvel, 

M. Ziegler, Denis Potonie, Frederic Bastiat, M. Riglet, and 

others of the Socie1te du Libre Exchange considered the for-

mation of a peace society, but were hindered by the unsettled 
.. ' 

political conditions due to t~e agitation leading to the Feb-

ruaz-y Revolution of 1848, and the consequent suspension or 
. (86) . . 

the right to hold meetings. 

Another European country, Switzerland, saw the forma-

tion of a peace society, December1,.1830 •. Count Jean Jae-
I 

ques de Sello11 ( 1782-1839) or an old Calv:'fmistic noble fam-

ily holding their title from.the Holy Roman Empire, was its 
(8?) 

founder. In his youth de Sellon had studied in Geneva and 

Tuscany, becoming acquainted with the various governments 

of Eilrope, and in addition, with the .peace plans of Abbe de 
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St. Pierre, Henry IV, and others. Tuscany, thanks to the· in-

fluence of the Eighteenth Century Italian crime and prison 

reform agitator, Beccaria, had a very enlightened code of 

criminal lav1. which had abolished the·: death penalty. On re-

turning to Geneva, where in 1816, heitook a seat in the sov-

ereign coun~il of the city-republic, de Sellon advocated many 
l 

liberal reforms, such as the discontinuing of the death penal-

ty. He was also interested·in the cause of women and in popu-

lar initiative of. legislation. Some personal experiences dur-

ing the ·Napoleonic wars gave him decided anti-war views· and 

were an important factor in his founding the Geneva Peace So-

ciety. Having formed the Geneva. Society, he informed the var-

ious sovereigns of Europe of its existence, and received sev-

eral favorable.. replies, especially a letter from the King of 

Prussia. During the next few years following 1830, de Sellon 
I 

wrote articles on peace, several of which were published in 

the journals.of Switzerland, Fre.nce,.Italy, and England. The 

Geneva Society oorresponded regularly with those in England 
( 88) ' ' . 

and America. Its first officers were the Count de Sellon, 
. ' . 

president; M. Boissier, vice•president; M. Ranru., secretary; 
. .. (89) 

and M. Moulton, treasurer. 

Havin~ indicated· the formation of Peace Societies, there 

remains to be noted their isolated endeavor in the period 1815• 

43. 

The A~erican peace societies were.very active in pub-

lishing and circulating tracts in America, and almost from 

the outset, a connection was made with the London society 



and exchanges of pamphlets were made. Worcester's "Solemn 
Review of the custom of War", 'discussed above, ran through. 
numerous editions in this country and England, and was even 
translated into foreign languages and circulated on the Con-

tinent of Europe~ Other important publications of the Massa-
{884 

chusetts Peace Society were the "Friend of Peace"., a quar-
terly begun by Noah Worcester in 1815 and c.ontinued till the 
year 1828, also "A Sermon on War l?Y the Rev. w. E. Channing", 

.( 884) 
and two circulars of the society. Early publications or the 

(8~ 
New York Society include Dodge's ''Mediator's Kingdom not 

of this World" and "War Inconsistent with the Religion of 

Jesus Christ", and "Observations of the Kingdom of Peace un-
der the Benign Re1"gn of' the Messiah"; 0The Life of' Man In• 

violate .by the Laws of Jesus Christ, Shewn in two Sermons", 

by Rev~ Aaron Cleveland; "Thoughts on the Practical Advan-
tage of those who hold the Doctrine of Peace over those who 

I 

Vindicate War"; and "Letters to Caleb Strong, Esquire, Late 
Governor of Massachusetts, .shewing War, to be Inconsistent 
with the Laws of Christ and the Good of Mankind". 

(90) 
In its first two years, the Massachusetts society alone 

distributed nearly 8,700 tracts and s,ooo copies of the two 
I 

circular letters throughout ·the United States, Canada, Nova 

' Scotia, New Brunswick, and even a few to Great Britain, 
France, Russia, Santo Domi~go, and Asia, sending the last by 

. ! (91) 
Congregational and Baptist missionaries. 

The first American peace periodical, Noah Worcester's 
"Friend of' Peace" initiated in 1815, already has been men-
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tioned. The second such periodical was the "Harbinger of 

Peacett, edited by William Ladd, under the auspices ·or the 

American'Peace Society. It first appeared May 1828, and 

continued under this name.until the May-June.issue of 1831, 

when it was doubled in size and.re-christened the "Calu-
(94) 

met", having attained a circulation of .15.,000 copies. Ladd 

continued it as a bimonthly until .the.March-April number or 
.1835. "Its editorial essays and poems are for the most part 

·excellent in thought and style, and, together with the many 

reports, they represent an interesting picture or early 
. (92) . 

nineteenth-century views in America." In 1834 1 William Wat-

son of the Connecticut Peac~ Society at Hartford began the 
I • 

publication of, the. "Ameri~an Advocate of Peace", which in 

1835 was adopted by the .American Peace. Society to replace 

"The Calumet" as its official organ. Soon after the death 
·, 

of Mr. Watson in 1836 1 it was removed to Boston where, in 
(93) 

June, 1837, it appeared as the "Advocate .of Peace". There 

can be no doubt that these publications.reached many read-

ers and did much to popularize peace ideas, and led.to the 

founding of more peace societies. 

A schism occurred.in the American peace movement at 
' . 

the Peace Convention of' .1838, when certain: leaders in the 

.American Anti-Slavery Society withdrew f~om the main peace 
I 

society to form the Non-Resistance Society. The difficulty 

was that the American Peace Society did not go to the limit 

of declaring itself opposed to defensive as well as offen-

sive war. The Declaration of Sentiments of the Non-Resis-
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tance Society, published in 1838, contained this statement: 

"Our principles forbid the doing of evil that. good may come 

and lead us. to reject and to entreat the oppressed to re-

ject the use of all carnal weapons for deliverance f'rom bon-

dage; relying solely upon those which are spiritual and 
{96) 

mighty through God to the pulling down of s·tro.ngholds 11
• 

This was wri.tten by William Lloyd Garrison, a leader in the 
. ' I 

new group. Adin Ballou was another leader. Following the 

John Brown raid of 1859, at a meeting of the Worcester 

County, South Division Ant~-Slavery Society, violence was 

condoned, a resolution being adopted contrary to the prin-

ciples of the society, and Garrison now was one of the first 
' (96) 

to depart from the non-resistance principle. 

The practice o~ memorializing magistrates and legis-

latures was taken up by the peace societies from the first. 

In May 1819, t~e Massachusetts society memorialized the Uni-

ted States Congress, praying that the principle and practice 

of privateering be banish~d from the legislative code. The 

Maine and Raleigh {N. c.) societies likewise sent memorials, 
( 97) 

denouncing privateering as a "blood relation to piracy". 

The next year the Massachusetts society presented an-
1 

other memorial to Congress, asking that the United States 

Government make a formal declaration of pacific principles 

and that it deliberately inquire into the methods of pro-

moting peace. The address further states~95 ) 
n: • .. we trust that milder P.rinciples would 
be introduced into the conduct of national 
ho.stilities; that the reference of nation-
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al controversies to an impartial umpire 
would gradually be established as the law 
of the Christian world; and that national 
compacts would be formed for the express 
purpose of reducing the enormous and rui-
nous extent of military establishments ••• " 

Individuals in New York, appreciative of Tsar Alexan-

der's labors in the cause of peace sent him a volume of es-

says, which he acknowledged under date of July 4, 1817: 

" •• '' •• The efforts which you and other indi vidue.ls and socie-
I. 

ties in North.America are now making to prom~te love and 

peace among men, are worthy of the imitation of every well-

wisher to the peace and happiness of the world, and in these 
(98) 

labors of charity I wish you every possible success •••• " 

One of the most effective methods of creating interest 

in the movement hit upon by the American society was the 

prize essay award, which was also taken up in England and , 

France-. In 1831, through the generosity of two individuals, 

the Directors of the American Peace Society ~ere enabled to 

offer to world-wide competition prizes of $500 for the best 

and ~~100 for the second best dissertation on the su~ject, 
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"A Congress of Nations for the Amicable Adjustment of Nation-

al Disputes, and for the Promotion of Universal Peace, With-
· (99) ' 

out Recourse to Arms~" Of the thirty-seven essays received, 

the board referred seven to the judges, --Joseph Story, Will-

iam Wirt, and John M'Lean, --who were unable to decide which 

of the five best had greatest merit, so they recommended 
(100) 

that the total $600 be divided equally among the five. So 

successful was this first venture that almost at once the 



Board of the American Peace Society offered another prize, 

this time $1,000 for the best essay on the same subject. 

The avowed purpose was to et:fect a complete change in men's 
I 

minds by showing war to be needless, and t~at "it is as 

practicable as rational for nations to decide their differ-

ences by rea~on; that a resort to the sword is irrationally 
{101) 

brutal, and cruel, and wicked,. and absurd." Again the.jud• 

ges, --John Quincy Adams, Chancellor Kent, and Daniel Web-

ster·--, were unable to agree upon any one essay as best, 
(102) 

so they refused to award the prize to any one person. Five· 

of the essays were of unusual merit, and the best passages 

of the remainder were worked over by William Ladd, who, add-

ing some original ideas, developed a sixth essay, which with 

the other five appeared in one sizeable octave volume in 
(103) 

1840. A copy was presented to the President of the United 

States, to the cabinet members, to all the state governors, 

to every foreign ambassador in Washington, and to every Eu-
{ 103) 

i--opean ruler. 
(104) l 

The Ladd Plan deserves much more than casual mention 

here, inasmuch as it is a real contribution to the develop-

ment of international government, and as such ranks with the 

projects of HenrylV, Cruce, Penn, st. Pierre, Kant, and oth-

ers. It anticipated much that later has been worked out in 

the Hague Conf'erences 0£ 1899 and 1907, and in the League of 

Nations of more recent date. 

The plan calls for a Congress of Nations and a Court of 

Nations, and its really unique contribution is that it advan-
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ces the preferability of the Congress and the Court exis-
{ 105) 

ting independently of each other, though united in the same 

plan and cooperating with each other. This added the "ele-

ment necessary to give precedent for nearly every item in 
{105) 

the program of a League of Nations proposed in 1919. Ladd 

borrowed the idea of a court independent from the congress 

from the government of the United States. The Congress was 

to be transient or periodical and to be composed of repre-

sentatives of the various civilized nations, each with one 

vote, -- thus recognizing the doctrine of equality of states. 

Necessary regulations and bye-laws governing the Congress re-

only a majority vote. New members were to be admitted upon 

accepting the rules already adopted and the laws of nations 

"enacted'' by the Congress. Upon completing its organization, 

the Congress was to proceed to consider the first principles 

of international law, none of which were to be established 

without the unanimous vote of the Congress and ratification 

by all the represented Governments. When ratified by all, 

such "laws" were to have the binding force of internation-

al treaties. Internal affairs of nations, such as insurrec-

tions, revolts, or form of government, lay beyond the pro-

vince of the Congress, which was solely concerned with in-

tercourse between nations in relation to peace and war. Ladd 

divided its functions into four general divisions: {l) to de-

fine the rights of belligerents toward each other, thereby 

attempting to decrease the horrors of wars and their fre-

quency, and to promote their termination; (2) to settle the 
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rights of neutrals SJ;ld diminish evils inflicted upon them 

by war; (3} to adopt useful measures for the encouragement 

of peaceful pursuits; and (4) to organize, as one of its 

first acts, a Court of Nations. 

The number of representative to the Court from each 

state was to be determined by the Congress, but Ladd sug-

gested two. Its power was to be merely· advisory, with no ma-

terial power to enfoce its decisions. Its jurisdiction was 

non-compulsory, covering only those cases referred to it by 

the free consent of parties concerned. Members were to be ap-

pointed by the respective governments for terms agreed upon 

by the Congress, which was also to determine the method of 

paying their salaries. 

The court was to choose its own officers. It was to 

meet annualiy to carry on business, at no fixed place, but 

should never meet in a country concerned in a case to be 

heard. Verdicts were to be reached by a majority vote --

not urianimous, as in the case of the Congress. Its verdicts 

were ·to contain a statement of the facts of the case, to-

gethe~ with the steps in the reasoning used in reaching the 

decision. As a basfs for rendering a decision, the Court was 

to o~serve existing treaties and the "laws" enacted by the 

Congress of Nations and ratified by all the member nations. 

If these did not cover the case in question, then the judges 

were to follow the. principles of equity and justice. It was 

to have power to offer mediation where war threatened or a-

rose, without being invited. In internal controversies such 
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as disputed succession it was not to offer its verdict with-

out the invitation of all factions, though it was free to 

propose reconciliation. The Court was to suggest questions 

for the consideration of the Congress, such as new and un-

settled principles. 

Laddts plan recognized the force of public opinion as 

the means of making itself effective, as this statement in-

dicates: "A nation would not be justified in the opinion of 

the world in going to war, when there was an able and impar-

tial umpire to judge its case; and many a dispute would be 

quashe.d at the outset if it were known that the world would 
i 

require an impartial investigation of it by able judges." 

Another notable project, of a less pretentious nature, 

though more practical for its day, was first advanced about 
i 

1840 by Judgs William Jay of New York. It advocated the in-

sertion in treaties between nations of a clause binding them 

to settle their future disputes by the arbitration of a 
(106) 

friendly power or powers. This really is a corollary of the 

Ladd plan, and cou_ld certainly be used as a step to'ward the 

larger project. Arbitration clauses in treaties by 1840 were 

by no means a new thing, but the specific proposal that na-

tions deliberately bind themselves to observe the general 

principle of arbitration was, indeed, a step forward. These 

two proposals were adopted by the peace societies on both 

side of the Atlantio·and were embodied in the resolutions 

of their grea.t international peace congresses of the '40's 
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and t5Qts, thus becoming chief' planks in their program. 

The London Peace Society used the same methods in 

reaching the public as did those in America. Its official 

organ, the "Herald of Peac'e", first made its appearance at 

London, January 1819, as a monthly, then quarterly, bi-month-
. 

ly, and finally ~onthly again, and is still so ·published to-

day. Its stated policy, no doubt a wise one, was to avoid 

party politics, for "the cause is a religious, not a Politi-

~ one; and the moment we lose sight of the one, and in any 

way verge towards the other, the best pillar of the support 
(107) 

is lost, and the fabric totters.tt 

Some of the early tracts published in England were Wor-

cester's "Solemn Review of the Custom of War", Jonathan Dy-
I 

mond's "Observations on the applicability of the Pacific 

Principles of the New Testament in the conduct of States, 

and on the Limitation which those Principles Impose.on the 

Rights of Self-defence,,; also Thomas Clarkson' fJ "An Es say 

on the Doctrine and Practice of the Early Christians, as 

they Relate to War.!' These titles indicate that the basis 

of the peace argumen~s in England, as has been seen also in 

the case or America, was religious. In the first year or its 

existence, the London society issued 46,000 tracts and ad-
. . . ( 108) ( 109) 

dresses, and in the second, 128,000. By 1835, 720,245 pieces 

of literature had been printed and circulated, and by 1839 
. (110} 

about 967,000. Likewise meetings were held at various plac-

.es throughout the Kingdom where a.gents of the society 

preached the doctrines of peace, planted.its seeds among the 
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· masses, and organized t~em into societies to carry on the 

work. Among the prominent agents of the society in this 
(109) (111) 

early period were Rev. James Hargreaves and Dr. Bowring. 

Peace missionaries even crossed over into Continental 

Europe as early as· June 1819. A German· gentleman wrote that 

5,000 copies of one tract of the society had been printed 

there, 2,000 of which were taken to the Leipzig fair for 
, ( 112) ... 
dis.tribution~ A more strategic distribution point for Ger-

many, and all Europe, would have been difficult to find 1 for 

the fair attracted multitudes from all parts of the.conti-

nent. In December of 1819, a letter was received from a 

man of Groningen, Holland, who had.met a member of the Lon-

don Committee in. France, and who urged the London so.ciety 

to extend its work to Holland, where the writer felt the uni-
. (113) 

versal religious feeling would insure success. Tracts were 

scattered throughout Spain and Portugal. The Cortes of Por-
. .. 

tugal ordered a set of tracts of the Peace Society placed 

in their public library. A correspondent of the society at 

Gibraltar distributed pamphlets in Spanish and French, those 

in Spanish. being sent into the interior, where he was told 

"they. arEL.read:.by all classes that can obtain them", those 

in French were given to passing ships for distribution in 

various countries, including Piedmont, Southern France, and 
(114) ' . 

Sweden. The agent requested an addit.ional supply of tracts 

in Spanish, Fr~nch, I~alian, and English, but stated that 

those in German and'Dutch were of little.use there. He felt 

that a well written tract woul~ be useful for distribution 
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among the quarrelsome Moroccans. Whether or not this work 

bore fruit, it is important that Europe in general was in-

formed of the existence of such a movement~· 

Something has already been said'of the journeys of Mr. 

37 

Rigaud to France arid his relations with the Society of Chris-

tian Morals. On these journeys he spread tracts thv~ugh France, 

Switzerland, the Rhineland, and Belgium. On his trip of 1842 1 

he visited prominent citizens at Lyons, who expressed them-

selves strongly in favor of his principles, largely through 

economic reasons, "though I cannot say I believe they all 

adopted to its fulle:st extent the religious principles or 
,. 

our society." Here he met a man interested in the improve-

ment of the Greeks, who was making a collection of books for 

the University at Athens. Rigaud gave copies of Ladd's es-

say and also tracts in English and French to add to the 

collection. He next visited in turn Geneva, Lausanne, Berne, 

Basle, Strasburg, Mainz, Frankfort, Bonn, Cologne, and Aix-

la-Chapelle. In the German cities he was handicapped by his 

lack of knowledge of the German language. In Belgium he vis-

. ited Liege, Mons,a.nd Brussels, and succeeded in laying a 

foundation for peace societies in the last two places. 
(115) 

The London Society about the year 1841 1 offered a prize 

of 100 guineas for the best peace essay, and twenty guin-

eas for the next best. The first award went to Mr. H. Mac-

namara of Hammersmith, whose article was widely distributed 

and was read as a paper at the first international peace 

conference held in London, 1843. 



Thomas Clarkson, famous for his work in the cause of 

the slave, and one of the founders of the London Peace So-

ciety, was sent by the Committee of the Society to the Con-

gress of the powers held in Aix-la-Chapelle in the fall of 

1818. Clarkson carried with him a set of handsomely bound 

tracts a~d an address from the peace society to present to 

Emperor Alexander of Russia, who had on numerous occasions 

shown himself favorably disposed toward moral and reli-

gious appeals. On the evening of October 19, C.larkson had 

a two-hour conference with the Emperor, in which the slave 

trade, ~he Society for the Education of the Poor, and the 
S9ciety for the Distribution of the· Bible were discussed 

I . 

along with other philanthropic movements. The· Emperor ex-

pressed great satisfaction with the peace societies and, 
characteristically, "was of the opinion that the peaceable 

times prophesied in the Holy Scriptures were hastening on, 

and that they mo.st assuredly would come to pass. 'Teach', 

said his majesty, 'the rising generation to read, and give 
j 

them the Holy Scriptures, the only foundation of true morals, 

and you lay the ·axe at the root of every vicious custom. War, 

itself, among others, must give way•." Tracts were also sent 

·to the Emperor of Aust~ia, the King of' Prussia, Prince Gal-
( 116} 

itzen, and other prominent persons. A Declaration of the 

Peace Committee was presented to the leaders at the Con-

gress. It urged the acceptance of the principle of arb1-
) 

tration and suggested that if congresses or this nature 

were continued a perpetual' congress would be established 
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''to arbitrate between contending states, and to promote 
. (117) 

the happiness .of the worldn. 

Very early the peace society began to oppose British 

wars of imperialism. During the 11 0pium War" with China., 
(118) 

1840-42,.they memorialized Sir Robert Peel, expressing 

their oppositionbecause it involved "a prodigal expendi-

ture of British money, a melancholy loss of life, and a 

just and awful reproach upon the Christian religion", and 

asking for the immediate termination of the conflict and 

the adoption of practicable measures for the prevention of 

future collisions between England and any other country. 

Most notable among the leaders of the organization per-

iod in America were David Low Dodge, Noah Worcester, Will-

iain Ellery Channing, William Jay, and William Ladd. 
(ll&'t . 

Mr. Dodge, the father of peace societies, was born in 

the year 1774, at Brooklyn, Connecticut, the son of a far-

mer and carpenter. He was reared in a strictly religious at-

mosphere. As a boy he received several vivid impressions of 

war from the American Revolution, in the course of which 

two half-brothers died. His formal education was slight, 

gained between the ages of six and f o~rteen years by inter-

mittent attendance at various schools, but he was of a stu-

dious nature and by borrowing books was able to round out 

his culture. As a young man he taught school successfully, 

at the same time developing. a lively interest in religion, 

and becoming more and more concerned with moral and social 

problems. He married the daughter of a clergyman who was 
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something of a local poet and one of the earliest abolition-

ists in Connecticut. 

Mr •. Dodge left teaching to become a trader, entering 

business in Norwich. Later he was head of dry goods firms 

in Hartford and other Co.nnecticut towns. In 1805 he joined 

in partnership with relatives of his wife in the establish-

ment of a large importing and jobbing store in New York Ci-

ty, which:remained his principal residence until his death 

in 1852. Due to the European wars the partners were forced 

into bankruptcy and ,Dodge for a time established cotton fac-

tories in Connec~icut, but later, retu~ned to dry goods bus-

·1ness in New Yorlt:. He was deeply interested in the welfare 

of his workers and, characteristic of the period, patro-

nized numerous philanthropic .organizations, some of which 

were the Christian. Friendly Society for the Promotion of 

Morals and Religion, the· .New York Bible Society, the New 

York Tract Society, and was the foun~er of the first pe~ce 

society. For many years he was an elder in the Presbyter-
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ian Church, and was greatly interested in theological dis-

cussion and his~ory. He was the author of several well-known 

peace tracts and served on the board of directors of the Amer-

ican Peace Society:.until his death. Dodge belonged to the ra-

dical wing of the society who opposed all war as unchristian. 

It is appropriate to note here that several of Dodge's descen-

dants have been outstanding cultural, moral, and religious 

leaders. 



(119) 
·Dr. Noah Worcester, D. D. was born in Hollis, New 

Hampshire, in 1758. His family being poor, he was denied 

the privilege of college training, and what education he 

acquired caine through his ovm effort. Worcester served as 

a fifer il;l the Continental.Army in 1775, and fo~ a short 

time in 1777, as fife major. He married young and was soon 

loaded down with family cares, but despite this fact con-

tinued the process of self-education, and before he was. thir-

ty, was able to enter the ministry. His first parish was too 

poor to support him and his family, so he was forced to com-

bine farming with his religious duties. He made the shoes 

for his own family, and kept ink and paper beside his work 

bench, jotting down ideas which occurred to him in his work. 

His "Solemn Review of the Custom of' War0 , discussed above, 

was the most influential tract published by the peace socie-

ties up to 1840, and was a great stimulus in the cause. Dur-

ing 1813-18, Worcester edited "The .Christian Disciple.", and 

for a number of years was also editor of "The Friend of' 

Peacen •. He was the first corresponding secretary of the Mass-

achusetts Peace Society and co~tinued to be interested in the 

movement until his death in 1837. 
(120) 

William Ellery Channing, 1780-1842, was a leading cler-

gyman of his day. He received his degree at Harvard Univer-

sity in 1798. A Unitarian by religion, he was a liberal in 

social questions, his name being associated·with most of the 

reform movements of his times, including education, temper-

ance, intellectual freedom, peace and abolition. He fear-
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lessly defended William Lloyd Garrison at a time when he 

was in disfavor with conservative Boston. Channing wrote 

much on theological, social and philanthropic themes, and 

possessed a literary style of clearness and vigor, though 

not especially ornate. He delivered a number of discourses 

on peace which were later circulated in tract form, and was 

one of the organizers of the Massachusetts society. He did 

not, however, take the radical view that all war is unjus-

tifiable. 
(121) 

William Jay, 1789-1858, was a son of the statesman and 

first chief justice, John Jay. He received· his education at 

Yale, where he graduated in 1808. Though forced by defective 

eyesight to give up his study of law, nevertheless between 

the years 1818-21, he se,rved as Judge of Common Pleas in New 

York. Jay was interested in many benevolent movements. He 

was a founder of the American Bible Society in 1816. From 

1835-37, he served as correspond~ng foreign secretary of 

the American Anti-Slavery Society. He wrote a good deal a-

gainst slavery, but in both this.and the peace movement he 

was inclined toward conservatism. For a decade he was pre-

sident of the American Peace Society, and during the Maxi-
, . 

can War, published a book, "War and Peace", 1848, in which 

he opposed the war with Mexico and advocated peace princi-

ples. His chief contribution to the peace cause was his 

proposal that nations include in their treaties a clause 

binding them to observe the general principle of arbitra-

tion in settling their differences. Jay's social promi-
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nence and ability were notable assets to the cause. 

The heroic figure of the American peace movement was 
{122) 

William Ladd, "the apostle of peace", born in the year 1778, 

at Exeter, New Hampshire. He studied at Exeter Academy and 

entered Harvard 'at fifteen. On graduating there in 1797, 

being too young to enter professional studies, he decided to 

see the world. He said later that he gained little knowledge 

or mental discipline in college, ·and what he did get,. the 

salt water pretty much washed out. His father was engaged 

extensively in navigation, so Ladd embarked on one of his 

father's vessels as a passenger, but disliking idleness he 

assumed the work of a common sailor. On his second voyage 

he went as mate~ and finally became commander of vessels 

owned by himself and his brothers. 

In 1801 he. embarked on what he felt would be a gainful 

as well as philanthropic.enterprise in.Florida, then a Span-

ish possession. His plan was to undermine slavery in Florida 

by introducing free laborers, and in this.venture he trans-

ported settlers, largely Dutch emigrants, from Philadelphia. 

Some deserted, others became sick, and many were too lazy 

to work, so he gave up his project after five years, and 

returned to Portsmouth, where he engaged profitably in ship-

ping again until the War.of 1812 drove American commerce from 

the seas. 

Ladd retired in 1812, .to Minot, Maine, to become a 

"scientific" agriculturist. In this period he renewed his 

literary habits and did much reading, reflecting, and writ-
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ing. Up to this time he had given religion little thought, 

but the timely rebuke of a blunt and honest Christian of 

Portland set a train of thoughts in operation.which pro-

duced a revolution in his life. His conversion, which oc-

curred in 1816, gave him new zeal, and consecrating himself 

to God and man; he began a remarkable career of philanthro-

py. 

Soon after this change had occurred, Ladd first heard 

of the cause of peace from President Appleton of Bowdoin 

College. About the y_ear 1823, gentlemen promoting a reli-

gious weekly, "The Christian Mirror", asked Ladd to contri-

bute agricultural articles to their publication, but mean-

while he had perused some peace tracts, including the "Sol-

emn Review", and felt. inspired to contribute peace articles 

instead. Ladd c.ontinued to write till his articles filled a 

volume; then he wrote a second series. He thus made prepar-

ation for stepping into the place or Worcester upon his re-

tirement from active peace work and from the publication of 

the "Friend of Peace". 

Ladd not only was the principal founder of the American 

Peace Society in 1828, but at times it seemed that he was 

the Peace Society itself. He edited its periodicals, paid 

its bills from his own purse when its revenue.was exhausted, 

issued its appeals, delivered lectures, and circulated its 

publications. At the tenth annual meeting of the board of 

directors, held in Boston, ,May 29, 1838, through gratitude 

for his services, it was resolved "that the great exertions 
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and sacrifices of the president of the American Peace Socie-

ty, William Ladd, Esq., in the promotion of the peace cause, 

justly entitle him to the glorious ,title of the 'apostle of 

peace,·~,, a title which still clings to his name. 

The Society•s ,a~ual:.:report of' 1838, states that were 

it not for Ladd's exertions and sacrifices the Peace Socie-

ty would soon cease to exist, that 11 there appears to be an 

idea afloat in the. minds of many that Mr. Ladd will keep 

the peace ca~se from dying •••• and that they are quite ex-

cusable if they will give a few paltry dollars per annum •• 

Ought the friends of peace to be willing to let that noble 

philanthropis.t continue to bear the burden any longer? The 
I 

cause is not his; it is the cause or human nature.'' Ladd 

never accepted any pay for his services; financially.the 

Society was a loss to him. 

Ladd's peace writings. include two volumes of essays 

and three large popular tracts. Two.essays were on a Con-

gress of Nations, the second one of which was reissued by 

the London Peace Society in an edition of' 20 1 000 copies. 

He also wrote about a half-dozen juvenile volumes, and ar-
' ticles for the religious press, delivered sermons, lectures, 

and addresses, and carried on a wide correspondence. 

"The Peace Cause was the magnet of his soul, the pole 

star of his life. He planned for it; he prayed for it; he 

toiled for it day and night, from one end or the year to 

the other; and finally on the altar of his favorite, fond~· 

ly-cherished cause, did he sacrifice himself, a whole-burnt 
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(123) 
offering." 

In the fall of 1840, Ladd, disregarding the advice of 

friends, left for a speaking toun of western New York. He 

addressed large crowds in numerous important cities. At 

Peterborough, New York, he was forced to rest awhile a.t the 

home of Gerrit Smith, but upon regaining sufficient strength 

continued his jou~ney. He spent four weeks in bed at Canan-

daigua, but was able at last to proceed to Buffalo, "some-

times attempting still three services on the Sabbath, and 

frequently obliged· by the disease in his legs to sit dur-

ing the deliverance of ~is discourses, and even to pause and 

rest in the midst of them. Several of his last sermons he 

preached on his knees." At length he vras forced, against his 

will, to return home, and he died at Portsmouth the follow-

ing spring. 

This, verily, is the story of a hero in a great cause, 

and entitles William Ladd to a prominent position among the 

benefactors of mankind. 

The correspondence of William Lloyd Garrison casts some 

interesting sidelights upon the personality of the man. In 

a letter of 1833, he says, "He (Ladd) is a good-natured 'me.n, 

but somewhat superficial," and in another, dated September 

24 1 1838, "the deep solemnity of the occasion was somewhat 

disturbed by the broad and irresistible humor of William 

Ladd. He is a huge and strange compound of fat, good nature, 

a.nd benevolence.n 
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The principal leaders of the London Peace Society were 

for the most part members of the Society of Friends, and 

were interested in ntunerous philanthropic causes. None is as 

outstanding in the work for peace as Worceste·r of Ladd in A-

merica, though some are world-wide figures in other movements.· 
(124) 

Jonathan Dymond, 1796-1828, was a descendant of one of 

the oldest Quaker families in England. His chief importance 

in the cause of peace lies in his authorship of several 

tracts related to this subject 'which were used by the Lon-

don Society. He fourided the auxiliary society at Exeter in 

1825; and for four years served on the Committee of the 

Peace Society. In 1823 Dymond published anonymously "An En-

quiry into the Aocordancy'of War with the Principles of 
' Christianity, and an Examination of the Philosophical Rea-

soning by Which it is Defended." Another of his tracts was 

"The Applicability of .the Pacific Principles of the New Tes-

tament to the Conduct of States"• His chief work, "An Essay 

on the Principles of Morality and on the Private and Poli-

tical Rights and the Obligations of_Mankind," appeared post-

humuously in 1829, for Dymond had died prematurely of con-

sumption· in 1828. Favorably reviewed by Southey in the Jan-

uary 1831 number of "The Quarterly Review", the worlc ran 

through five editions. This book treated the application ra-

ther than the theory of moral principles, attacking duelling, 

war, and lax morality generally. 

Thomas Clarkson, 1760-1846, the son of a schoolmaster, 
' ( 125) 

was educated -at St. Paul's and st. John's College, Cambridge. 
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His principal interest lay in the slavery question, and he 

worked tirelessly,-in England and upon the Continent for its 
. ' 

solution, he and Wilberfo~ce being in large part responsi-

ble for the abolition of the slave-trade in England in 1807 1 

and for its condemnation at the Congress of Vienna, 1815. He 

attended the Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1818, in behalf 

of the anti-slavery and peace causes. Clarkson wrote a peace 

tract which ran through seven editions, entitled, "An Essay 

on the Doctrine and Practice of the early Christians, as 

they Relate to War". Though in close association and sympathy 

with the Quakers, Clarkson never joined their .society. 
( 126) . 

Much of the work of William Allen, 1770-1843, in the 

peace movement has already been described. He was the real 

moving factor in the founding of the London Society. Allen 

was prominent in the Society of Friends and active in many 

good causes. He assisted Wilberforce and Clarkson in their 

anti-slavery campaign, supported Lancaster and Bell in their 

educational movement by championing their side in his jour-

nal, "'!The Philanthropistn (1811-17), was associated with Ro-

bert Owen in his wo.rlc for social improvement, founded an in-

dustrial school and advocated the abolition of capital punish-

ment, and was prominent in Bible and Tract Societies. 

His relationship with Tsar Alexander I of Russia in 

1814 has already been noted. Fou~ years later Allen and Ste-

phen Grellet, an American Quaker, toured various Continental 

Countries, including Russia, where they were cordially re-

ceived by the Tsar and members of his family. Other such 
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trips were subsequently made in behalf of religious and hu-

manitarian interests. Allen was a prominent scientist, be-

ing a founder of the Pharmaceutical Society, and with Sam-

uel Pepys he established the chemical compound of carbolic 

acid. 

Having traced the course of the peace societies through 

their period of organization and expansion, one now may turn 

to the second and more vital phase of the movement the per-

iod of the Peace Congresses themselves. It is well to inves-

tigate the character, personnel, and origin of this new per-

iod. 
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CHAPTER II 

OHABAOTER, LEADERSHIP AND ORIGIN OF PEACE CONGRESSES. 

The period 1813-1843 had developed organized societies, 

a growing knowledge of and interest in peace principles, and 

a definite constructive program. The Peace Society Movement 

therefore was ready for the next great chapter of its develop-

ment, the International Peace Congress Movement. This was to 

bring a broader view of the problem of securing world peace, 

work on an international scale, and actual significant achieve-

ment. 

The peace movement of the earlier period, in accord with 

kindred activities of the time, was dominated by the religious 

and humanitarian motive exclusively, a circumstance which 

restricted its appeal to a relatively small group. In the new 

period, however, there was no such uniformity of principles. 

Cobden lists three different points of view which were repre-

sented in the movement during the second period. The group 

which opposed all war, even in self-defense, was composed 

chiefly of Quakers, who, in England, continued to_ constitute 

the bulk of the membership of the Society. The great trium-

virate, Joseph Sturge, Henry Richard, and Elihu Burritt sub-

scribed to this view. Another faction, of which John Bright, 

though a QUaker, was perhaps the best exponent, opposed war on 

religious grounds in all cases but in self-defense, and who. 

stressed economic and political arguments. Bright might like-
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wise be classed with the third group, in which Richard Cobden 

was outstanding, which based its opposition to war, almost 

solely on political.and economic grounds. ·The third group 

were not strict adherents to the Peace Society nor all of its 

" principles, but they were glad to cooperate with it, inasmuch 

as they held a general common objective. They constituted the 

smallest faction of the movement, but were the most potent, 

being for the most paxt men of social prominence, including 

several members of Parliament. They injected into the pro-

gram of the Society a deci4edly more practical spirit. Oppo-

nents of the peace party attempted with a great deal of 

success to stigmatize the entire group as non-resistants, which 

tended to nullify the influence of such leaders as Oobden and 

Bright as practical politicians. 

A brief discussion of the outstanding leaders of this 

period will aid a better understanding of their work. The 

three men who devoted themselves entirely to the operations of 

the Society and who kept things moving were Joseph Sturge, an 

English Quaker and philanthropist, Henry·Richard, Welsh Con-

gregational minis~er and secretary of the Society, and Elihu 

Burritt, "the learned blacksmith" from America. 
(1) 

Joseph Sturge (1793-1859) was of old Quaker stock. At 

the age of eighteen when he refused to serve in the militia 

or send a proxy instead, the Government drove off his sheep. 

Thus, at a,n early age, he expressed his opposition to war. In 

1818 he engaged in grain trade at Bewdly and soon built up a 

thriving business. Here another example of his high principles 
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~s seen in his refusal to receive consignments of malting 

barley because he would receive no profit from drink. He set-

tled in Birmingh~ in 1822, where he so?n became a general 

favorite. Here he served the city as a town commissioner, 

and later when a charter was granted in 1835, as alderman. 

Sturge, however, was not so occupied with his business 

that he could not give much of his ~ime to numerous philan-

thropic causes. He was a great aid to Wilberforce and Clark-

son in their anti-slavery agitation. In 1837 he undertook an 

investigation of the condition of the freed sl~ves of the 

British West Indies. On returning home, he published a book 

in which he exposed deplorable conditions existing there, and 

thereby he helped to win further reforms. Four years later he 

made a similar trip to the United States. He was one of the 

first members of the Anti-Corn Law League and was active in 

the agitation for the extension of the franchise. He withdrew, 

however, from the Chartist movement' when it became too radical. 

Temperance was another cause which enlisted his sympathy. 

The peace movement, however, commanded his chief interest. 

As early as 1818, he founded an auxiliary branch of the 

London Society at Worcester. Nine years later he established 

another at Birmingham. On his American trip, which was 

partially in behalf of the cause of peace, Sturge became 

acquainted with W~lliam Jay's plan for arbitration, and on 

ret~rning to England warmly advocated it there. More than 

any other person he was responsible for the calling of the 

first. international peace convention at London, 1843. On 
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four other occasions Sturge rendered signal service for peace. 

In 1850 h~ led a private mission to Schleswig-Holstei~ and 

Denmark which offered good offices in securing the arbitration 

of a controversy which threatened the peace of Europe. In 

the dead of the winter of 1854, he headed a deputation whioh 

carried a memorial from the Sqoiety of Friends in England to 

Tsar Nicholas I of Russia, pleading for the continuance of 

peace between the two countries. Following the Orimean war he 

led a relief mission to Finland where British ships had bom-

barded the coast,. indiscriminately destroying the provisions 

of the natives. For this act of mercy, Tsar Alexander II 

sent his personal thanks, and Whittier was inspired by it to 

write his poem "Oonquest of Finland". Sturge was one of the 

committee of three who laid the principle of arbitration 

before the plenipotentiaries at the Oongress of Paris, 1856, 

and drew from them the first international pronouncement 

favoring mediation. On hearing of the Indian Mutiny of 1857, 

Sturge at sixty-five, feeling that it was not an unprovoked 

crime, desired to lead a mission of inquiry there, but hie 

health was so shaken that his friends opposed his making the 

trip._ At the time of his death, two years later, he was 

president of the London Peace Society. Burritt, his co-worker, 

on hearing of his death, wrote in his journal: 

"And now Joseph Sturge is gone! No nation on 
earth ha~ two such men at once for one generation, 
and none probably ever will. All nations lose by 
his death. He was unlike Howard, unlike Clarkson, 
unlike Wilberforce. His philanthropy was as pure 
and as large as theirs in every direction. His · 
benevolence was spherical, and always shone in the 
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full moon •••• He was the first and foremost in organ-
izing a movement for the abolition of the great 
barbarism and folly of war •••• and what he did and 
endured for this obfect would make a volume •••• Who 
was present on those interesting and important 
occasions will forget him and the beaming light of 
his countenance, a~ the Peace Congresses •••• ?" 

Sturge, who was a poor public speaker, realized his 

limitations in this direction and kept in the background at 

public demonstrations, but his quiet work behind the scenes 

had tremendous influence, ttand around no one's personal 

history could the movement be made to revolve with greater 

propriety than around his. For he was to a large extent its 
(2) 

animating spirit." Sturge was of active body and mind, and 

gave to philanthropio causes his time, money and labor un-

stintingly. His oalm courage, cheerfulness, and unselfishness 

were ever an inspiration to his fellow-workers. "He had· the 

rare and inexpressible valuable power of inspiring undoubting 

confidence in the purity and simplicity.of his own motives 

which drew men towards him with a sort of instinctive and child-
(2) . 
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like trust.n When attending the peace congresses on the continent, 

even the foreigners crowded around Sturge as a natural leader, 
(2) 

"Just as the swarm clusters around the queen bee." 
(3) 

Henry Richard (1812-88) was born in Cardiganshire Wales, 

the son of a Calvinistic Methodist minister. He received a 

college education at Highbury Independent Oollege, London. At 

the time he became secretary of the London Peace Society, May 

1848, the cause of peace had not received much of a hearing by 

the British public, but his advent to leadership marked the 

beginning of a more aggressive and positive tone in the movement. 



This same year he joined with Burritt in promoting the first 

of the great Continental Peaoe·Oongresses at Brussels, and for 

forty years he continued as a leader in the cause of peace. 

As secretary of the Society he was editor of the ."Herald of 

Pea9e", the leading peace journal of the world~ Also, for a 

number of years, he edited the "Morning and Evening Star0 , 

founded in 1855, during the Crimean War, for the purpose of 

diffusing peace principles and other liberal ideas. He possess-

ed considerable literary ability and was the author of several 

books on war. 

Richard instigated the mission to the Congress of Paris, 

1856, in behalf of arbitration, and guided its operations, In 

1868, he was elected to Parliament from Wales. Five years 

later his peace efforts there were rewarded when parl~ament, 

through his leadership, passed a resolution favoring British 

communication with foreign powers to further the improvement 

of internati.onal law and the establishment of a pe~manent system 

of international arbitration. Britain's action was followed by 

similar resolutions passed by various continental legislatures, 

resulting in official recognition of the respectability of 

arbitration. 

T~ough Henry Richard held the non-resistance principle, 
" he was broadminded and practical, seeking the cooperation of 

others not willing to go so far. He had excellent organizing 

ability and management which was a great factor in the success-

es of the Peace Congresses. Personally, he was of fine 

appearance and genial temperament, well-educated, and with the 
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manners of a man of the world, having traveled widely and 
(4) 

met the leading men of his day. Henry Richard is a connect-

ing link between the pioneer phase of the peace ·movement 

and the new one which developed in the latter part of the 

Nineteenth Century, which arose after the rise of the war 

spirit during the '50's and '60's· had set back the former. 

The American member of the trlo was Elihu Burritt 
(5) 

( 1811-18 79) , widely known as "the learned blacksmith" • His 

father, a shoemaker with a large family, died when Elihu was 

but fifteen, and the lad voluntarily apprenticed himself to 

a blacksmith. Having already received a common school 

education in his native village, New Britain, Connecticut, 

Burritt conceived the idea of studying La.tin. Aided somewhat 

by an elder brother, he read various Latin authors until he 

had made considerable headway with the language. He then 

. turned his attention to Greek. Carrying his Greek grammar in 

his hat, occasionally he found an opportunity to study it while 

working at his forge. During one winter he thus read twenty 

.books of the Iliad. Next he took up the study of modern 

languages: French, Spanish, Italian and German. Thus, in the 

course of several years, he acquired a reading knowledge of 

about fifty languages, including, besides those alrea.dy mention-

ed; Amharic, Arabic, Basque, Bohemian, Breton-Oeltio·, Ohaldaic, 

Cornish, Danish, Dutch, Ethiopia, Flemish, Gaelio, Hebrew, 

Hindustani, Hungarian, Icelandic, Irish, Manx, Persian, Polish, 

Portuguese, Russian, Samaritan, Sanskrit, SWedish, Syriac, 
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Turkish, and Welsh. _ 

Burritt early became interesteci in writing a "soientifio" 

.lecture dealing with the analogies between the anatomy of the 

Earth and the hu.~an body. In the course of this study he 

became convinced of the inter-dependence of the countries of 

the earth~ a.nd before he had in any.way felt the influence 

of Worcester or Ladd, he developed from it a peace lecture. 

In 1844, Burritt initiated the publication of a weekly paper, 

"The Christian Oitizen", devoted to peace, temperance; free-

dom, self-cultivation, and brotherhood. About the same time 

he developed what he termed the "Olive Leaf Mission". That is, 

_he wrote short articles on peace, and headed each with a dove 

with an olive leaf in its bill. These he sent to various 

publications throughout the country and many were printed. 

Several years later, while working for pe~oe in Europe, he 

revived this plan on a larger scale, making arrangements with 

a Parisian newspaper with a circulation of 30,000, to carry 

monthly about a column and a half of such material at the cost 

of 100 francs for each insertion. The plan proved very success-

ful and he extended it to publications in Germany, Holland, 

Denmark, and Italy. The effect of the articles was enhanced 

by-the fact that the subscribers were not informed that the 

insertion was paid for, th~reby creating the impression that 

the sentiments expressed were those of the editor. To cover 

the expense of these operations, Burritt, a bachelor, conceived 

the idea of organizing Olive Leaf Societies among the women of 

Great Britain, who, up to that time, had been given no special 
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place in the activity of the Peace Society. Soon over a hundred 

such societies were in operation and were paying for the whole 

undertaking, which included olive leaves in seven different 

languages, inserted monthly in forty different journals •. Who 

can est·imate the influence of this ingenious method of Burritt' a 

for propagating peace ideas?. 

During the controversy between Great Britain and the 

United States over Oregon, peace men in England developed the 

·plan of sending friendly addresses from British to American 

towns·. Burritt was the American selected to deliver these 

addresses. This led to his corresponding with certain peace 

men in England, and resulted, in 1846, in his sailing for 

Europe. His original intention was to stay there only a few 

months, but it was more than three years before he returned 

to America. Upon arriving in England, he and his friends 

developed an interesting society called "The League of Univer-

sal Brotherhood", the purpose of which was to encourage friend-

ly and fraternal feeling between mankind. Membership in the 

Society was ba.sed upon signing a pledge never to serve in war 
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or voluntarily support or sanction it, to join with others "of 

whatever country, oolor, or condition", in a League to abolish 

war, restrictions upon international corr~spondence and friend-

ly intercourse, and "all institutions and customs which do not 

recognize and respect the image of God and a human brother in 

every man, of whatever clime, color, or condition of humanity." 

Burritt traveled about the country on foot for over a year, 

addressing audiences, at first in "little upper rooms",· but soon, 



forced by the size of his audiences, in public halls. His 

first appearance before a Londo~ audience was in November 

1846. In the Hall of Commerce he addressed a· large audience 

for two hours concerning his League. When, in reading the 

pledge, he came to the section dealing with slavery, the whole 

house broke into thundrous applause •. Concerning this, he 

wrote in his journal, "I sat down amidst such a tempest ·of 

cheers as never before greeted an effort of mi~e on any public 

oooa.sion." Burritt was assisted in this work by Jc:>seph Sturge. 

· Vii thin a year several th9usand in England had signed the . 

pledge, and an equal number in America. 

formally organized in London, May 1847. 

An association was 

This organization on 

numerous occasions merged its efforts with those of the Peace 

Society. 

International postage in the 140's was almost prohibitive, 

therefore, in line with his universal brotherhood ideal, Burritt 

took up a crusade for ocean penny postage. In support of this 

proposition, during two winters he addressed 150 audiences and 

caused hundreds of petitions to be sent parliament in its be-

.half. Burritt•s work was supplementary to that of Sir Rowland 

Hill, who during 1839-:-40, ha.Ci influenced the passage of a 

bill providing for a uniform and cheap postage rate within 

England. 

Burritt first conceived the idea of.calling a Continental 

Peace Congress in 1848, which resulted in the Brussels Oongress 

of that year. He also wo~ked actively with Richard in planning 

the annual Congresses which followed for the next four years. 
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Burritt was one of the two originators ·of the movement 

which, from a call for a convention of American lawyers and 

jurists to form an international ·code association into.the 

International Code Association, developed a world organization 

with branch societies in nearly all civilized countries, en-

listing the most distinguished jurists and publicists of the 
(6) 

world. 

It must be said that Burritt, though absolutely sincere in 

his work, was too theoretical and impractical. He was, however, 

a typical philanthropist and agitator. There can be no doubt 

that through his writings and speeches he reached millions and 

influenced many for peace. 

After Burritt's death, Henry Richard said of him, 

"Naturally, perhaps, he was not an orator. His style was too 

elaborate and literary. He wanted the spontaneity and free-

dom of a ready speaker, and his voice lacked flexibility and 

compass. But there was such philanthropic fervor in his 

spirit, and so much simplicity and earnestness in his manner, 
(5) 

that he always carried his audience with him •••• " 

Other leaders of the peace movement who deserve special 

treatment here are John Bright, Richard Cobden, Charles 

Sumner, and Amasa Walker. 

John Bright, though a Quaker, was not as active.in the 

Peace Congress Movement as Cobden, nor did he adopt the non-

. resistenoe principle held by most Quakers. Instead of con-

demning all war, Bright preferred to meet each wa.r on its own 
( 7) 

ground and to attack its specific conditions rationally. 
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::Cn at lea.st two cases he justified one party in fighting 

back when attacked, never ceasing, however, to condemn the 
( 7) 

crimes and errors which brought on the controversies. The 

following statement, taken from his address at the Manchester 

Peace Conference, 1853, well illustrates his attitude toward 
( 7) . 

war: 

" •••• I shall not read the Sermon on the Mount to 
men who do not acknowledge its authority, nor shall I 
insist on my reading of the.New Testament to men who 
take a different view of it; nor shall I ask the 
members of a Church whose Articles especially justify 
the bearing of arms to join in any movement which shall 
be founded upon what are called abstract Christian 
peace doctrines. But I w~ll argue this question on 
the ground which our opponents admit, which not pro-
fessing Christians only, but Mohamedans and heathen and 
every man of intelligence and common sense and common 
humanity will admit. I will argue it upon this ground, 
that war is probably the greatest of all human calamities." 

In his speech at the Edinburgh Conference, Bright defined 

war as "the combination of all the horrors, crimes, and suffer-
( 7) 

ings of which human nature is capable." The following excerpts 

from Bright's Manchester and Edinburgh speeches, respect-

ively, illustrate the type of anti-war arguments which he 

expressed: 

and, 

u •••• I draw no picture of blood and crime, of 
battles by sea and land; they are common to every war, 
and nature shudders at the enormities of man; but I 
see before me a vast commerce collapsed, a mighty 
industry paralysed, and a people impoverished and 
exhausted, with ever-increasing burdens and a gather-
ing di soontent. n ( 7) 

u •••• war will brutalize our people, increase our 
taxes, destroy our industry, postpone the promised 
Parliamentary reform, it may be many years •••• n ( 7) 

Bright stood with Cobden in opposing Palmerston's aggressive 
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foreign policy which treated strong countries as enemies and 

weak ones as inferiors, and stoutly urged non-intervention in 

the internal affairs of other countries. 

In 1857, because of his opposition to the Crimean and 

Chinese wars, Bright lost his seat in Parliament, receiving 

from his Manchester constituency th~ lowest vote polled there. 

His work as a statesman wa·s invariably directed toward peace, 

and England's neutrality ·in the wars of Italian unification, 

the American Civil War, the Danish War, the Austro-Prussian, 

and Franco-Prussian wars, indicated that the principles which 

he and Cobden represented were receiving greater recognition. 

Though his private interests suffered from the cotton 

famine resulting from the American Civil War, Bright justified 

the Northern cause, and when the Trent Affair threatened to 

involve England and the United States in war, he wrote a letter 

to Charles Sumner urging moderation. His letter was read in 

Lincoln's Cabinet. After the war, Bright held that the claims 

of the United·States for damages for the Alabama depradations 

were justified, and worked for arbitration in the matter. 

In 1868, he accepted a position in the Gladstone Cabinet, 

where he systematically strove for peace principles, and 

especially opposed wars of imperialism. In fact, his resig-

nat1.on from the Cabinet was due to the bombardment of Alex-

andria, which he was unable to condone. Bright's greatest 

·work for peace thus lay outside the realm of the peace society 

and was of a decidedly practical nature. 

Closely associated with Bright in public life was Richard 
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Oobden. These two men headed the Leagu~ which opposed the 

Oorn Laws in_ England, and in 1846, above all others, they were 

responsible for their repeal. In this work, Oobden was motiv-

ated py the desire to further economic inter-dependence among 

nations, and thereby effect universal and permanent peace. 

Note his following statement made in a speech at Wrexham, Wales, 
(8) . . 

late in 1850: 

" •• ~ .• When I advocated Free Trade, do you suppose 
that I did not see its relation to the present question, 
(peace) or that I advocated Free Trade merely because 
it would give us a little more occupation in this or 
that purauit? No, I believe Free Trade would have the 
tendency to unite mankind in the bonds of peace, and 
it was that, more than any pecuniary consideration, 
which sustained and actuated me,. as my friends know, 
in that struggle •••• " · 

The sincerity of this statement is established by the 

following excerpt from a letter written in 1842, four years 

before the Oorn Laws were repealed: 

ff •••• It has often been to me a matter of the 
greatest surprise that the Friends have not taken up the 
question of Free Trade as the means -- and I believe 
the only means -- of effecting universal and permanent 
peace. • ••• Free Trade by perfecting the intercourse 
and securing the dependence of countries one upon 

· another must· inevitably sna toh the power from the 
governments to· plunge their people into wars. What do 
you thi.nk of ohangj_ng your plan of a prize essay, from 
the Oorn Law to ff Free Trade as the best human means 
for eeouring universal and permanent peace"? •••• I 
should like to see the"London Friends interested in. 
the question of the Corn Law and Free Trade. They 
have a good deal of influence over the city moneyed 
interest which has the ear of the Government."{9) 

Oobden was not a sentimentalist in his opposition to war, 

·but derived his view of it from.his understanding of the 

spirit of his age, resulting from the growth of the new world 

order. War wasted resources whfch should be. spent for con-
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struotive improvement; it oppressed the people, robbing 

them of prosperity and happiness. Therefore, the occurrence 

of war should be rendered impossible. Though he did not go 

the limit in condemning all war, he did feel that unnecessary war 

was criminal. He did not expect the immediate approach of the 

Millennium, but he did feel that the ·peace principl~ was true, 

and, after the peopl.e were made to see that their material 

interests demanded peace, he felt it was sure to triumph. 

Oobden•s appeal was to the reason rather than to sentiment; 

he convinced rather than persuaded. 

The weight.of ·Oobden's name at the International Peace 

Oongresses was indeed a great asset to their success. He 

attended all but the Brusse.ls Congress of 1848, and at each 

played a leading part. He especially urged arbitration, p~o

portional disarmament, and the refusal to loan money to 
(10) 

nations for war purposes. Oobden, however, did not endorse 

the idea of a Congress of Nations, held by so many of the 

peace men. William Ladd's plan for a Congress of Nations, 

which was thrice approved in resolutions of the Peace Oongrees-

es, provided for the calling of an international Oongress 

which was to draw up a code of international laws and create 

a court. It did not, however, ·call for armed force to make 

its work effective, but depend·ed, instead, upon the force of 

public opinion. Cobden either misunderstood, or else misre-

·presented this point in his arbitration speech before the 
' (11) 

House of Commons, June 12, 1849·, in which he said: 

n •••• I am no party to the plan which some advo-
cate -- no doubt with.the best intentions -- of having 
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a Oongreea of nations, with a code of laws -- a 
supreme court of appeal, with an army to support 
its d~cisions. I am no party to any such plan. 
I believe it might lead to more armed interference 
than takes place at present •••• " 

. (11) 
In the same speech, he also said: 

11 •••• Whilst I do not .agree with those· who are 
in favor of a Congress of nations, I do think that 
if the larger and more civilized Powers were to 
enter into (arbitration) treaties of this kind, 
thei~ decisions would bec~me precedents, and .you 
would in this way, in the course of time, establish 
a.kind of common law amongst nattons, which would 
save the time and trouble of arbitration in each 
individual case. ••••" 

It seems inconceivable that Cobden, even though he had 

not read Ladd's essay which had been widely circulated by the 

Peace Society, should have been ignorant on this point. In 

his close association with the peace men who did subscribe to 

the Ladd plan, surely discussion of it would have set him 

aright. Perhaps he felt such a Congress would arbitrarily 

adopt force. The following letter to Joseph Sturge, three 
. (12) 

days after the speech, throws some light upon the situation: 

" •••• I am afraid that some of our friends will 
think I took low ground in the arguments I used in intro-
ducing the question to the House -- I did so purposely. 
No other appeal than that to reason, facts, and the 
practical experience would have secured me a debate. The 
disposition of the House was from the first to 'Pooh' 
the matter as Utopian and impracticable. I.felt that 
my first duty was to make it a practical question •••• 

"I fear, also, that some of the Peace party who 
advocate a Congress of Nations to arrange.a Supreme 
Court of Appeals for the settlement of International 
disputes will be disappointed at my disagreeing with 
them. 

llWhatever may be the future state of the world, I 
am quite convinced that it would be to the last degree 
inexped.ient to bring the Representatives of the different 
nations together for the purpose of inducing them to 
agree to anything. They would be far more likely to 
sow the seeds of War, than to plant the olive tree through-
out Europe. 
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"I know that manyMembers came down to the House 
to oppose me ~ upon the assumption that I was going to 
adv·ocate a Congress of Nations, who went away without vot-
ing when·they found that my plan merely meant a voluntary 
pledge of Arbitration •••• " 

It is clear from this letter that Cobden did really oppose a 

Congress of Nations, and also clear why he expressed himself so 

forcibly on the matter. 

Cobden stoutly opposed the Crimean War, and during an in-

vasion panic, 1859-61, in order to crea~e good feeling between 

Great Britain and F-ranoe, Cobden was influential in negotiating 

a commercial treaty with the latter country, which went far 

toward accomplishing its objective. 

At the graveside of Cobden, Frederick Passy) an eminent 

French economist and peace man, said: "Oobden has done more 

for allaying international hatreds, for the exti.nction of 

those jealous rivalries which have so often armed people against 

.each other, and for promoting the fundamental interests of 

humanity, than any of the statesmen who have hitherto taken 
(13) 

part in the government of nations." 

Prominent among the Americans identified with the cause 

of peace in this period was Charles Sumner, for many years an 

important United States Senator from Massachusetts. It is 

interesting that he scored his first great triumph as an 

orator in an address on peace. Patriotic Boston in Sumner's 

day annually celebrated the Fourth of July with great public 

· exercises. The chief event of the day was a patriotic oration, 

concerning which John Adams in 1816, said, "There are few men 

of consequence among us who did not commence their career by 
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(i4) 
delivering it." Customarily the speech extolled the deeds of 

the Fathers, stressed civic duty or pointed out dangers to 

society. The three addresses immediately preceeding that of 

the year 1845, were delivered by Horace Mann, who spoke on 

popular educa~ion, and by Charles Francis Adams and Peleg W. 

Ohandler who chose historical subjects. In 1845, Charles 

Sumner, a promising young lawyer, but of scarcely even local 

importance, was selected to deliver the annual oration. For 

three-quarters of a century the addresses had been confined 

largely to conventional topics and stereotyped ideas. SUmner's 

speech came a.s a thunder bolt. 

Before an audience of 2,000, with at least a hundred 

gaudily bedecked military guests of the United States Army and 

Navy and the Massachusetts state militia; SUmner delivered with 

remarkable eloquence a two-hour address on 11 The True Grandeur 

of Nations". His principal thesis anounced early in the 

speech was, "In our age there can be no peace that is n'ot 
. . (15) 
honorable; there can be no war that is not di0onorable". 

The military guests listened attentively while the orator pro-

ceeded to denounce the futility of war. He denied that under 

moral law States had rights denied individuals. Especia.lly 

effective was his denunciation of the expenditure of money for 

war purposes and his insistence that it should be put to con-

structive ends. He.compared the cost of the Battleship Ohio 

which' lay in Boston harbor, decked in flags, with Harvard 

College, and then exclaimed, "Choose ye, my fellow-citizens 

of a Christian State, between the two caskets, -~ that wherein 
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is the loveliness of knowledge and truth, or that which contains 

the carrion of death!" 

At one point in the oration a high officer of the State 

militia who felt officially attacked and personally abused by 

Sumner's strong utterances, suggested to Henry K. Oliver, 

Adjutant General of Massachusetts that they leave the hall. 

Oliver, however, felt such conduct would indicate poor taste 

as guests and poor soldiery-as well, if they would not with-
. (16) 

stand the fire of an orator. 

In answer to his own quest.ion, Sumner declared, 

" •••• The true greatness of a nation cannot be in 
triumphs of intellect alone. Literature and art may 
widen the sphere of influence; they may adorn it; but 
they are in their nature but accessories. The true 
grandeur .Qi. humanity ~.!!!moral elevation,-SUstariied, 
.enlightened,~· decorated J2I. the intellect .Q!~. 
The truest tokens of this grandeur in a State are the 
diffusion of the greatest happiness among the greatest 
number, and that passionless godlike Justice which con-
trols the relations of the State to other States and to 
all the people who are ·committed to its charge ••• •" {16) 

He closed with this spirited passage, 
·-· 

er •••• History dwells with fondness on the reverent 
homage that was bestowed by massacring soldiers on the 
spot occupied by the Sepulchre of the Lord. Vain man! 
to restrain his regard to a few feet of sacred mouldl 
The whole earth is the Sepulchre of the Lord; nor can 
any righteous man profane any part there'of. Let us 
recognize this truth; and now, on this Sabbath of our 
country, lay a new stone in the grand Temple of Uni-
versal Peace, whose dome shall be as lofty as the 
firmament of Heaven, as broad and comprehensive as the 
earth itself .n 

Perhaps never before had a Fourth of July oration so 

· stirred Boston. For some time it was the main topic of conver-

sation and the press.- After some revision, the oration was 

published and within a short time several thousand copies were 
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distributed. Its appearance. was especially timely, inasmuch 

as the Oregon controversy with Great Britain was then at its 

height. Newspapers throughout the country reprinted extracts 

from the oration, and for months letters of praise and con-

demnation from prominent individuals througho~t the coun~ry 

poured in upon its author. Not until the first of December 

did the oration reach England, where, in the following month, 

7,000 copies were published by the Peace Societies. In May 

a Fleet S tTeet publisher issued 2 ,ooo copies of the address in 
. .L ( 16) 

a small volume. Numerous othe~ editions appeared. William 

Ohambers, an Edinburgh publisher, said of it in his journal, 

"The Oration of Mr. Sumner for taste, eloquence, and scholarship, 

as well as for fearless intrepidity, has been rarely equalled 
. (16) 

in modern languages." An English correspondent o:f the "Boston 

Atlas" wrote in June 1846, 11 Mr. Sumner's Oration ••••• has been 

published here in five or six different forms. Three large 

editions of the shilling forms have been disposed of, and 

the other day I saw a man near the Royal Exchange with what 

he declared to be 'Sumner's speech against war with England 1
1 (16) 

and his cheap edition sold off rapidly at a half-penny each." 

This speech was of the utmost importance in the career 

of SUmner, for it raised him at once from a·n obscure Boston 
(16) 

attorney to ·national and international recognition. 

In another address, "The War System of the Oommonwealth 

of Nations", delivered before the annual meeting of the 

American Peace Society at Boston in 1849, Sumner proposed the 

substitution of a Congress of Nations and arbitration for the 
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(17) 
custom of war. The following year, he wrote for the Peaoe 

Oongress Com~ittee an address to the American people, recommend-

ing these substitutes. 

Sumner's interest in arbitration, and peace principles 

generally, continued until his death in· 1874. Two years before, 

he introduced a .resolution in the United States Senate favor-
ing "arbitration as a substitute for war in determining the 

(18) 
differences between nations", and though he was not successful 

in securing its passage, his efforts were rewarded shortly 
after his death by both the House of Representatives and Senate 

(18) 
passing resolutions expressing sentiment favoring arbitration. 
In his will,, Sumner bequeathed to Harvard College $1000.00 to 

endow an annual prize for the best essay by any student of 
(19) 

the college on universal peace. 

Amasa Walker of Boston, best known perhaps as a political 

economist, but also prominent as an abolitionist leader and 

member of the Free Soil Party, was a very active member of the 
(20) ' 

American Peace Society. At the London Convention of 1843, and 

again at the Paris Congress of 1849, in able speeches he 

advocated arbitration and a Congres$ of Nations. He was a 

practical peace man, and served not only in both houses of the 

Massachusetts Legislature, but in the United States House of 

Representatives .as well• ~or seven years, Walker was Professor 

of Political Economy at Oberlin College, a center of liberalism 
(20) 

in Ohio. 

A Belgian who took an active part in all the Peace Oon-

greases, and who, because of his social prominence was able to 
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(21) 
do much for the cause of his own country, was Auguste Visschers. 

He was well versed in matters of administration and legisl~tion, 

having held positions in the Belgian ministry~ and having been 

the author of n1imerous enlightened laws, such as one dealing 

with the relief of railway employees. Visschers was a member 

of several learned societies, ·and· was the founder of numerous 
. {21) 

workingman's societies. 

Emile Girardin, an economist and the editor of "La Presse", 

was one of the peace movement's staunchest allies in France. 

Here also were Victor Hugo, Joseph Garnier, Frederic Bouve~, 

Michel Chevalier, and M. Oormenin. In Germany, where fewer 

leaders can be cited, Herr Bodenstedt o'f Berlin and Dr. 

Verrentrapp, M.D., of Frankfort,- were outstanding. Several 

members of the British Parliament actively supported the peace 

cause, prominent ones·being Edward Miall, editor of "The 

Nonconformist", Henry Vi.ncent, a prominent Chartist leader, 

Charles Hindley, and William.Ewart. Such were the initiators 

of the Peace Congress Movement. It is next to be seen how the 

movement was launched. 

Since 1840 international meetings of private associations 

have been held in increasing numbers, l;>ut prior to tha.t date 

there were very few, indeed. To illustrate this rapid increase, 

the decade 1840-1849 saw only ten such meetings, while in the 
{22) 

four-year period 1910-1914, there were_45~. It is evident, 

·therefore, that a world-wide conference of a private natu~e 

before th~ middle of the Nineteenth Century was something of 

a rarfty. 
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The first world· peace convention was very likely suggest-

ed by the anti-slavery convention held in London, June 1840, 

which was a great success, inasmuch as it organized the 

British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society• Since the leaders 

of. the peace and anti-slavery movement·s were to a great extent 

identical, it seems natural, having successfully held a world 

convention for the one cause, that the leaders should have 

adopted the same method for·the other. Furthermore, a 

second anti-slavery convent~on was held in London in.1843, 

immediately preceeding the first international peace convention. 

· The first suggestion of a peace convention oame from 

Joseph Sturge, who had figured prominently in. convoking the 
. . (23) 

slavery convention in 1840. Under date of February 9, 1841, 

Sturge wrote his friend, John Greenleaf Whittier, announcing 

his intention of visiting America and requesting Whittier's 

services as a traveling companion du~ing his stay here. His 
" . objects were to promote cooperation between the British and 

Foreign Anti-Slavery and the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery 

Societies, to ascertain the feeling of the Americans in regard 

to calling another slavery convention, and to seek to remove 

the objections of the American Friends which had till then 

prevented their taking part in the anti-slavery societies. 

In addition, he said, "I mean also to take the opportunity of 

ascertaining ••••• what elements there are in America for hold-

. ing at a future period a conference of .nations for the pro-

motion of permanent rand l.'.!-niversal peace." This was influenced 
" by a desire to secure closer cooperation between the friends 
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of peace on both sides of the Atlantic at a time when political 

relations between Great Britain and the United States were 

assuming a threatening aspect, and also the desire to call 

the attention of the world to the evils of war in a more effeot-

ive way than ever before, and to secure, if possible, the 

adoption of measures to prevent it. Oharacteristio of Sturge, 

he desired to avoid appearing or speaking in public, preferr-

ing to work quietly through private visits to influential and 

dependable individuals. Feeling that Whittier might not be 

inclined to accept his invitation, Sturge said, in closing, 

"and if our friends there should unite in the opinion that it 

will be desirable for thee to accompany me, thou wilt feel it 

a duty from which thou canst not feel excused. 11 

Arriving at New York, April 4, Sturge was met by Lewis 

Tappan, and soon afterward had received Whittier's promise to 

accompany him on his tour as far as his health would permit. 
I Sturge proceeded to Philadelphia, ap.d thence to Burlington, 

(24) 
where he took up quarters at Stephen Grellet•s. Though he 

worked severa.l months in America in the intexest of the slave, 
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he did not forget to inquire concerning American sentiment toward 

a peace convention. In order that he might meet the American 

peace leaders, a meeting of the American Society was called 
(25) 

at Boston, July 29, 1841, at which.most of the active members 

were present. Amasa Walker presided. Sturge in an address 

"suggested the expediency of calling at some future time a 

convention of the friends of peace.of the different nations, 

to deliberate upon the best method of settling international 



disputes". Several spoke favorably on the proposition, and 
a resolution was unanimously adopted recommending the call-
ing of "a general conference of the friends of peace at the 
earliest praoticable opportunity in London, to oonsult on 
the measures that are best adapted to promote universal peaoe 
among the nations of the earth." Details o~nc.erning the 
meeting were ·left to the London Society. A second resolution 
approved the new Jay plan of stipulated arbitration and 
recommended that friends of peace petition their governments 
in its behalf. 

On returning to England towar~ the close of August, 
sturge on September 15, met the Executive Oommittee of the 
London Peace Society in a session called especially to consider 

. i . (26) 
the resolutions adopted by the American Society. It was 
resolved that the Jay plan was "a sound practical measure, 
entirely harmonizing with the principles of the Peace Society, 
and the general ~doption of which would be a blessing to the 
world". Another resolution approved the proposed convention, 
"to be held at an ea:rly opportunity". Two days later there 
was a second meeting to adopt the necessary measures to 
carry the resolutions into effect. Here it was resolved 
that bees.use of the lack of an official communication from 
the American Peac·e Society in regard to the Jay proposal 
they were unable to recognize it as their "united act", but 

. " expressed the desire to cooperate with the American Society 
on the subject. They also decided that a meeting should be 
held February 16, 1842, to decide on the details of the con-
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vention were held, no one taking part in its deliberations 

should advance ideas contrary to the principle of the London 

Society, "that all war is opposed to the spirit and precepts 

of Ohristianity". For some unknown reason the meeting set for 

February 16 did not materialize, but early in May five or six 

hundred letters were sent by the Society to persons friendly 

to the cause announcing a meeting at London on May 14, for 
(27) 

the same purposes. At this meeting, John Lee, LL.D., F.R.s., 

presided. Ooncerning the expense of the proposed meeting, 

Sturge felt.that it need not be great, especially if held 

the same time as the Anti-Slavery Oonvention, and suggested 

that all delegates defray their own expenses. Dr. Bowring, 

M.P., who denounced the Afghan and Oh:i.nese Wars and advocated 

Free Trade as conducive to world peace, favored a convention, 

which, he felt, would call public attention to the question 
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of peace. Another declared that no European Court had escaped 

the influence of the Anti-Slavery Oonvention of 1840, and that 

the proposed convention would accomplish for peace similar 

recognition. A sensible view was expressed by Rev. John Burnet, 

who felt it was desirable to excite the public mind witli the 

idea of peace, and even though w~r could not be abolished 

in their day, it might come about in the next genera.tion. 

Favorable opinions also were given by William Allen and 

William Alexander, the latter .urging the adopt·ion of a bold 

course by making it a world-wide convention. Richard Oobden, 

M.P., declared it was the only way to bring the principles of 

the Soc.iety. before the world. Joseph Sturge then moved the 



resolution that a.convention be called, and there was scarcely 

a dissenting vote. A member of the French Society of Ohrietian 

Morals, who chanced to be present, expressed the sentiments 

that it was especially fitting that a warlike nation like 

Great Britain shou~d call the world's first peace convention. 

Following this, Oobden, who was anxious to secure the support 

of the Peace Society for free-trade, spoke at some length 

upon its relation to the quest~on of peace. A special committee 

was appointed to assist the Executive Committee of the Peace 

Society in arranging the details of the convention, and Rev. 

James Hargreaves, in closing, made a speech "marked by a spirit 

of Ohristian·benevolence and love". His speech well' express-

ed the spirit that had dominated the peace movement up to 

that time; now a change was at hand. The "spirit of Christian 

benevolence and love" was to be retained at the peace con-

gresses, but as a background for proceedings of a more secular 

character. The meeting of May 14 was of prime importance to 

the. first organized movement for world peace, inasmuch a.a it 

made the final decision which ushered in the Peace Oongress 

phase, the second and more practical stage of its work. 

The Oommittee on Preparations met May 17 to draw up a 
. . . (28) 

constitution and pla.n of procedure for the Convention. Accord-

ing to this constitution membership was restricted to the 

officers and the Committee of the London Society., to persona 

nominated by peace societies and.associations anywhere, by 

'religious bodies or societies, and by philanthropic, literary 

or soientifio institutions. Public meetings of towns or other 
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local districts might choose delegates, and the London 
Committee reserved the right to select still others. The 
underlying principle of the Oonvention was declared in these 
words, "That war is i~oonsistent with the spirit of Ohristianity, 
and the true interests of mankind". Note that the word "pre-
cepts" which appeared in a resolution of the meeting of Sept-
ember 17 is not included here.· The object of the Oonvention, 
as first defined by the conference of Mayl4, and now repeated, 
was "to deliberate upon the best means, under the Divine 
blessing, to show the world the evil inexpediency of the 
spirit and practice of war, and to promote permanent and 
universal peace". No discussion of the fundamental principle 
was to be allowed, and original papers, propositions and res-
olutions were to be submitted in writing to the secretaries 
of the meeting before presentation. 

On February 23 1 1843, John Jefferson, Secretary of the 
Executive Committee, issued the circular letter of the Oon-
vention Oommittee, announcing the Convention which was to be-

-. (29) 
gin June 22, and not continue more than three days. The 
letter stated, it "will be held in the same place" as "the 
Anti-Slavery Convention which" it "will immediately follow, .. 

·1n Freemasons' Ha11n .. Just at the time of arranging for the 
Convention, Rev. Nun Morga.n Harry, Secretary of the London 
Peace Society, died, and the responsibility fell almost entire-

. (30) 
ly to Joseph Sturge. 

In the spring of 1843, Mr. Rigaud, an agent of the Society, 
·made a three-months' tour of Belgium and France to arouse 

. (31) . 
interest there in the Convention. At Vaux Hall in Brussels, 



early in April, he held a public meeting at which he succeed-

ed in forming a Peace Committee. Another was organized at 

Mons. Som.ewhat later he addressed the Council of the 

Society of Christian Morals at Paris, whose president, the 

Marquis de la Roohefouoauld-Lianoourt, .accepted his invitation 

to attend the London Convention. Rigaud .circulated an address 

and prospectus of the Peace Convention throughout every depart-

ment of France, and also sent copies to correspondents in 

Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, Holland, and SWeden. Also, 

the program of the Convention was sent to the principal con-

tinental journals. Thus, the stage was set for the opening 

of the first peace convention. 
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OHAPTER III 

THE PEAOE CONGRESSES. 

The London Convention, 1843: 

How many of those who read the papers and walked the 

streets of London on the 22nd day of June, 1843, realized that 

there was being quietly inaugurated that day a movement which 

was to have a great influence upon the history of th~ time? 

It was the opening day of the first peace convention. At 

the appointed time and place, the London Convention sat, with 
. (1) 

150 regularly appointed delegates and many visitors. Three 
I 

hundred and thirty-four delegates had actually been appoint-

ed, including 292 from the United Kingdom, twenty-six from 

the United States, and six from the Oontinent; thus, the Oon-

vention was predominantly English. Prominent in~ividuals in 

attendance were, for Great Britain, John Lee, LL.D., F.R.s., 
Oharles Hindley, M.P., Joseph Brotherton, M.P., John Jeffer-

son, Joseph T. Price, Joseph Sturge, John Burnet, Rev. James 

Hargreaves, Samuel Bowly, and William Forster. Among the 

. Americans were Amasa Walker, Rev. G. O. Beckwith, Secretary 

of _the American Peace Society, Thomas Cock, M.D., Rev. Amos 

A •. Phelps, John Tappan, and Lewis Tappan. The Marquis de la 

Rochefoucauld-Liancourt a.nd George M. Gibbes attended from 

·France.· Oharles Hindley, M.P., was unanimously elected pres-

ident of the meeting. 

The organization having been completed, Rev. John Burnet 
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opened the proceedings by reading a paper prepared by himself on 

"The Essential Sinfulness of War, and Its Direct Opposition to 

the Spirit and Precepts of Christianity, the Prosperity of 

Nat~ons, and the True Interests of Mankind". He attempted 

rather lamely to harmonize the peace principles with the Old 

Testament and stated that "the Jews were employed by God to 

inflict punitive justice upon the Canaanites, but that they 

were not engaged in war with them, according to the ordinary 

use of the term·war". After dwelling on the awfulness of war, 

he then discussed its inexpediency. The paper pointed out 

the difficulties of the peace movement due to men's prejudices, 

and closed with an appeal for the extinguishing of war. Follow-

ing this, Rev. James Hargreaves spoke at length on the incon-

sistency of war with Christian principles, and several others 

expressed like sentiments. 

At the opening. of the second -session of the first day, 

William Sherman Crawford, M.P., denounced the Chinese and 

Afghan wars, then in progress, as unchristian-and moved a 

denunciatory resolution, which after considerable discussion, 

passed with only one dissenting vote, and it because the voter 

.was opposed to the appeal to Government contained in the res-

olution. John Allen next presented a mass of statistical 

information concerning war, but read only a condensed view of 

a portion relating to Austria, Great ·Britain and France. The 

reading qf some papers on the moral state of the army and 

navy then followed. 

The Friday morning session opened with an able speech by 
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Joseph Brotherton on arbitration. He reasoned that it is as 

just that nations resort to arbitration as individuals, and 

in speaking of the wisdom of such a course he said that 

nations should adopt it, 

n •••• before incurring all the expense, and the loss 
of human life, instead of exhausting each other's re-
sources, and shedding the blood of their fellow-
creatures •••• " (l) 

Other noteworthy.parts of the speech were, 

" •••• Now, as individuals ·are dependent upon each 
other, so I conceive nations to be; and one great means 
of peace, I conceive, is by promoting free intercourse 
between nations •••• The interests of peace and commerce 
are mutually dependent upon each other; ••••• War is 
contrary to the· laws of God and no human sovereign can 
abrogate the Divine laws ••••• I believe that the moral 
power of Engla.nd is stronger than its physical power. 
I believe that principles are stronger than armies. 11 

The Marquis de la Rochefouoauld-Lianoourt explained the 

operations of the Society of Christian Morals in France, and 

moved a resolution based upon the Jay plan, 

n.that the Committee of Arrangements be requested 
to draw up an address to be sent from this Oonvention 
to all the governments of the civilized world, including 
a recommendation that they should introduce into their 
treaties with other nations, a clause binding the 
paxties to refer all cases of international difference 
to the decision of one or more friendly powers." 

No votes were cast in opposition, although two delegates at 

this point asked that their names be withdrawn from the Oon-

vention inasmuch as they opposed an appeal to government. 

Another paper, on "The Beet Practical Means of Carrying 

out Those Principles, and also Particularly to Notice the 

. Suggestions which Have Been Laid Before the Public by Judge 

Jay, and the Late William Ladd, Esq., and State Any Facts by 

which These Suggestions May b.e Supported or Otherwise",. pre-
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pared by Mr. H. T. J. Macnamara, was read by him. Macnamara 

believed the only means the friends of peace had for attain-

ing success was favorable public opinion, and suggested several 

ways of exciting it. He held Jay's proposal was simple, 

practical, and successful when tried, and felt it would ulti-

mately lead to the adoption of Ladd's plan for a Oongress and 

Court of Nations. Until such machinery were adopted, Macnamara 

felt efforts should be made to reform international law and 

that peti~ions should be used to prevent war when it threat-

ened. Everything tending to encourage the war spirit should 

be decried, and the repeal of laws compelling military service 

and the removal of restriction~ on commerce should be sought. 

The paper closed with an appeal for immediate and persevering 

action. At the close of the session a resolution condemning 

the British Opium Trade with China, moved by Lewis Tappan, 

was caxried. 

The third paper of the Oonvention, "An Address to Christian 

Ministers, Teachers in Colleges and Schools, and the Pro-

fessors of Christianity Generally", by Rev. J. Pye Smith, was 

read by John Jefferson. It traced the history of peace 

.Principles throughout the ages, denounced war as including 

every sin, and called upon the various groups included in 

the title of the paper to aid in the cause of peace. William 

Forster spoke on the inconsistency of Christian parents edu-

cating their children for military or naval warfare, and his 

opinions were subsequently reaffirmed by Lewis Tappan. Forster 

was requested to draw up two resolutions, one dealing with 

the military education of children, the other with Christian 
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men who made the manufacture or sale of arms their means of 

livelihood. Both resolutions were later adopted. Another 

paper, _on "Preparat~on for War", by Joshua P. Blanchard, an 

American, was read by Rev. George Beckwith •. It replied to 

the hackneyed maxim, "to preserve peace, a nation must prepare 

for war". 

Joseph Sturge in the morning meeting of the third day 

brought up an address which was to be forwarded to the Govern-

ments of the civilized world. It contained the sentiment that 

suoh an immoral and unchristian custom as war oould only be 

aooounted for by human depravity, wrong education, and custom, 

and appealed to those in power to abolish the scourge by 

stipulated arbitration. This address was unanimously adopted. 

A series of .resolutions presented and passed at the 
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close of the last session of the Oonvention included the follow-

ing; 

"That this Convention earnestly recommends to 
governments, members of legislative bodies, and public 
functionaries, the adoption of the principles of 
ARBITRATION for the adjustment of all international 
differences; and that stipulations be introduced into 
all international treaties, to provide for this mode 
of adjustment, whexeby recourse to war may be entirely 
avoided between such nations as shall agree to abide 
by such stipulation." 

"That while recommending the plan of Judge Jay, 
which proposes that nations should enter into treaty 
stipulations to ref er their differences to the arbi-
tration of a friendly power, as a measure the most 
immediately available for the prevention of war, we 
still regard, as Peace societies have from their origin 
regarded, and as especially set forth by the late 
William Ladd, Esq., a CONGRESS of NATION~, to inter-
pret and apply that law for the settlement of all 
national disputes, -- should be kept in view by the 
friends of peace, and urged upon the governments as 
one of the best practical modes of settling peacefully 
and satisfactorily such international disputes." 



Other resolutions favored the diffusion of peace propaganda 

among all clas~es, the further organization of peace socie-

ties, the preparation of suitable peace literature for 

children, the observance of temperance, and the "unrestrict-

ed interchange of •••• legitimate productions". The action 

of the peace societies in case of threatened war was the sub-

ject of another, as follows, 

"That whenever any symptoms of the approach of war, 
in which the countries here represented in this Oonven-
tion are likely to be engaged, arise, the committees of 
the Peace Societies in the several countries should call 
upon their friends throughout the country, to awaken the 
public attention to the subject; and, without waiting 
for the actual declaration of war, and regardless of 
all political considerations or suspicions, to enter 
their firm but respectful protest against such threat-
ened war -- whatever may be its pretest, or whoever 
may be its &dvooates and supporters -- in such a manner 
as may appear to them best calculated to secure the pre-
servation of peace." 

Following the Convention a public meeting was held in 

Exeter Hall, at which were passed a resolution denouncing the 

Chinese War and the Opium Traffic, and others favoring arbi-
. " tration and the cooperation of all Christiane in the peace 

cause. 

It is interesting to note here some of the press comment 

.concerning the world's first international peace convention. 

Opinions pro and con of varying degrees of intensity were 

expressed. It is of some significance that the "London Times", 

though hostile deigned to print a lengthy article on the pro-

ceedings, from which the following excerpts are taken, 

"We have often commented on the fanaticism of asso-
c.iation, as a distinguishing characteristic of the social 
eccentricities of modern times; but of all the develop-
ments of this disease which it has ever been our lot to 
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handle-, there is not one which can bear an instant's 
comparison with the vagaries and delusions of those un-
happy individuals who have just been figuring before 
the world (in our columns) under the title of "The Uni-
versal Peace Oonvention"•····"The_ 'Oonvention• profess-
es no less than the total abolition throughout the 
terrestial globe, of war •••• SUfficiently extensive 
this, certainly; and how do our readers suppose that 
it is all to be brought about? By uniting some half-
dozen Whig members of Parliament, a score or two of 
Quakers, a few hundred less prominent Englishmen,. and 
a scattering of not very influential foreigners •••• "{2) 

The Morning Advertiser was much more favorable, 

" •••• It was something new to witness a great number 
of respectable individuals, including several of the 
senators of the land, assembled in the metropolis of a 
country which has been in the habit of boasting of its 
•military glory', with the express view of promoting 
the principles of permanent and universal peace. It 
was the first meeting of the kind; it will not be the 
last •••• The principles of the Peace Society are making 
rapid pr.ogress in every oi vilized land,. and there can 
be no question that they will go on achieving fresh 
triumphs every day •••• "(2) 

The Pictorial Times was still more optimistic, 

u •••• The members of the Convention •••• wil'l be 
considered as good-natured, well-meaning enthusiasts 
-- harmless madmen, who may_ be allowed to go at large, 
and meet and have their small-talk •••••• The mind of 

· the nation is gradually awakening to the wickedness 
and absurdity of war; and science, the handmaid of 
reason, is showing its worse than unprofitableness. 
Science is bringing nation to nation; and thereby des-
troying those prejudices, the growth of separation and 
ignqrance •••• we have ceased, in the pride of our John 
Bullism, to look upon Frenchmen as somebodies 'little 
lower' than human, and in their wretchedness wearing 
wooden shoes, and subsisting on frog soup •••• The 
time will come when we shall\ look upon a Napoleon as 
we consider the Great Fire or _the Great Plague -- a 
disastrous visitation -- a mortal soourge •••• 11(2) 

Following the Congress, deputations pre.sented the "Mem-

o+ial to the Governments of the Civilized World", adopted by 

the Convention, to Sir Robert· Peel, Prime Minister of Great 
, (3) 

Britain, and to the Kings of Belgium and- France. Peel court-
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eously received a peace deputation July 1, promising to lay 

the memorial before the other members of the Government, and 

declaring that the principle of arbitration had been success-

fully used during the last twenty years. King Leopold I 

stated to another such group on July 5, that he strongly 

favored arbitration. Xing Louis Philippe of France was even 

more encouraging. He exclaimed to the deputation which wait-

ed on him, "Peace is what we all want. Thank Godl war now 

costs too much to be often waged; and I trust the day is 

oomin~ when we shall get rid of it entirely in the civilized 
(3) 

world." He considered arbitration an excellent substitute 

for war and aited successful examples of it. Letters and suit-

able addresses were sent to all the other important rulers of 

the world. Also three thousand copies of the resolutions of 

the Oonvention were printed and sent to ministers of religion, 

editors, and friends of the cause. About 1,300 copies of the 

resolutions on the opium trade and on the Jay plan were sent 
(3) 

to all the members of Parliament and othen public officials. 

One sees in the Convention of London a turning point in 

the peace movement. For the first time the societies on both 

.sides of the Atlantic had officially joined hands and put on 

a peace demons.tration for. the world. The result was inoreas-

ed recognition and importance. Perhaps the greatest gain of 

all was the moral stimulus which came from having held a 

successful demonstration on a world-wide scale. The members 

themselves received increased respect for the movement and 

were inspired to carry on the work with renewed energ'y!. So 
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gratifying.was this first venture that it was decided before 

adjourning that the London Society should use its discretion 

in calling another such meeting, though no time limit _was set. 

Since the next congress did not convene until the year 1848, 

the question arises why was one not called sooner. In this 

connection it must be remembered that at that time such meet-

ings were rare• It was no easy task to get a respectable 

delegation from across the Atlantic to attend such meetings 

every year. Travel was slow and difficult, compared with 

today, and the trip was relatively more expensive. The Anti-

Slavery Societies ·did not hold annual meetings, their first 

one being held in 1840, and the second in 1843. Moreover, 

soon after the London Convention the Oregon controversy arose· 

to disturb the tranquility between the British and American 

Governments. In this period the peace men in both countries 

had a great deal to do in combating the war spirit, and no 

sooner was the Oregon question settled, than the United States 

was plunged into a war with Mexico. It was not until 1848, 

therefore, that conditions were again favorable for another 

Congress. By that time a new and energetic figure had assumed 

the secretaryship of the London Society, and an enthusiastic 

agitator from America had gone to England in the interest 

of peace work. Thus the great triumvirate of the Congress 

movement, Richard, Burritt, and Sturge, was complete •. 

The Brussels Congress, 1848: 

-Numerous attempts had been made to settle the Oregon 

boundary question during the early decades of the Nineteenth 
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Century, but not until about 1844 did the question threaten 
seriously to distrub the peace between Great Britain and the 
United States. From then until the Oregon Treaty was made, 
two years later, a great deal of war talk was heard in both 
countries, and war feeling, especially among certain groups 
in the United States ran high. This, as noted above, gave the 
peace men in both countries their first real opportunity to 

" . exert their influence in a threatened war, and they cooperat-
ed to prevent the break. Joseph Crosfield, a Quaker of Man-
chester, originated the plan of "Friendly International 

·Addresses", whereby_manuscript letters signed by prominent 
'-

citizens were sent from English to American cities, express-
ing good will and urging them to use their influence to secure 
a peaceful settlement of the dispute. These letters were 
forwarded to Elihu Burritt, who not only distributed them, 
but had them, together with his own "Olive Leaves", reprint-
ed in American newspapers. In.person, he took one letter to 
Philadelphia and another, from citizens in Edinburgh to Wash-

(4) 
ington, he presented to John o. Calhoun. Thus Burritt was 
brought into correspondence with the peacemen· in England, a 
circumstance which resulted in his sailing for that country 
·in 1846, leaving "his anvil. a.t home, to teach the nations 

how to change their swords into ploughshares and their spears 
(6\ 

into pruninghookstt. In England he carried on the work of 

spreading his League of Universal Brotherhood. 
(6). 

At a conference in Manchester; February 25, 1848 1 the 

day following the proclamation of the Second Republic in 
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France, Burritt and a small group of friends of peace, includ-

ing Joseph Crosfield, George Bradshaw, and Joseph Sturge, 
( 7) 

89 

determined to hold a small upper-room meeting in Paris, includ-

ing all interested 'Persons, in order to draw together at that 
(8) . 

unsettled time the forces opposed to war. -"At that time," 

said Burritt, "we dared not aspire to call the proposed meet-
( 7) . 

ing a Peace Convention, but a Peace Conference." 

Early in August, Burritt sent out a circular informing 

the friends of peace of the proposed convention at Paris, 

which was to meet about the first of September. The London 

Peace Society was invited to join in the demonstration, and 

accepted on condition that the convention met with the approval 

of the French authorities, that nothing in the proceedings 

should be inconsistent with the principles of the Peace 

Society, and that the meeting refrain from interfering with 

current political questions. Burritt and his friends accepted 

these conditions without hesitation. On August 14, he went 
(9) 

to Paris to make the necessary arrangements, and spent 

several days there, but after investigating the situation 

he reluctantly decided tha.t Paris was not the proper place 

for the meeting because of the political excitement contin-

uing from the "terrible June Days", and aroused over the 

Italian revolts. His next choice was Brussels, where he 

went late in August ·and was joined by several Englishmen who 

came to assist in the preparations. M. Regier, Belgian Prime 

Minister was favorably disposed toward the projected meeting 

and gave them a letter of introduction to M. Auguste Visschers, 



Councillor of Mines. Visschers with alacrity agreed to serve 

a.s president of a Committee on Preparations. With the help 

of Burritt and the Englishmen, Visschers' Committee made the 

preparations, and the three-day Congress opened at Brussels, 

Wednesday, September 20, 1848, in the Salle de la Societe de 
(10) 

la. Grand Harmonie, the finest assembly hall in the city. It 

was appropriately decorated for the occasion. ·Behind the 

platform was a statue of Peace, around the base of which were 

the emblems of Soience.s, Arts, Agriculture, and Commerce, all 

surrounded by evergreen, floral decorations, flags, and the 

national colors of Belgium. In front was the bust of the 

King of Belgium, and around the hall were the flags of Holland, 

Great Britain, France, and the United St~tes, as well as two 

white flags bearing in gold lettering the names of the London 
' 

and American Peace Societies. 

About.130 men and many women came in a body from Great 

Britain, comprising the largest delegation which had ever up 
(11) 

to that time crossed the Channel to. attend such a congress. 

M. Visschers was elected President of the Congress. Among 

the other officers were William Ewart and Edmund Fry from 

.England, Francisque Bouvet and M. Bourson from France, Elihu 

Burritt and Henry Clapp from the United States, while Hol-

land and Belgium were represented by M. Suringar and M. Le-

hardy de Beaulieu, respectively. 

Visschers opened the Congress with a speech explaining 

the object of peace societies, and giving a brief survey of 

the movement. A letter from M. Charles de Brouchere, Pres-
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ident of a free-trade congress held at Brussels the preceding 

year, next was read, in which- the writer connected the two 

movemen.ts and expressed hope for a successful meeting. A · 

paper by Edmund Fry on· "The I.:Q.equi ty, Inhumanity, and Ab-

surdity of War, as a Means of Solving Differences Between 

Nations'', was no~v presented. It closed with an appeal to the 

nations of Europe a.nd America to join in overthrowing war, 

" •••• Let them resolve that the calm dignity of 
justice shall supersede the remorseless tyranny of the 
sword; and in the name of common humanity, let them 
plead against any further appeal to the battlefield. 
Then nations will ·be honourable and happy, -- just and 
respected, - righteous and secure., -- and then war 
shall be no more1"(10) 

An excellent address on arbitration, thoroughly practical 

in spirit, was delivered by Francisque Bouvet, a member of 

the French National Assembly. Some passages from his speech 

follow: 

" •••• That which reason and morality demand, the 
material interests of the world enforce with the most 
urgent necessity. Who does not see that commercial 
transactions are now so spread abroad from one end of 
the world to another that any commotion instantly 
affects our national prosperity with chilling fear a.nd 
the· apprehension of impending ruin? ••• ·" 

He spoke of debt incurred from war and war preparations, and, 

·as a remed.y, advocated general disarmament. To continue, 

n •••• The nations at present stand opposite each 
other in a state of barbarism, without a common juris-
diction, without any bond of association, exposed to 
the contingencies of war and discord •••• Form, then, 
today, and raise over the nations a general law of 
association, a representative jurisdiction, which may 
be to them what national constitutions are to the 
families and provincial divisions of the different king-
doms •••• These valuable·guarantees cannot be secured 
without consituting a Congress, which might call to 
its bar the disputes of the different nations with a 
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view to the general good ••••• that which morality and 
religion, by isolating themselves too much from the 
real affairs of the world, are unable to produce, 
material necessity will form into a law." 

-Baron de Reiffenberg, a member of the Royal Academy of 

Science and Literature of Belgium, expressed the opinion that 

the day of peace would come, but first moral and religious 

education must prepare for it. In another spe~ch William 

Ewart ·declared, "It is the interest ••••• I might almost say 

the duty ••••• of all nations, to desire the prosperity of 

all other nations. 11 In discussing the wickedness of war 

and its inconsistency with Christianity, Henry Richard assert-

ed that the peace societies could prepare men's minds to the 

point where no government would dare to enter war because of 

popular opposition. "Above all," he states, "we must exhibit 

war in its proper colors -- a gigantic murderer, drunk with 

ambition and lust, and hideously stained with the blood of its 

myriad victims." A resolution was then adopted condemning 

war and urging the people of the civilized world to adopt 

measures to prevent it. 

The next topic of discussion was the Jay plan of stipu-

lated arbitration, upon which a paper by William Stokes was 

read. The author listed seven arguments favoring such a 

course. Richard Cobden, unable to attend the Brussels Con-

gress, sent a letter instead, which was read at this juncture. 

In it were stated his views on three points •. He strongly 

approved of arbitration clauses in ·treaties, but was not pre-

pared. to endorse the proposed Congress of Nations until he had 

more closely ~xamined the idea. He stro:i:igly urged general 
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disarmament among the nations, and discussed at length the 

situation then existing in Europe. In asso9iating this con-

dition with the recent revolutions in Europe, he said, 11 This 

enormous burden must have greatly aggravated the sufferings 

of the industrial population during the late bad seasons, 

and may have partly caused their discontent which has so 

often ended in revolution." After declaring his conviction 

that "Peace is the law of civilized humanity, M. Roussel, 

Professor of Law at the University of Brussels, endeavored 

to prove peace feasible. International contests, he felt, 

were very much like private quarrels, mostly over property, 

honor, or dignity, and since the latter were settled by 

arbitration, he asked why nations did not do likewise. 

At this juncture a dissenting voice was raised, setting 

forth the prevalent popular attitude towa.rd the topic under 

discussion. This protest is unique among the records of the 

Peace Congresses, and since it had the desirable effect of 

bringing the discussions down to earth, it seems regrettable 

that more men of the de la Sagra type were not present at 

these meetings. Senor Ramon de la Sagra, a Spanish natural-

ist and economist; a man of considerable importance, held 

that armies were absolutely necessary because there were no 

other supporters of laws, and if it were not for them court 

decisions would cease to be respected. He further maintain-

ed that arbitration as a means of settling disputes was im-

possible, because it must depend upon force for its accept-
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anoe, "and what_ other means can be resorted to than the force 

of arms?" No one would obey without armies, declared the 

speaker from absolutist Spain, and, -"a·s for myself, I should 

be one of the first to send the arbitrators about their busi-

ness." Laws had formerly been accepted through faith or com-

pulsion, and since faith no longer existed, "anyone who wishes 

to do away with force is an anarchist .n. Good Joseph Sturge, 
. . . 

ignoring this enfant terrible, expressed his agreement with 

Cobden's views and sat down. J• s. Buckingham then rose to 

reply to de la Sagra. He appli~d the dominion-of-force 

argument to individual relationships, asking who wished to 

go back to the feudal period, and then tartly answered his 

own question by saying, HNo one; unless perchance, Mr. Ramon 

de la Sagra. He insinuated that de la Sagra wished to be 

thought original, but was behind the times, and closed with 

the statement, "Gentlemen, if I have succeeded in answering 

the argument of Mr. de la Sagra, I assure you that I shall 

sleep better for it tonight, and wake more cheerfully 

tomorrow morning." M. Hauman challenged Sagra· to suggest 

some means other than arbitration for regulating the world's 

differences without resorting to war~ but the latter, while 

declaring that he was not an advocate of war, simply re-

affirmed his stand that force was necessary to preserve 

the social order, and i~ removed, anarchy would result. 

Sagra•s next opponent was s. D'Archy Irvine of Ireland, who 

denied that faith no longer existed, as Sagra had.stated, 

and advocated the efficacy of public opinion in abolishing 
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war. John Allen, who disagreed with Sagra, was glad that he 

had expressed his honest opinion. At the opening of the next 

session, a resolution favoring ,the·arbitration clause in 

treaties, passe~ with only the dissenting votes of Sagra and 

Suringer, the latter opposing the wprding of the resolution. 

The next topic of discussion was "the proposition of 

convoking a Congress of Nations, the object of which shall 

be to form an International Oode, in order, as far as 

possible, to settle on a satisfactory basis, most questions, 

and generally to secure Peace". M. Burson read a French 

translation of a tteatise by Burritt on the subject, with 

no new ideas, but with specific applications. Among other 

things, the paper stated that, once the plan was adopted, 

the people would say to their governments, "There is the law; 

there is the court; there sit the JudgesZ Refer the case to 

their arbitrament, and we will abide by their decision". 

Burritt compared .the functioning of the proposed court to 

the Supreme Court of the United States. His closing appeal 

follows: 
11 All the Continental Governments are now undergo-

ing the process of renovation, or reconstruction upon 
a popular basis. New Freedom of the Press, right of 
public meeting, of association,.and other great popular 
prerogatives have been acquired. The community of 
nations is slowly approximating to the condition of 
the family circle. Now is the time to organize these 
social tendencies and national affinities into a. fixed 
system of society. Everything favours the proposition. 
The great obstructions that would have opposed it a 
year ago, have been removed (by the Revolutions of 
1848). Nations a.re gravitating into union; not giving 
up any essential qualities of independence or indi-
viduality, but confederating with each other under the 
attraction of mutual affinities. Then, why may we 
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not link these large circles of humanity into one grand 
system of Society, by creating for it a common centre 
and· source of attractions in the establishment of a 
High Court of Nat ions?'' 

M. Bertinatti, a juris-consul and author of Turin, in 
declaring himself for a Congress of Nations, said, 

0 •••• 0ommercial liberty, which is destined to make 
the circuit of the globe, could scarcely go alone with-
out bringing in its train the political confederation 
of all nations. The two are as closelv connected to-
gether as two sisters •••• " ~ 

Henry Vincent felt that public opinion would have to be chang-
ed before nations could "settle by argument what" they " 
could not settle by arms". The Congress now heard from Sagra 
again, who explained that he meant by his phrase "lack of 
faith" in his former address, not the creed of an individual, 
but the social faith in.Divi~e Right, which implied obedience 
to law because it came from God, and in accordance with which 
a crime was punished not.only on earth, but in the next world 
as well. "We must then .reestablish the double sanction", 
he declared. Sagra then proceeded to denounce the proposed 

Congress of Nations and its humanitarian code based on 
reason, as impossible and absurd, and if such a Congress were 
held "it ·would be the source of the most terrible anarchies". 
It was impossible, according to Sagra, because it must be 
composed of delegates from all the nations, either appoint-
ed by the governments or elected by the people. If appoint-
ed by· the governments, the representatives were merely 

ambassadors, and it would result in the establishment of a 

despotism. The delegates, then, must be nominated by the 
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people by universal suffrage, because some could not be appoint-

ed by absolute monarchs, and others by democratic parliaments, 

therefore all would have to admit the principle of universal 

suffrage.. Hence the scheme was -impossible. The plan, he 

held was absurd, because its object was to draw up a code ·of 

the social order, and he did not believe such a heterogeneous 

and contradictory congress could unite on a code of peace, 

especially when such differences existed within the states. 

He maintained that public opinion was the cause of the anarchy 

of the day. The plan was anarchical because every law must 

have sanction or not be respected.- The proposed Congress had 

no real authority to enforce its laws. Differences would 

arise which would wreck the Congress, and hence produce anarchy. 

Mr. Ewart gave sagra credit for having great talents for 

discovering defects, and said his ideas were like "chateaux en 

Espagne". He p~inted out that Sagra did not deny the existence 

of individual belief, and stated that in England aots of 

Parliament were respected because they were founded on 

principles in which the people as individuals did believe. 

Furthermore, Sagra overlooked the force of public opinion 

which would support such a Congress. Ewart denied the neoes-

si ty of universal suffrage for the validity of law, though 

he felt it inevitable that universal suffrage would oome to 

the world. The resolution favoring a Oongress of Nations 

passed with only SS.gra opposed. 

General disarmament next came up for discussion, and a 

paper by Stokes on the subject was read. Abbe Louis rose to 
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declare himself in fa.vor of defensive war, and, rambling 

from the topic under discussion, began an attack upon Sagra, 

who protested and demanded the right to reply. The abbe 

was called to order, but almost at once resumed his attack 

and was called to order again. M. Roussel felt that the 

time for universal disarmament had arrived. "An armed Peace! 

What an.idea: we might just as well talk of a living corpse" •. 

Hi~ speech was a denunciation of Dante's proverb,. "if you 

wish to preserve peace, prepare for war". 

Henry Vincent stressed the idea of the brotherhood of 

peoples and claimed ·to love humanity more than any country. 

The following oratorical passage is illustrative of his 

speech: 

" •••• Let us now, from the centre of your noble city, 
send forth the streamlets of moral influence which shall 
one day surround all nations of the universe, and spread 
peace and harmony in every land. Let us propose this 
disarmament in all Europe ••••• Welcome here the form 
of Peace, beautiful in. its appearance even as a tender 
maiden. Garland it with flowers; it will march through 
the world, though a mere stripling, strong in its moral 
influence; girt round with the precepts of the Gospel, 
it shall ever succeed; it shall attract by its own inher-
ent refulgence all that is beautiful and just in the 
world, and the day shall come when the armies shall fly 
before the messenger of Peace; the gun shall be spiked 
with the pen. 11 · 

.General disarmament, in the opinion of ~rofessor Hult of the 

University of Ghent, was the most practical suggestion which 

had been made at the Congress. Sagra, then, was refused 

another hearing by the Congress because of the lateness of 

the hour. The Congress passed the disarmament resolution 

and adopted addresses to be presented to the governments 

and peoples of Europe and America. The memory of William 
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Ladd was recalled to the Congress by Elihu Burritt in a 

brief appropriate speech, and the presiden,t, in closing, de-

clared, n •••• I am proud to say that the first stone of the 

Temple of Peace has been laid by yoµ at Brussels. A public 

soiree for the delegates.was held following the last session 

of the Congress. Here three prizes were offered for the three 

best essays on Arb~tration, a Congress and Court of Nations, 

and general disarmament. 

The sessions of the Brussels Congress were followed by 

leading European journals. "Le Moniteur Universel", the 

official publication of the French Government, daily record-

ed the proceedings, giving a good account prominently placed 
(12) 

in the paper. The "London Times", as usual, was hostile 
- . (13) 

and indulged in sarcasm. Note the following excerpts, 

" •••• Mr. Cobden has been invited, and has declined 
his personal attendance, wisely preferring the airy 
beach of -Hayling Island, and the scream of the sea-
gulls, to a crowd of pacific gentlemen and ladies •••• 

" •••• In fact, you find nothing else proposed than 
what has been proposed, attempted, and generallyadopt-
ed from the beginning.of the world to the present day •••• 

" •••• There is a sort of impertinence, therefore, 
in coming forward just at this moment, and talking 
as if Peace had never engaged the attention of mankind, 
and as if several hundred ladies and gentlemen on a 
pleasure-trip to a petty little capital had the glorious 
monopoly of.its inculcat ton •••• u 

(13) 
The Morning Advertiser, September 26, stated: 

" •••• that the Congress at Brussels will, in all 
probability, incur the ridicule of their fellow-men, 
by their efforts to put an end to the unchristian and 
inhuman practice of settling national disputes by an 
appeal to arms. Let them not be discouraged on that 
account. Theirs will only be the fate which has be-
fallen the originators of nearly all the great enter-
prises of past times ••• .-" 
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The account .in "The Express", September 26, in part, ran as 
(13)' 

follows: 

u •••• Such meetings, •••• as that of the philanthro-
pists and political men who constituted the Peace Con-
gress of Brussels are opportune, and may be productive 
of excellent· effect •••• n 

One of the most favorable accounts appeared in "Douglas 
(13) 

Jerrold's Weekly Newspaper", 

n •••• The men of Peace who met at Brussels have 
we say -- afforded great mirth to thousands and the 
more especially to those impartial roysters who sit 
at mess-tables •••• The Peace Society sow the acorns 
whence, in due season, the nations shall gather their 
best oaken garlands •••• opposition, like the wind shak-
ing the sapling, will make it strike the deeper root 
•••• Time~ that terrible oldclothesman, with all sorts 
of purple and ermine in his bag -- deems even the · 
gray coat somewhat out of elbows, and the little cook-
ed hat none the better for its nap. Therefore, if 
only for a change, let us give a trial to the broad 
beaver and the drab. Let us promote, if only for a 
while, Joseph Sturge vice Napoleon, deceased •••• " 

A conservative estimate of the Congress is found in "The 
(13) 

Patriot", September 28, 

u •••• They have been ridiculed, of course, in our 
_War journals; but misrepresentation has been found 
necessary to give point to the malicious shafts •••• 
For our own part we feel certain, that by its amiable 
advocates, the Peace Congress of Brussels will be 
regarded as having·seasonably contributed to animate 
the nations of Europe with pacific dispositions." 

. . (12) 
Concerning the Congress, Burritt wrote in his journal that 
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he resolved to continue his work for peace with renewed courage 

and zeal. Henry Richard called.it a "marked and unequivocal 
success" and noticed a hearty interest which furnished 
assurance to those present· that their exertions will not 

be allowed to cease with the temporary excitement of the 
(14) 

ocoasion. 0 The Congress of Brussels· was even a greater success 



than its promoters had anticipated. Although it had met as 

a "conference", the journals gave it the more important name 

of "congress"~ It marked the first real invasion of the Oon-

tinent by the Peace Societies, and succeeded in arousing a 

great deal of latent.interest there. Several able men, 

notably Visschers, became for the first time active in peace 

work. Another indication of its great success was that im-

mediately following it three annual Oongresses were held. 

subscriptions to the Society were greatly increased, and the 
' (15) 

"Herald of PeacelJ was enlarged. 

Following the Congress addresses were sent to the govern-. ' . ' - (16) 
ments and peoples of Europe and America. Large public peace 

demonstrations were held in London, Birmingham, Manchester, 

Bristol, and Hull. At an enthusiastic meeting in Exeter Hall, 

London, 5,000 attended, concerning_ which the 11 Hull Adver- · 

tiser 11 said, "We were present at that meeting, and we can 

truly affirm that it was one of the finest we ever witness-
(VJ): 

edn. Such success demanded another Congress, and on October 

31, a meeting was held at the London Hall of Commerce to con-

. sider the calling of another such convention. A resolution 

by William Ewart calling for a Oongress the following year was 

adopted. Burritt suggested mid-Augu~t as the time, whioh he 

considered more suitable for Americans than a later date, 

and it was adopted. · Several places were suggested; Berne, 

Basle, and Hanover, but Charles Hindley 1 s proposal for Paris 
(17) 
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was finally approved. Consequently a Peace Congress Committee 
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of thirty-two members was appointed to carry out the resolutions 
and take steps to raise fl5,000 to defray the expenses of future 
Congresses. 

This Committee held its first meeting the same day on 
which it was formed, and a.t this time it was announced that 
Oobden had determined to sponsor an arbitration resolution in 
the House of Commons. For the next several months the ener-
gies of the Society were devoted to meetings held in every 
part of the Kingdom, in order to create public sentiment in 
support .of Cobden. No tj.oubt, the Bxussels Congress likewise 
inspired Bouvet in· France,· and Tuck in the United States, to 
similar resolutions in .. their legislatures. 

Soon after the February Revolution (1848) in France, 
the Executive Committee of the London Peace Society sent to 
Lamartine, the.poet, and a member of the Provisional Govern-
ment, two addresses, one to the French Government, and another 
for distribution among the people. In reply, under date of 
April 24, 1848, Lamartine, expressed "lively sympathy" for 
the sentiments expressed in the address, and said, "I shall 
be happy to contribute all in my power to the maintenance 

{18) . . 
and development of universal peace". In the following Jan-
uary, Lacan, a young friend of Burritt's, wrote him a rather 
effusive letter from Paris concerning an interview which he 
had recently had with Lamartine. · He reported the "poet-
hearted Demosthenes" as saying, 

"Peace ha..s always been my favorite thought, my 
most cherished dream; I am the most fervent apostle 
of Peacet •••• PeaceJ it is reasonl •••• Peace1 it is of 



God •• ~ •• Tell them (the Peace Congress promoters) to make 
haste; tell them the Pea.ce Societies ought •••• to have a 
delegate in every large town in France charged with organ-
izing meetings •••• When Mr. Burritt comes to Paris bring 
him to me, and a.bove all assure him that universal 
Peace is my dream and'.·my obj eot ••• ·" 

This speech, it must be admitted, sounds more like La-
(18} 

martine the poet than Lamartine the statesman. Others in 

France at this time were taking a keener interest in pacif-

ism, for.early in 1849, a "Society for the Union of the Peo-

ples" was formed under the leadership of Bouvet, the objec~ of 

which was "Peace, Oonoiliation, and Brotherhood of all peo-
(19) 

ples11 • Shortly afterwards,· its name was changed to the 

"Society of Universal Peaceu. Among its a.ctive members was 
(20) 

M. Zeigler, an eminent French painter. 

The decision of the Peace Congress Conunittee to hold a 

Congress at Paris in the month of August has been noted. 

Accordingly, Richard and Burritt were sent there in April 

to feel out the situation, and if favorable, _to take the 
(21) 

steps necessary for convoking the meeting. At Paris they 

interviewed Lacan, Bouvet, Emile Girardin, perhaps the most 

powerful journalist of Paris, Athanase Ooquerel, a Protest-

ant orator, and Bastiat, _a well-known political economist. 

Girardin willingly agreed to attend the meeting and con-

sented to serve on the organizing committee. Bastiat felt 

that a reduction in armaments was greatly needed, and warned 

.the leaders against making the Congress an English demon-

stration, because of the great prejudice existing in France. 

He, too, consent_ed to serve on the Committee on Organization. 
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With Visschers who had arrived to help them, Burritt and 

Richard called on Lamartine at his residence. Lamartine, 

who no longer held a position in the government, but who 

still wielded considerable influence, agreed to receive and 

welcome the foreign delegates of the Oongress, to gain the 

consent of the government for the use of a suitable assembly 

hall, and to organize the Committee on Preparations. But 

he refused to act as president of the Congress because "there 

are certain political considerations which compel me to 

decline that position". Two or three weeks later Lamartine 

received Richard, Burritt, and George SUmner, a brother of 

Charles Sumner, in another interview. The poet appeared very 

informally, partially deshabille, with his hands in his 

pockets, and smoking a cigar. Madame Lamartine acted as 

interpreter. Lamartine was upset by attacks which some of 

the London papers had made upon him, and it required con-

siderable tact to secure his consent to assist further in 

the plane for the Peace Congress. At this time his political 

influence was rapidly waning. Later, ~fter having made 

promises, he declined to call a meeting of the Organization 

Committee, and even refused to sign the joint circular of 

the Congress. Soon afterward, keenly feeling his political 

failure, he went into retirement. 

The agents of the Society received a great deal of 

encouragement in thelr work from the Members of the Society 

of Christian Morals, the Society of Political Economy, and 

the Society of Charitable Economy, as well as from certain 
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(22) 
journalists and members of the Government. Burritt, Richard, 

and·SUmner waited on de Tocqueville, the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs, who professed to favor peace, but felt that the day 

of universal peace was distant. He ~poke approvingly of the 

Brussels Congress and saw no reason why the French Government 

should refuse to allow the proposed meeting. De Tocqueville 

warned the deputation concerning the danger of discussing 

the recent political events in their meeting. If the friends 

of peace did not re9eive as much sympathy in France as expect-

·ed, he felt it was because ~heir proposals were considered im-

practicable, rather than due to indifference toward peace it-

self. Other important pers.ons visited were Arag~, Carnot, and 

the abbe Duguerry. 

On June 26, 1849, 1,500 circular letters were issued, 
(23) . 

announcing the Paris Congress, and in another letter of July 

17, the exact date, August 22-24, was set, and a detailed pro-

gram was issued. The estimated cost of the trip from England 

was, first class, ~6 10s; second class, ~5 lOs. This covered 

all_traveling expenses and hotel accommodations in Paris, but 

not "wines, spirits, etc~u In America arrangements were ma.de 

with ~ steamship company to make the return trip to Liverpool 

and back for $100.00, the trip requiring twenty days going 

over and twenty to thirty coming back. Other incidental 

expenses were placed at $100.00. American peace society of-

ficials wrote the London Society, «we are doing what we can to 

send out a good delegation to the Paris Convention: we expect 
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(24) 
to succeed." · The interesting case of Rev_•_ Cyrus Pierce was 
mentioned, in the "Herald of Peace", at this time. Pierce, 
who had assisted Horace Mann in the establishing of the 
Normal School System in Massachusetts, and who was known to 
be deeply interested in the peace movement, on resigning his 
position, was presented a purse to .cover his expenses at 

(25) 
the Peace Congress at Paris. Horace Mann presented the gift. 

The final letter of invitation, signed by the 9ommittee 
of the Peace Congress,.included the names of Charles Hindley, 
M.P., president of the London Peace Society, Augustus Viss-

chers, William Weart, M .• P., Richard Cobden, M.P., Edouard 
Dupectiaux, Henry Richard, Joseph Sturge, Elihu Burritt, 
M. Berrille, a Representative of the People in the French 
National Assembly, Francisque Bouvet, another Representati.ve 
of the People, Carnot, vice-president of the Society of 
Christian M0 rals, Michel Chevalier, Professor of Political 
Economy in the College of France, Oormenin, Councillor of 
State, Joseph Garnier, editor of the ''Economists' Journal", 
Victor Hugo, Marquis de la Rochefoucauld-Li~ncourt, president 
of the Society of Christian Morals, Horace Say, member of the 
Paris Chamber of Commerce and Councillor of State. Surely it 

' (26) 
was a group of highly respectable and prominent men. 

The third international peace meeting held its session 
in the Salle St. Cecile in Paris on August 21. A party,.of 

about 700 Britishers and Americans crossed the Channel in two 
steamers hired especially for the occasion. Concerning the 

personnel of the group, Cobden told Tocqueville that if the 
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steamers sank with all on board, all the philanthropic enter-

prises in the United Kingdom would be stopped for a year. All 

told there were twenty-three delegates from America, including 

representatives from Massachusetts, Maryland, New York, Wis-

consin, Ohio, South Carolina, Connecticut, Canada and Guate-

mala, and nineteen from Belgium. Great Britain sent 308 

delegates and 365 visitors. The French delegation was esti-

mated at about a hundred. About thirty Germans were present. 

In a letter to his wife, date August l~, at Paris, Cobden, 

who had arrived early, remarked as follows concerning the Oon-

gress, 
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"There is every prospect of a large attendance at the 
Congress, but-we shall not shine so brightly as I could wish 
in French names. Our friends had calculated upon the 
attraction of Lamartine's name, but they are disappoint-
ed. From all accounts he appears to be prostrate in 
mind, body and estate. We have chosen Victor Hugo for 
chairman, and he is one of the few first rate men·· to be 
had. To my great surprise I find that Horace Say, after 
signing the circulars inviting the Congress, has gone 
off to Switzerland with his family •••••• Bastiat is gone 
off to Brussels, but I am assured he will come back to 
the Congress. The good men who have come here from · 
England to make the arrangements are sadly put out in 
their calculation of French support, by having taken too 
much to heart all the professions, promises, bows, and 
compliments, which they met on their first arrival here 
••••• Notwithstanding all drawbacks the Congress will do 
much good."(27) · 

In his opening address, Victo.r Hugo, the chairman of the 
' ' 

meeting, made what is generally conceded to be one of the best 
(28) • 

speeches of his life. After declaring the peace idea practical 

and inevitable, Hugo predicted, 

" •••• A day will come when the only battle-field shall 
be the market open to commerce and the mind opening to new 
ideas. A day will come when bullets and shells shall be 



replaced by votes, by t~e universal suffrage of nations, 
by the venerable arbitration of a great Sovereign Senate, 
which shall be to Europe what the Parliament is to Eng-
land, what the Diet is to Germany, what the Legislative· 
Assembly is to France. A day will come when a cannon 
shall be exhibited in public museums, just as an instru-
ment of torture is now, and people shall be astonish-
ed how such a thing could have been ••••• "····A day will come when those two immense groups, 
the United States of America and the united states ·of 
Europe shall be seen placed in the presence of each 
other, extending the hand of fellowship across the 
ocean, exchanging their produce, their commerce, their 
industry, their arts, their genius, clearing the earth, 
peopling the deserts, meliorating creation under the 
eye of the Creator, and uniting for the good of all, 
those two irresistible and infinite powers -- the frat-
ernity of men and the power of God •••• " 

In speaking of the world's rapid advancement, he said, 

« •••• At the period in which we live, a year suffices 
to.do the work of a oentury ••••• Thanks to railroads, 
Europe will soon'be not of more extent than France was 
in the middle ages •. Thanks to steamships, we traverse 
the mighty ocean more easily than the Mediterranean 
was formerly crossed. Before long, men shall traverse 
the earth, as the gods of Homer did the sky, in three 
paces1 But yet a little time.and the electric wire 
of concord shall encircle the globe and embrace the 
world •••• 11 

Hugo mentioned the long period of peace Europe had enjoyed, 

and denounce'd armaments, saying that, had the money been spent 

constructively 

n •••• The face of the world would have been changed, 
Isthumuses would have been cut through. Railroads would 
cover the two continents; the merchant-navy of the globe 
would have increased a hundred~fold. There could be 
nowhere barren plains, no moors, nor marshes. Oities 
would be· found where there are only deserts. Ports 
would be sunk where there are now only rooks. Asia 
would be rescued to civilization; Africa would be 
rescued to man; abundance would gush forth on every 
side from every vein of the earth, at· the touch of man, 
like the living stream from the rock beneath the rod 
of Moses. Misery would be no longer found; and with 
misery what do you think would disappear? Revolutions." 

He olosed with this effective appeal 

" •••• Gentlemen, this is not the first day that man-
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kind are on this providential course. In our ancient 
Europe, England made the first step; and by her ex-
ample before us now for ages, she declared to the 
people, :'You are free! 1 France took the second step,. 
and announced to the peoples, 'You are sovereigns!' 
Let us now make the third step, and all simultaneously, 
France, England, Germany, Italy, ~~rope, America --
let us proclaim to all nations, 'You are brothers!" 

Following the president's speech, Visschers made a 

report on the work that nad been done since the preceeding 
! 

Congress, and among other things announced the prize-winner 

of the peace, essay contest opened a.t the Brussels Congress. 

The award went to Louis Bara, whose subject was "O'est de 

la Maniere dent on s'y _prend pour faire une chose, que 

derive le suoces de l'enterprise que 1 1on a fa,ite". In a 

book printed in 1852, under the auspices of the Belgian 

Free Masonry Society, Bara proposed an international order 
(29) 

based upon justice. At this time the president announced 

on behalf of the Society of Christian Morals an offer of 

a 500 franc medal for the most complete collection of peace 

sentiments. 

An essay on international arbitration.by Rev. Dr. 

Godwin was read, and Rev. John Bur~et upheld ~t in a speech. 

De Gueralt spoke favorably of the progress of the peace 

societies. He felt that wars were no longer inspired by a 

desire to conquer, but for the restoration of nationality, 

and suggested that the Congress adopt a resolution favoring 

the principle of neutrality of peoples, to be ma~ntained by 

the governments by force, and to take the place of the doctrine 

that peoples belonged to governments. 
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M. Feut felt that the procedings of the Congress were not 

practical enough and suggested several remedies, including a 

standing Peace Oongress Committee to arrange for annual con-

gresses representing all countries. The proposition that all 

members pledge themselves to forward the principles of the 

congresses to the greatest possible extent, that a universal 

language be decided upon, and that each member pay dues of 

five cents a week to defray expenses •. These suggestions 

were referred to the consideration of a committee. 

The Rev. Mr. Mahan of Obin thought that since the Oon-

gres·s was agreed on the arbitration principle, they should 

next consider who should act as arbitrator, and he 'felt that 

it should be the executive department of a government. He 

·hoped the Congress would adopt ·such a resolution and submit 

it to an international congress of executive representatives. 

Henry Vincent expressed the opinion that matters of detail 

should be avoided. Such things should.be settled in a smaller 

. meeting. He made the point that arbitration should precede 

rather than follow war. Cobden was of the opinion that it 

was wiser not to have an arbitral congress or court appoint-

ed beforehand, but to call it each time to suit the special 

occasion. An arbitration resolution was carried unanimously. 

General disarmament came up for discussion on the second 

day. Athanase Ooquerel felt tha~ France was the most bellicose 

of nations and should lead the others in disarming. .The 

necessity and practicality of disarma.ment was stressed by M. 

Suringar of Holland. Vincent favored it for financial 
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reasons principally, but also expressed religious and human-

itarian arguments in his speech.. He felt that England and 
France should act jointly in the matter. Jules Avigdor, 
a banker of Nice,.read an address supporting the disarmament 
resolution. Emile de Girardin contended that France had 
doubled the size of· her armies since 1818\. He felt, sfnoe 
France had abandoned her dreams of conquest, that such a 
large f oroe was only a burden. Should France take the first 
step to~ard disarmament others would gladly follow. William 
Ewart denied the truth of the tradition that France and 
England were natural enemies. It was hypocritical, Cobden 
declared, for governments to a.rm against each other when they 
professed to be friends, and foolish for them to increase 
their armaments in equal proportion. He felt it would be 

difficult to convince professional statesmen of the wisdom 
of disarming, and contended that "it is time that the people 
interfered". A resolution favoring disarmament· was then 

adopted. A second resolution, dealing with the encourage-

ment of international communiop.tion through postal reform, 

uniform weights, measures, coinage, etc., was also introduced 
· and adopted. 

M. Coquerel read art essay prepared by Burritt on a 

Congress of Nations, which .contained essentially the Ladd 

plan for a Congress to codify international law and establish 
a permanent int·ernational tribunal. Burritt' s optimistic 

views are well set forth in the following excerpt from his 
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speech; 

u •••• And when once the idea of war has been dis-
placed in the minds of nations by the idea of a quiet 
administration of justice and equality, preparations 
for war ~nd all the policies which it requires and 
creates will gradually disappear from international 
society. The nations would soon accustom themselves 
to refer their cases to this High Court of Appeal 
with as much confidence as the different states of 
the American Union now submit their controversies 
to the decision of the SUpreme Court of the United 
States ••• ·" 

He pointed out the commonest objections to the plan and 

attempted to answer them. Amasa Walker, a member of the 

Legislature of the State of Massachusetts, stated that 11 the 

great interest felt by the friends of peace in the United 

States in a Congre~s and High Court of Nations ••••• induoes 

me to ••••• present ••••• the views of my constituents on this 
. ( 31) . 

important proposition.n He also advocated the plan of 

William Ladd, but made .a much abler speech than Burritt, 
I 

decidedly more practical,· and more detailed. Walker answered 

effectively six of the major objections to his pla.n: 

(1) The nations would never bind themselves beforehand to 

the uncertain legislation of such a congress. Reply: 

Nations would not need to bind themselves until they knew 

distinctly the nature of the legislation; (2) The different 

nations having diverse and conflicting institutions would 

be prevented from co~perating by their antagonisms and 

jealousies. Reply: The jurisdiction of the Congress and Court 

was restricted to specific objects of international concern. 

Internal interference was forbi~den; (3) The tribun~l might 

not be impartial. Reply: The same might be said of all other 
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courts. This: court was to be composed of men of the high-

est character; (4) The Congress of Nations would involve 

the creation of a great central power, which might endanger 

liberties, and might even destroy the independence of the 

weaker states. Reply: The Congress did not depend upon a 

centralization of physical force, but of moral power; 

(5) It was impossible 'to form a compact which would for any 

considerable time answer its original purpose, owing to the 

changing circumstances of nations. Rep~y: The adoption of 

amendments was provided for in the plan; (6) Some nations 

might not come in, thereby defeating the object of such a 

congress. Reply: The voice of the people must be heard 

nowadays. Self-interest would compel all to join. 

Walker further said, 

n •••• It is not an American idea, though it may 
be an American movement ••••• Wherever it may have 
originated, therefore, it has been universally adopted 
by the advocates of peace on both sides of the Atlantic. 

"Again, sirs, our confidence in the acquiescence 
of the confederated nations in the decisions of a 
supreme tribunal is doubtless.increased by observing 
that no military force on the part of the National 
Government has ever been required, in order to secure 
obedience to the decisions of the supreme Court of the 
United States ••••• ou:r States are bound together by 
the ties of interest, duty, of self-preservation •••• 

"We know all the difference which exists, we know 
the sad effects which the institutions of the old world 
have had upon the people, we realize their depression 
and their ignorance; ••••• but, sir, we believe that the 
people of the old world have common sense, and that 
alone is necessary, to enable them to see and feel 
that such a union is most indispensable to their ele-
vation and improvement; that there is no other way by 
which they can be relieved from the crushing taxation 
of standing armies and military preparations. We 
believe, too, that the people have sufficient spirit 
to demand this great measure, and if they do so will 
not fail to obtain it. 11 (31) 
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Dr. Bodenstedt discussed the peace movement in Germany, 

where considerable interest was begi~ning to be developed. 

A Monsieur Billecoq, who claimed to be a diplomatist, insist-

ed that war was inevitable and rambled on at such length 

that he had to be called to order. Friendship betvrnen 

England and France was the theme of a speech by Charles 

Hin41ey. Edwar.d Miall. was convinced that the Congress, where-

in men met as brothers, was to make the nations brothers. 

In a badly muddled speech, William W. Brown, an excaped 

slave from the United States, declared that the dissemination 

of peace principles would lead to the emancipation of the 

slaves in America. He felt, evidently, that the pee.ce move-

ment was a sort of panacea. The resolution favoring a Con-

gress of Nations was carried by acclamation. 

Cobden was primarily responsible for the next resolution, 

which took the form of a protest against loans or taxes 

destined to promote wars of ambition or conquest. In an 

address on the subject, he appealed to the conscience of 

money lenders. One interesting statement he made was, "War 

has become an expensive luxury ••••• Bat.tles are now decided 

by arttllery, and every discharge of a cannon costs from 

twelve to fifteen francs; I wish with all myheaiw.t it was ten 

times as much." 

M. Feline, while professing peace principles, declared 

that countries should arm for self-defense. After rambling 

on and off the subject, he was called to order by the pres-
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ident. Girardin took the stand that wars could be prevented 

by people simply refusing to loan money for the purpose, and 

the creation of public sentiment against the practice. The 
anti-war loans resolution was adopted unanimously. Visschers 
moved that a committee, composed of those who had prepared 

for the Paris Congress, be constituted in Paris to corres-

pond wit.h the peace societies in England, the United States 
and Belgium. 

The question of slavery was brought up at the close of 

the meeting by Hon. c. Durkee of Wisconsin. An ex-slave, 

Rev. J. w. C. Pennington, Presbyterian ~inister from New 

York, spoke, expressing the sentiment, as did Brown earlier 

in the session, that slavery was an element of war. He 

urged Christians to unite to get rid of it. 

The French Government had been very kind and helpful 

throughout, allowing the peace party to pass from Boulogne 

without passports or the customary inspection of luggage, 

and throwing open the various public places to the delegates. 

Following the meeting a soiree was given by de Tocq~eville 

at the Ministery of Foreign Affairs. On the next Monday the 
fountains of Versailles were displayed as a rare courtesy. 

Usually they played only four times each year, and then on 

SUnday, with exceptions being made only for crowned. heads, 

but many of the British and American delegates were opposed 
(32) 

to going to see a mere sight on the Saboath. About 700 com-

prised the party which went to Versailles. They took lunch 
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in the Tennis Court,·where in a little ceremony Cobden pre-

sented to the American delegates New Testaments in French, as 

a mark of appreciation for their having come from such a 

distance. Afterwards they saw the water display, concerning 

which Cobden wrote his wife, "A vast crowd of French people 

was there and they were exceedingly good· humored and polite, 

but they seemed to be unable to sunpress their smiles at the 
. (33) -

QUaker~sses 1 bonnets". Following the meeting Cobden wrote 

his wife: 

"The meetings of the Congress are over, and I am 
able to say that i~ has proved very suocessful; every 
day more and more auditors of a. highly respectable 
class, and the last day thousands are said to have 
gone away without being able to enter. Everybody is 
astonished that upon such a subject and at the hot 
season of the year, in Paris, too, a room holding 
2,000 persons should be 9rowded for three days run-
ning, upon the same subject ••••• Everybody has been 
talking about them during the week, and the subject 
of .peace for the first time had its hearing, even in 
France •••• n (2 7) 

In some respects the Congress of Paris was the finest 

peace demonstration of the series of Congresses. Victor 

Hugo, a man of world-wide fame, had graced it as its pres-

ident, giving it his full-hearted support. It was the most 

cosmopolitan assembly of the series, and was much better 

attended than the Frankfort Congress which followed a year 

later •. Its chief importance lies in the fact that it was 

held with success in the city of Paris, and was regarded 

with interested seriousness. Since many of the continental 

countries took their cues from Paris, the increased respect 

for the peace movement was general. 
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Nearly all the Parisian journals reported the Congress 
{32) 

sympathetically. 11 Le Moniteur Universel11 , official journal 
of the French Government, devoted to the proceedings of 
Oon~ress from one-half to two-thirds of a column on its front 

( 34) 
page. On the whole, comment in British publications was 
more favorable th~n for the Brussels Congress. However, 
"Blackwood 1 s Edinburgh Magazine", "The Quarterly Review", 
and the "London Times", c:tdopt ed a sneering attitude. "Blaok-
wood 1 s Edinburgh Magazine" was especially spiteful toward 

(35) 
Cobden, as the following. excerpt indicates, 

" •••• Still the undaunted Cobden lifts up his 
oracular voice, advocating in turn th~ extension of 
the suffrage, the abolition of. standing armies, 
financial reforms and what not ••••• on each new attempt, 
the rotten tub on which he stands is either kicked 
from under his feet, or goes crashing down beneath 
the husky orator; up he starts from the mire like a 
new Antaeus, and, without stopping to wipe away the 
unsavory stains from his visage, holds forth upon a 
different text, the paragon of pertinacious preachers 
••••• A patriot of this stamp is sure to become a 
nuisance •••• u 

The movement itself also was denounced, 
n •••• for some time past, there has been an attempt 

to preach up a sort of seedy crusade having as its 
ostensible object the universal pacification of man-
kind ••••• America sent a new Peter the Hermit in the 
shape of Elihu Burritt •••• " · 

It was further suggested that nsaintly Victor Hugo, the 
author of Lucretia Borgia, if he wished to lead the peace 
movement, should recognize the idea as being original with 
the Quakers and adopt the "uniform of the corps", treading 
the boulevards of Paris ~ith broad-brimmed hat, etc. Then, 
not satisfied with insult, misrepresentation was resorted to. 
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The peace advocates were accused of favoring revolutions, 
11 •••• Som_e of them employing terms which we never 

thought to have heard an Englishmc.n utter, have rather 
ohuchled over the spectacle of nobles, priests and 
statesmen stabbed, shot down, hewn with axes or torn 
li~b from limb by savages, whose atrocity wa~ not 
equalled by that of the_worst actors of the 'Early 
French Revolution, and have not been ashamed to 
vindicate the authors of each hideous outrage •••• n 

The account also reported that the Peace Congress had been 

reproduced as a farce in vaudeville at Theatre des Varietes, 

"with unextiD:guishable shouts of laughter" •. 
(36) 

11 The Quarterly Review" made the· following comment; 

n •••• Not a single Frenchman of name, weight, or 
influence in politics, except one very eminent journalist 
(Girardin) - nor a single man besides ever heard of in 
society except an eminent poet (Hugo), could be pre-
vailed upon to join this Congress! . 

" •••• From other countries there was the same meager 
attendance. No one had ever heard before of Elihu out of 
the Old Testament. From Belgium, one respectable, but 
little-known person attended. England sent one or two 
worthy Quakers and also some three members of Parliament, 
of whom two were positively unknown, and the third, Mr. 
Cobden, more remarkable for the praise bestowed on his 
ability than for that ability itself, -- well enough 
known as an agitator. 

" •••• The Congress sat three days to hear proposals 
of absolute impossibility as practical plans •••• " 

Following the Congress, a series of great public meetings 

were held in the leading English cities to ratify the work of 

the one at Paris. Six thousand attended at Birmingham, eight 

thousand at Manchester, and a comparable number at London. 

Cobden usually presided over these meetings, and was assisted 

not only by the English peace leaders, but by Say, Eastiat, 
. (37) 

and Garnier, as well. 

Burritt, for the first time since his arrival in England 

in 1846, made a visit to the United States, where he delivered 
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lectures in most of the states of the Union. In March and 

April of 1850, he was in Washington, D. o., where he conferred 

with friends of peace, such as Mr. Tuck, who, the year be-

fore had introduced a resolution into Congress favoring ar-

bitration, Horace Mann, Judge Allen of Massachusetts, Joshua 

Giddings of Ohio, and Mr. Julian of Indiana.. The last two 

promised to c attend the Frankfort Congress in 1850. Henry · 

Olay received Burritt "with stately urbanity", and while 

admitting the principle of arbitration to be just, did not 

feel that in the existing state of society man would abide 

by the award in the case. Burritt, after leaving Washington, 

held meetings in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Wheeling, Cin-

cinnati, Louisville, st. Louis, Ohicago, Cleveland, and many 

other citles. He returned to Europe in the Summer of 1850, 

in time to help Richard and Vissohers prepare for the Con-

gress of Frankfort-on-the-Main. 

Several German delegates had attended the Paris Congress 

and had shown an acti v·e interest in its proceedings, more-

over friends of peace in six different German towns had· writ-

ten congratulatory letters, which were read at the Paris meet-

ing. It was the general opinion at Paris that the next Con-

gress should be an invasion of Germany, and of all German 

cities the Confederation capital, Frankfort-on-the-Main, be-

cause of its central location and historical associations, 

seemed best suited. The friends of peace at Frankfort, 

anxious to secure their city as the next meeting place, assured 
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(38) 
the pacifist leaders that a congress would_ succeed there. 

At midsummer, 1850, Burritt and Richard went to Germany 
via Paris and Brussels, where they stopped off to arouse 

' (3'.f) 
interest in the next congress. Visschers and William Stokes 
joined them in Germany to assist in the preparations for.the 

' (40) 
meeting. They received specia.l encouragement and help from 
Pastor Bonnet of the French Portestant Church and Dr. Varren-
trapp, chief medical officer of a large asylum near Frank-
fort. Consent for the holding of the meeting was readily 
granted by the German Diet, and a strong Committee on Prep-
arations was formed. It included a Frankfort banker, a 
Heidelberg professor, the president of a Jewish Industrial 
College, a member of the Frankfort Senate, a physician, .an 

inspector of a Catholic selekten-sohule, and ministers of a 
French Reformed.Church at Frankfort, of a Lutheran and of a 
German Reformed Church. Professor Mittermayer, a prominent 
leader of the German Revolution of 1848, was. offered the 
presidency of the meeting. He declined because of hie damaged 

( 41) 
reputation, but offered his personal help. 

In order to stimulate German interest in the Congress, 
·the peace agents toured Germany, calling on outstanding 

persons likely to favor their ideas. Within a few weeks 

they visited Heidelberg, Worms, Geissen, Hesse-Cassel, Gotha, 
Erfurt, Weimar, Leipzig, Dresden, Berlin, Hamburg, Nurem-

berg, Augsburg, Munich, Stuttgart, Cologne, Mannheim, and 
several cities of less importance. Professor Leibig at 
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Giessen, who had just written a book on agricultural chemis-

try in which he had referred to war in its relation to 
(39) 

material and commercial interests, promised to attend. On 

the whole their reception was cordial, but it seemed that 

most people had gone to the baths to excape the torrid weather. 

At Berlin they visited Baron von Humboldt, the Prussian 

statesman, who, though he was pessimistic in regard to the 

peace movement, said, "My heart is entirely with you11 • He 

could not attend because of his age, but agreed to write a 

sympathetic letter "in which I will make no· mention of my 

objeotions 11 • At the hotel in Nuremberg th~ lap.dlord was 

afraid of a visit from the police when he heard that an 

address was to be delivered by an apostle of peace, and would 

not permit the people to enter. There was a feeling in 

Germany as early as 1850 that national unity could be gain-

ed only by fighting it out, and therefore some patriots had 
{39) 

tio use for peace men.· 

Two days before the congress met the resolutions to be 

presented had not yet been drawn up. Some of the peace men 

who had arrived early held, then, two preliminary meetings 

for the purpose. There was encountered some difficulty in 

drawing up the disarmament resolution, inasmuch as most of 

the Germans felt armies were necessary to preserve :·order. 

Richard and Burritt insisted that armament for inteTnal police 

was meant. Cobden, however, suggested a compromise, which 
(39) 

Richard feared would displease the Quaker delegates. 
(41) 

The Frankfort Congress met for three days, August 22-24, 
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where the Constituent Parlament of 1848-9 had sat, in 

St. Paul's Church. Its seating capacity was 3,0oo. Between 
five and six hundred delegates and visitors attended, the 
great majority being English, although several prominent 
Frenchmen, including Oormenin and Girardin, were present. 
One very unexpected guest was the Austrian General Haynau, 
whose atrocities in stamping out the revolt in Lambardy-
Venetia the ·preceding year .had won for him from an outraged 
Europe, the name of "'i;he Austrian butcheru or "General 
Hyena". Cobden, at the close of the first session, wrote 
his wife: _ 0 upon the whole, I am very well satisfied with 

( 42) . 
the meeting. We are gaining ground." Other important English-
men in attendance were Charles Hindley, M.P., Joseph Sturge, 
Lawrence Heyworth, M.P., J. B. Smith, M.P., John Burnet, and 
Henry Richard. Representatives from twelve of ·the United 
States were present, including Rev. Dr. Hitchcock of Mass-
achusetts, Rev. Dr. Hall, an Amersham professor, Professor 
Cleveland of Philadelphia, John Tappan of Boston, Elihu 
Burritt. Visschers represented Belgium. The German delegates 
included Herr Jaup, ex-Prime Minister of Hesse Darmstadt, who 
served as president of the Congress, M. Bonnet, Dr. Varren-
trapp, Dr. Spiess, and Dr. Creizenach. Letters of adherence 
were received from distinguished men in several countries, 
including Victor Hugo, Abbe Deguerry, Professor Leibig·of 

Giessen, Professor Charles Biedermann of Leipzig, and the 

Archbishop of Paris • 

.Herr Jaup, in opening the ass·embly, traced the development 
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of the peace movement, and stressed the point that public 

opinion must be aroused in its favor. One of the ablest 

speeches of the ~hole Oongress was made by Cormenin, a part 

of which follows: 

tt •••• Wh~le I address this august assembly, I even 
feel my nationality oozing out ••••• We are, in fact, only 
children of one great family of the human raoe ••••• If 
peace is a Utopia, so is religion, so is virtue, so is 
justice, so.is love, so is humanity. Therefore, unless 
we maintain that religion is infinitely below atheism, 
virtue below vice, justice beneath inequity, love in-
ferior to hate, I cannot see how it can be maintained 
that peace is not better than war. But if peace be 
better than war, I say that it is rational to force 
peace to put down war. On the other hand, if war be 
a necessary evil, as some assert, I in turn maintain 
that there is an evil even yet more necessary than war 
••••• I mean death."(41) And why should not people 
use half as much exertion to excape war as to excape 
death?(42).·•··"The time is come, I think, for it 
the question of war to be brought before the masses, 
who pay for it ••••• If our warlike folks at home will 
persist in visiting Germany, may they resolve to do 
so only in their holiday clothes ••••• nor cross the 
Rhine except in pleasure-~rains."(41) 

Emile de Girardin deriied that the peace cause was Utopian. 

He stated that the history of the world divided itself into 

three parts; first, passion and despotism; second union of 

the states, solved by the United States; and the third, would 

be the union of the peoples. The third phase would be accom-

plished 

" •••• Not more by lessons from the bribune, not more 
by the oratory of the pulpit, not more by the education 
of the people, than by science •. The art of printing, 
additional faci_lities in the mode of travelling, greater 

I intercourse in trade between nations and countries, and 
a better understanding of each other must expedite 
liberty and justice ••••• "It is a new policy which science 
is accomplishing.. It establishes its victory by bring-
ing people together and the moment is approaching when 
not only nations but the whole world will be united 
under one idea ••••• universal fraternity." 
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On an arbitration resolution now introduced, Visschers, 

Herr Beck of Darmstadt, Herr Mau~er of Frankfort, and Girardin 

spoke. Professor Cleveland of· Philadelphia read an address 

from the Pennsylvania Peace Society favoring it. Cobden de-

clared, 

" •••• We are tired and disgusted with the old mode 
of calling in men with swords by their sides and bayo-
nets over their shoulders to decide such matters, which 
should be.left to reason and justice." 

He argued further that since arbitration worked satisfactorily 

in p1·iva.te relations it would be even better suited to inter-

national relations. The resolution carried by acclamation. 

At the opening of the second day's session a large crowd 

was clamoring for admission. Hindley, in opening the meeting, 

moved a resolution calling the attention of the nations to 

the necessity of a system of intern~tional disarmament, "with-

out prejudice to such measures as may be considered necessary 

for the maintenance of the security of the citizens and of 

· the international tranquility of each state." Rev. Rabbi 

Stein, in seconding the resolution, made a striking speech: 

" ••••• Germany may at this moment have no voice to 
raise for the aim for which we strive, but do not be-
lieve on that account tha.t her sympathies are not with 
us. Germany, whose fields have been so often heaped 
up with the bloody bodies of her children ••••• Germany 
cheers you onl A people which arms against itself 
appears to me like a man who plants himself before a 
mirxor and strikes his own reflection ••••• " Let the 
iron of the hills be no more convexted into instru-
ments of murder to divide the people, let it be forged 
into rails for roads which might connect distant 
countries •••• " 

Joseph Garnier attacked the idea that one nation can be 

enriched by the spoils of another, and declared that the wel-
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fare of the whole depende~ upon the welfare of all. The 

education of youth, he fe~t, was one cause of· war. Rev. Dr. 

Bullard of Missouri and Emile de Girardin also spoke of dis-

armament. George Dawson of Birmingham opposed armies as non-

productive and mentioned the amount of useful work they could 

do_if they were employed constructively. The moral respon~ 

sibility of a soldier in killing an enemy was discussed by 

Dr. Hitchcock, President of Amersham College, and concluded, 

"Every shot that is fired should. be fired under a sense of 

personal responsibility, and in the view of a future judg-

ment." Cobden submitted statistics on armaments, and de-

nounced diplomacy for not improving conditions. In the course 

of this speech he cited the arrangement between Great Brit-

.ain and the United States on the Great Lakes to show the 

wisdom of reducing military establishments. After some re-

ligious arguments on the subject, the vote was taken, and 

was unanimous in favor of the resolution. 

Next the question of war loans came up for discussion, 

and to this resolution was proposed a rider providing for 

a permanent committee to examine proposed loans to e.scertain 

whether they were intended for war or peace. But upon ex-

amination, it was declared to be unfeasible. Girardin quot-

. ed the proverb "Money is the sinews of war", and held that 

if money for this purpose were refused, war would be im-

possible. Men who loaned money for war purposes, he felt 

should be socially disgraced. Zaohariae of Stet·tin, prominent 

in peace work during the period of the Congress of Vienna, 

called the attention of the Congress to the influence of the 
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Zollverein upon the German States in drawing them closer 

together and making war less possible. He recommended its 

extension to the whole world. The resolution on war loans 
passed unanimously. 

An Indian chief from America moved a resolution propo-
sing that the Congress recognize the principle of non-inter-
vention and the sole right of every country to regulate its 
own affairs. At this point a fine tribute was paid the 

Peace Congress, which is indicative of the increasing respect 
felt for the peace movement and its principles. Dr. Boden-

stedt, a man of considerable importance in Berlin, present-
ed to the Congress a petition signed by leading men of the 
Constitutional Party of Berlin and the ambassador from 

Schleswig-Holstein to Prussia, asking that it appoint a com-
mission with the object of taking steps to end the quarrel 

between Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein. Bodenstedt urged 
the appointment of such a committee which could decide the 

right in the case and announce its decision to the world. 

He felt that such action of the peace men "could not fail 

to have a mighty influence upori Europe". Since it was a fix-
ed rule of the Peace Congresses that no current political 
question could be discussed in their proceedings, the presi-

dent was forced to call his attention to the fact,. and Boden-
stedt apologized for introducing the subject, insisting that 
it was not do.ne for selfish motives. Cobden attested the 

sincerity of the proposal and expressed regret that the Con-

gress could not consider the matter. However, more is to be 
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hea.rd of this later. 

The non-intervention resolution was c~ampioned by Girar-

din, Edward Miall, and Dr. Ma.donao, a Professor in Cassali, 

Piedmont. Cobden declared that if Great Britain, France, and 

the United States joined in abolishing the principle of inter~ 

vention and kep~ it for five years, other countries also would 

abandon it. A Swedish Consul to Cape of Good Hope favored 

non-intervention, but felt that it would require considerable 

time to firmly establish it. The resolution passed without 

opposition. 

Burritt next proposed a resolution favoring the convo-

cation of a Congress of "Representatives of States to found 

a Code of International Law". It will be noted that this 

is a partial retreat from resolutions of former Congresses 

favoring a Congress of Nations to create an Arbitral Oourt 

and a Code of International Law. Burritt, also, made the 

principal address o~ the subject, a part of which follows: 

u •••• The bristling barriers of nationality which 
once divided and estranged them are gradually disappear-
ing, and they are beginning to fraternize across the 
boundaries that once made them enemies. The great 
transactions of nations, the mightiest works of human 
skill and energy, are becoming international, in origin, 
operation, and ownership.n •••• He referred to building, 
railways, and electric telegraph, art, industry, ex-
hibitions, navigation improvements, etc ••••• uThese are 
the material manifestations of that idea of universal 
brotherhood which is now permeating the popular mind 
in different countries, and preparing them for that 
condition promised to mankind in Divine revelation. 
They are the mechanical efforts of civilization to 
demonstrate that sublime truth, 'God hath made of one 
·blood all nations of men'". 

The opinion that a new state of humanity was approaching was 
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stated by Lawrence Heywood, M.P., who felt that political 

Aystems had often hindered peaceful relations by closing 

ports, taxing food, restricting commerce, etc. "Let commerce 

prevail, and war must be at an end". 

Following the passage of the Burritt resolution, the 

subject of duelling was taken up. Many opinions were stated, 

hq.t the most interesting one was that of Girardin who ex-

pressed remorse for having once fought a fatal duel. "If 

we leave no other trace in Frankfort than that resolution," 

he said, "we might say we had done enough. 11 

While the Frankfort Congress was not so well attended as 

the preceeding one at Paris, it represented a decided gain 

for the peace movement, inasmuch as it broke virgin soil 

in a country which was militaristic by tradition, and which 

at tha.t time was particularly so due to the -rapidly growing 

feeling that German unification could be accomplished only 

by war. 

Several of the leading London newspapers continued to 

ridicule the efforts of the peace men, but, on the other hand, 

they had their friends among the press •. The following state-

ment from the August 31 number of 11 The Christian Times", 
( 43) 

indicates the expanding influence of th.e pacifists: 

~· •••• A few years ago, scarcely half a dozen persons 
in Great Britain had ever heard of the famous project 
of Henri Quatre, to supersede a.rmies by courts of a:r-
bi tration for nations. Now the Peace Society has an 
auxiliary in all our towns. The idea of words instead 
of swords bas grown into a theory, to which millions 
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of thanking, moral, and courageous men, are willing to 
commit themselves forever. Truly, the progress of an 
idea is a romantic thing. Within a generation past 
nearly all men believed in the right of fighting ••••• 
We can scarcely conceive of an event of more importance 
to the real welfare of Germany than the insignificant 
convention, as the "Times" chooses to consider it, of 
the firneds of peace, in Frankfort. Of all lands 
Germany has been most frequently overridden by the 
warrior and his masters ••••• But if the German mind 
once grasps the idea of pacification for the world, 
there will be an end of .government by dragoons." 

An indication of the power of the peace movement is seen 
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in the invitation to the Congress to undertake a settlement of 
the controversy between Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein. Al-
though the Congress was forbidden by its rules to take official 
action, as has been seen, directly after its adjournment, Sturge, 

Burritt, and Frederick Wheeler, undertook a private mission 
to the quarreling countries to off er their good offices in 

se·curing a settlement of the dispute. Their efforts are dis-

cussed in a succeeding chapter. 

The summer of 1850 saw the establishment of the first 
(44) 

peace society in Prussia, at Koenigsberg, the birthplace of 
the philosopher Kant, and the site of the University where 

he did his grea.t work, and wrote his essay on "Eternal 

Peace". It was, indeed, an appropriate place for a peace 

society to startl The prime mover of the group was Dr. Lebeck, 

and a large proportion of its members were. ministers of religion. 

Dr. Motherby, sent py the Free Protestant Church of Koenigs-

berg to the Frankfort Congress, returned with great enthusiasm 

for the cause, and on Septembex 19, Dr. Lobeok, who had for 



some time been conferring.with various people on the subject, 

called a public meeting to organize a· society. Aqout 500 

people attended the first meeting. In his opening speech, 

Lebeck declared that it was his wish to form a society ba.sed 

on the resolutions agreed to by the peace congresses and to 

vindicate the former glory of Koenigsberg. Dr. Detroit of 

the French Reformed Church showed that the principle of 

peace was Christian, and felt that it could best be popular-

ized by organizing a society for that purpose. A report of 

the proceedings of the Frankfort Congress was made by Dr. 

Motherby, who regretted the ~act that Germany lagged in the 

peace movement. At this meeting the society was definitely 

organized, declaring itself opposed to the employment of 

arms for the decision of differences. One hundred and 

twenty members joined at the first meeting, and about seventy 

more at the second one. · Motherby was elected president of 

the nevr society, while Dr. Lobe.ck was made secretary. Neither 

the Roman Catholic nor Lutheran Churches at Koenigsberg had 

anythtng to do with the new society, and it was actually 

derided by those who felt that force was necessary for secur-

. ing national unity, but one group attended the meetings 

regularly. They were the armed police officers! 

" .•••• If these men came to take part in the pro-
ceedings, we should be· highly delighted to see them, 
and.should welcome them to our society. As it is, 
however, they come as agents of·t.he party whose motto 
is, 'by the grace of God'; to watch our proceedings 
in their official capacity, in accordance with Man-
teuffel1s law with regard to societies.(45) Sitting 
as t·hey do, armed, by the President, they r·esemble 
cherubim endeavoring with their sword of office to 
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keep the enlightened spirit out of the paradise of 
peace." 

Before the Koenigsberg Peace Society had firmly taken 

root, it was suppressed by the Government because at one of 

its meetings an extract from the "Herald of Peace" was read, 

which.the police chose to regard as sufficient proof that 

the Society was engaged in unlawful correspondence with the 
. ( 46) 

London Society. Several of its members who wished to attend 

the Congress at London in 1851, were refused passports on 

the ground that members of a "political" society were not 

entitled to them. This arbitrary action illustrates well 

the repressive spirit of the Prussian Government during the 

decade immediately succeeding the Revolution of .1848. But 

the grievances of the members of the peace· society did not 

end there, unfortunately. Since many of them were not 

members of the State Church of Prussia, they were annoyed on 

religious as well as political pretexts, as the following 
( 47) 

letter from one of them indicates; 

" •••• My companions in the faith and myself are 
persecuted with the utmost vigor in all parts of 
Germany; but what we.free Protestants now suffer will 
soon be extended to German Catholics. Our ministers 
are continually p~nished with heavy fines for administer~ 
ing baptism, celebrating marriages, funerals, etc. A 
party of. armed police and gend•armes lately entered 
one of our churches during the celebration of the 
Confirmation and Communion services, snatched the 
bread.from the mouths, and the cup from the lips of 
the communicants, and dragged the young girls who 
had just been confirmed, as prisoners out of the 
church. The children in our schools have been driven 
by force from our buildings; and as late as the day 
before yesterday our asylum.for indigent orphans was 
assailed in this manner. Since we strictly and con-
scientiously observe the laws, they could have nothing 
t9 say against us in a court of law, and are therefore 
driven to employing unwarranted wanton violence •••• 
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" •••• we will not fail to do ail we can to interest 
the public in this (next) Oongress; but at the same time 
I must tell you that our chief organ, the "Ostpreussischel' 
Volksbote", is persecuted most relentlessly by the 
police, especially that part which is devoted to the 
cause of Peace. The whole impression of the last 
number was seized by the police in the printing-office, 
without their even assigning a reason for this arbi-
trary proceeding. This number contained a translation 
of one of your excellent articles. So you see that it 
is difficult to bring our articles before the public." 

( 48) 
However, Dr. Oreizenach, at the London Congress in 1851, 

stated that the cause of peace was making great headway in 

" other parts of Germany. The "IColni sche Zei tung" of Oologne, 
the "Allgemeine Zeitung of Augsburg, and the "Weser-Zeitung", 
three leading newspapers, ·had received peace articles and 
have b~en very favorable toward the movement. He also 

announced that between 1200 and 1500 copies of the proceed-

ings of the Frankfort Oongress had been sold. 

It was also in the period following the Frankfort Con-

gress th2t Senator Henry Stuart Foote reported a resolution 
in the United States Senate favoring arbitration clauses in 

~reaties with other nations. The proposition had received 
( 49) 

the unanimous adhesion of the Foreign Relations Committee. 

No Senate action, however, was taken on the resolution. 

It was agreed at Frankfort that the next Congress should 
be held at London the following year where at that time there 

was to be held the great Crysta.I Palace Exhibi ti.on of the 

·Industries of all nations, the very purpose of which, to quote 

the Prince Consort, was,· "to strengthen the bonds of peace 
(50) 

and friendship among all the nations of the earthn. Such an 

occasion in that day was indeed rare, and the suspicions of 



ignorant and prejudiced people gave vent to many prophecies 

of evils, such as conspiracies, revolutions, nationalistic 

quarrels, and religious strife, which would surely result 
' 

from allowing large numbers.of foreigners to visit the 
. (51) 
country. The fact is that the result was quite the opposite. 

The spirit of peace seemed to permeate the very atmosphere. 

Seldom had peace sentiment been so rampant. Sir John Herschel 

gave the name "Ireneff (Greek word for peace) to a nmv comet 

which appeared at this time. Richard and his colleagues 

urged the Royal Oommissioners in charge of the exhibition to 

award no prizes for instruments of war, and none were. The 

anti-slavery advocates chose this same time for another con-

vention at London, which drew an unusually large number of 

prominent Americans, such as Garrison, Phillips, Tappan, 
(52) 

Lucretia Mott, and others. Several of them were interested, 

also, in_ peace, and attended the Peace Congress as well. 

The Committee on Preparations for the Congress was 

appointed at a conference held in November of 1850, in the 

Hall of Commerce, London. To advertise the meeting, Visschers, 

Garnier, and Varrentrapp circulated invitations in Belgium, 

France, and Germany, respectively, while in England large 

· public meetings were held to stimulate greater interest. 

Ministers throughout the land were requested to off er prayers 

and deliver sermons on peace the Sunday preceeding the sit-
(49) 

ting of the Congress. 
( 51) 

The London Congress met July 22-24, in Exeter Hall, with 
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over 1,000 delegates from the United Kingdom alone, one-fifth 
~ of whom were ministers. Among_ the priminent Britishers present 

were Sir David Brewster, Richard Cobden, Charles Hindley, 
Samuel Gurney, William Ewart, and Henry Richard. Over sixty 
Americans from sixteen different states attended, in9luding 
George O. Beckwith, Burritt, Horace Greeley, and Judge Niles. 
Among the important Frenchmen present were Oormenin, Say, 
Garnier, and Ooquerel. The· Germans were represented by Dr. 
Oreizenaoh, Varrentrapp, Professor Rau of Heidelberg, Spiess, 
Dr. Marquardsen, and Dr. Scherzer of Vienna. Vissohers came 

from Belgium. Other continental countries represented were 

Italy, Spain, Holland, Sweden, and Norway. 

A large number of letters from prominent people in various 
countries were received, expressing adherence to the program 
of the peace movement, and wishing the Congress success. A 
partial list of these include the names of Victor Hugo, Dr. 
Bodenstedt, Herr Jaup, and the Archbishop of Dublin. Others 
were Barthelemy st. Hilaire, (a member of the National Insti-
tute of France, a representative.of the people, and a former 
ambassador to England), Carnot, (a representative .of the 

people and eon of the "Organizer of Victory" of French Revo-
lution fame), Victor de Tracy, (former minister of Marine in 

France), General Subervie, (one of the oldest of the French 

generals), and Pierre Dionyeie Dumelli, (pres.ident of the 
Sardinian Chamber of Deputies). The boroughs of Sheffield 

and Dunfermline sent ,congratulatory messages. Thomas Carlyle 

wrote, "The less war and cutting of throats we have among us, 
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it will b~ the better for us alll ••••• Truly I ~ish you all 

the speed possible ••••• and I beg to subscribe myself." 

Sir David Brewster, philosopher, scientist, and philan-

thropist, was elected president. In his opening speech, 

Brewster condemned war for the settlement of differences as 

a "relic of a barbarous age, equally condemned ·:by religion, 

by reason and by justice." 

The first resolution presented dealt with the duty of 

ministers, teachers,· and publicists to use their influence in 

stamping out animosities, and jealousies, an~ spreading 

pacific ideas. Rev. J. A. James of Birmingham, while pro-

fessing faith in the power of the pulpit, felt that too 

often the soldier's coat had been thrown over the preacher's 

gown. Coquerel i·nsisted that peace could not come alone 

through science and invention, but that the mind must be 

made to recognize its desirableness and to welcome it. Jules 

Delbruch, director of "La Revue dlEducation Nouvelle" o:f 

Paris stressed the importance of formal education in the 
I 

development of peace sentiment. Children's toys, Cobden felt, 

should be more carefully selected, and by way of example 

mentioned the toy soldiers so often given ·boys. 

. Visschers introduced a resolution favoring arbitration, 

and spoke in its support. It was his opinion that if a 

few of the leading .Powers of Europe so willed any war in 

Europe could be prevented. He suggested a European oonf ed-

erat ion. "Should any king or any people display acts of 

oppression and conquest, we will point our finger at the 

culprit and say, 'Thou hast sinned!'" George C. Beckwith, 
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Secretary of the American Peace Society, spoke in favor of 
stipulated arbitration, and related recent attempts to secure 
recognition of the principle in the United States. The 
resolution carried. 

In discussing the next resolution, on disarmament, 
Cobden struck at the fallacy of preparing for war to pre-
serve peace. He declared that barracks tended to lower the 
morals of society, and flayed the non-productiveness of 

armies. n The spirit of the age is to question evils". Mr. 
MacGregor, M.P. for Glasgow, felt that people should be 
convinced that standing armies were of no ·benefit. They 

cramped rather than preserved public liberties. He showed 

the influence of war upon the national debt, and asserted 
that it was for the people to make peace principles an active 
force. War was childish, but indus.try mature, was the way 

Do~ Jose Segundo Flores, a professor of Political Economy 

expressed it. The armies of the new industrial era should be 
workingmen. 

Intervention also came up for discussion. Henry Vincent 
felt that England bad a well-developed "bump of meddlesome-

ness" and was hardly the proper country to give lessons to 

others on this subject. He looked to the pxoper education 

of the people as the only means of securing peace. Garnier 
denounced intervent.ion as the source of many wars and denied 

the right to propagate truth by force. 

At the London Congress, for the first time in the 

course of the Peace Congress movement, a resolution was 
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passed denouncing what has subsequently come to be called 
11 imperialism11 • This resolution, introduced by Rev. John 

·Burnet, opposed 

"the system of aggression and violence practiced by 
civilized nations upon abo~iginal and uncivilized 
t.ribes, as leading to incessant and exterminating wars 
eminently unfavorable to the true progress of religion, 
civilization and commerce." 

Burnet denied· the right of foreigners to dispossess the natives 

of their land on the ground that ft could be put to better 

use. Rev. Frederick Crowe, a missionary in Guatemala, spoke 

of some of the bad conditions existing in the West Indies. 

A slight change was suggested in the wording of the resolu-

tion by Girardin, who felt tha.t the words "civilized" and "un-

civilized" should be changed to "stronger" and "weaker", ex-

pressing the opinion that the· one which attacked was the less 

civilized. 

At the opening of the morning session of the third day, 

Henry Vincent led fifteen workmen o·f Paris to the platform and 

introduced them. .Qne .of them, Pierre Vinsard, an engraver, 

red an address in French, excerpts from which are given-- here; 

"Citizens of the· worldJ ••••• warl it crushes our 
existence ••••• Warl it perpetuates our ignorance ••••• 
Warl -- Under the pretext of glory, it takes us, full 
of marrow, and force, and vigor, and often leaves us 
feeble and mutilated. Warl It is not only violent, 
terrible; it takes all forms, and presents to us . 
mechanical labourers, its most sad, its most poignant 
aspect, in the shape of misery ••••• Nationalities are 
disappearing; and in a. few years, by your efforts, they 
will exist only in ·name. Their rivalry can now only 
be excited by those productions of their industry, 
which they shall create and distribute among all men, 
by one and the same country, until the time when the 
word and idea, "Nation"" shall be effaced from our 
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language and manners. · The greatest nation will be 
that which counts the most happy labourers and fewest 
soldiers •••• u 

Sentiments of a· similar character were expressed by Dr. 

Oreizenach of Frankfort, who began his speech, 

"Father Rhine and Father Thames pour their waters 
into the same ocean; so may the two nations -- so may 
all nations, pour out their material and intellectual 
abundance into one ocean of universal peace and wel-
fare ••••• " 

Richard Cobden was especially interested in the subject 

of war loans, next introduced. Gilpin, who rose to speak on 

the resolution, asked, "Have we yet to learn that the Utopia 

of one age is the.experience of the next?" He felt that 

since the Congress had condemned war in the abstract it should 

go atiil further and strike at its sinews -- loans. He felt 

that men who loaned money for such purposes were morally 

responsible. Edward Miall, who held a similar view, felt 

it was unjust for one g.eneration 

u to mortgage the industxy· of generations to come ••••• 
No man ought to be taxed except with his own consent, 
or that of his representatives ••••• If only we could 
make each generation pay for its own wars -- if wars 
were never carried on upon credit -- if only the cash 
had to come out of the pocket before the opening of 
the war could commence -- I think the judgment of 
Parliament would be different from what it is, as to 
what constitutes the necessity of intexnational war". 

As a remedy he advocated the proper education of public opinion. 

Samuel Gurney, a Quaker capttalist, concurred in the :reso-

lution. Cobden announced at this time that the rumor was 

being circulated that Austria·was attempting to negotiate a 

loan. If it were true, he offered to take an active part in 
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a public meeting at the London Tavern to oppose its success. 

Oormenin proposed the practical resolution that the 

Peace Societies in constitutional countries should use their 

influence in electing representatives to assemblies who were 

friendly to peace and who were willing to carry out their 

program. 

Elihu Burritt moved a resolution favoring the formation 

of an authoritative Code of International Law, without saying 

therein how such a Code was to be formed. But in a speech 

supporting his resolution, Burritt suggested that the Code 

could be formed by a commission of jurists and diplomatists. 

As Resolutions of preoeeding congresses had provided for a 

Congress of Nations or a Congress of the Representatives 

of the nations. to perform this function, a retreat from the 

plan of William Ladd is very noticeable. It is probably 

accounted for by the fact that since the Paris Congress of 

1849, the movement was growing more and more practical and 

the leaders, perhaps realized that it would be a long time 

before people would be willing to adopt such a scheme as 

L~dd 1 s. Also, Cobden, one of the most influent'ial peace men,· 

opposed it. The resolution received the support of Coignet, 
; ( 53) . 

(a Lyons silk ma~ufacturer), Peut, and Bouvet. Bouvet spoke 

at some length, dealing with t·he recent progress of peace 

principles in France, especially among the commercial and 

laboring classes and the demoo~atiC· party. He then entered 

into a discussion of the need of a universal congress, thus 

going beyond the resolution, and gave an extended list of 
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things it could accomplish; 

" ••••• Finally, the Universal Congress would impart 
to all tongues a character of unity, would reduce weights, 
measures and moneys to one common standard, would render 
uniform all scientific observations, statistics, the 
arts, and moral, intellectual, and commercial relations. 
·It would be the living voice, the Logos of the human 
mind, reigning over the pacific universe ••••• It would 
be the corner-stone of the vast social edifice ••••• 
Gentlemen, so grand an institution as t~is, you will 
establish, doubt it not! You are the apostolic upper-
chamber whence shall issue a new form of law, proper 
to the spirit of Christianity, and to the aspirations 
of the human mind ••••• Let us pursue yet a few years 
longer, the propagation of our doctrines of peace ••••• 
the time is coming when governments must submit to 
public opinion." -

At Joseph Sturge's instance the Congress voted to hold 

another meeting the following year, but it was destined never 

to meet, as shall be seen. 

The London Congress was the last great Congress of the 

series of peace meetings held annually since 1848. The move-

ment throughout this period had been rapidly increasing in 

prestige. Had it been allowed to continue for a few years 

longer, who can say what accomplishments it might have made, 

even at ·that early day? Unfortunately, the war-spirit, 

which had been latent during the period, aroused itself with 

a vengeance, and threatened to sweep aside all that the peace 

.men had so laboriously accomplished. 

Since the peace meeting was held in London it was well 

advertised by the press there, and as usual, there were 

comments pro and con. The 11 Morning Chronicle" called it 

Utopian, and If The Times", which had on previous occasions 

belittled it in every way possible, now chose to ignore it 
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entirely, as did also the "Daily News". The "Morning Adver-

tiser" was very friendly. Most of the weekly and provincial 
(54) 

papers likewise were favorable. "The Spectator", July 26, 
stated, 

11 •••• Meetings, at which Sir David Brewster pre-
sides, which M. de Girardin visits, and Victor Hugo 
recognizes, and which are backed by the whole influence 
of Exeter Hall, are realities ••••••••••• During the 
three days that the Congress sat this week, some abstract 

· principles and sentiments were expressed and well ex-
pressed, which command the assent of all reflecting 
men. ~he practical suggestions at the conference were 
perhaps less felicitous."(54) · 

"The Economist", a free trade journal, admitted, 

. 0 •••• They seem to be gaining ground in public esti-
mation ••••• Free trade and thev are close allies ••••• 
therefore we share the hopes of the members of the Peace 
Congress."(54) 

The "Standard of ·Freedomn was enthusiastic over the Congress, 

- n •••• A more glorious meeting was never held •••.• 
Men •••• may deem its aim unattainable or its means im-
practicable; but they cannot sneer at a ca~se which 
enrolls amongst its advocates the Cobdens, and Humboldts, 
and Brewsters ••••• of our own day ••••• Respectable 
journalism no longer- regards it as a monstrous folly, 
only to be laughed to scorn ••••• The Congress has gained 
respectful attention from the Press."(54) 

A distinctly different attitude was expressed by "The Sunn, 

"Our comical friends, the self-elected apostles of 
. arbitration are at it again. They rea.lly appear to be 
incorrigible -- incorrigible we mean not ·only in their 
pertinacity, but in a stupidity that surpasses all com-
prehension. Exeter Hall -- the Hall of Humbugs -- has 
been selected for their present demonstration ••••• They 
are declaiming with all the force of their lungs and 
their rhetoric ·against the horrors of war. As if any 
one had been eulogizing itJ ••••• Tubal ca.in is to be 
eclipsed by each of them as an ingenious fabricator, 
for it is by their hands ••••• that swords are to be 
beaten into ployghshares and spears twisted into reaping 
hooks ••••• Against their preposterous pretensions we can-
not enter our protest too emphatically. There is to us 
in the whole scheme a self-sufficiency so enormous, an 
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assumption of moral superiority so congress and repre-
hensible that we must enter our objections to their 
proceedings whensoever and wheresoever the society in 
question may please to indulge themselves with a new 
demonstration.u(54) 

Two important peace meetings were held in January, 1853, 

at Manchester and in October of the same year, but strictly 

~peaking, they do not belong in the international ~eace 

congress movement, inasmuch as they were English conferences 

called for the specific purpose of combatting the rise of 

the war spirit. 

Therefore, of the regular sequence of international 

Peace Congresses of this period, this London Congress of 1851 

was the last. It had been a noteworthy movement with most 

significant influences. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FAILURES AND ACHIEVEMENTS 

In the following proceedings of the Peace Congresses, 

the reader has, no doubt, been impressed by the increas-

ing practicality of the peace movement. The. efforts of the 

friends of peace in the period of organization and expan-

sion, 1815-43, had been largely confined to propaga~ing 

their ideas among the masses. The period of the Congresses, 

however, in line with its more practical nature, witnesses 

the attempts of the.pacifists to secure governmental recog-

nition of their principles and thereby to actually realize 

their great objectiye, -- universal peace. 

The first successes of this sort were won in the state 

legislatures of New England, even somewhat earlier than the 

calling of the first peace ca.nvention. In 1837, the Legisla-

ture of the State of Massachusetts recommended 11a Congress 

or a Court of Nations, as at present the best practical meth-

od by which disp¥tes between nations can be adjusted, and an 

appeal to arms avoided", and requested the Executive of the 

United States ttto open a negotiation with other governments 
. (1) 

with a view to effect so important an.arrangement.n This 

came just at the time when the American Peace Society was 

holding peace-essay contests 1 ·Which produced the famous Ladd 

plan, published three years later. Again, in 1838, the Mass-
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achusetts Legislature passed by a unanimous vote in the 

House and with only two dissenting votes in the Senate, 

still more explicit resolve.a, favoring "a Congress of Na-

tions for the purpose of framing a Code of International 

Law, and the establishment of a High Court of Arbitration 

for the settlement of controversies between nations", and 

requesting the Governor of Massachusetts to transmit a copy 

of the resolutions to the President of the United States 

and the Executive of each State, as well as to their own 

legislative representatives at Washington. 

The year 1844, just following the London Peace Conven-. 

tion brought more action in Massachusetts when the legisla-

ture voted a series of four resolutions. These recognized 

asbitration as a practical and desirable substitute for war 

in settling international differences, and declared that a 

code of well-defined International Law arid a Permanent Court 

were preferable to the occasional choice of umpires acting 

without established principles and rules. They further ex-

pressed the desire that the United States should take meas-

ures to obtain the consent of other powers tp establish a 

General Congress of Nations for the object· of codifying In-

ternational Law and establishing a Court of Nations. The 

Governor was instructed to transmit co.pies of the resolves, 

and .an accompanyi~g report, to the Massachusetts congress-

men at Washington with instructions to use their influence 
( 1) . 

in furthering these ideas. 

Vermont, following the lead of Massachusetts, on March 
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3, 1851, passed unanimously the resolution that the repre-

sentatives of that State in congress should be requested to 

use their influence 

I 

"in such ways as they may deem most effec-
tual, to secure whenever practicable, a pro-
vision in the treaties of our Government 
with other nations for referring to the de-
cision of umpires all misunderstandings that 
cannot be satisf'aetorily adjusted by amic-
able negotiation;"{3) 

During the period 1837-1856, Congress was deluged with 

arbitration memorials ·and petitions from groups in all sec-

tions of the Union, representing local, county, state, and 
(2) 

even national organizations. This steady stream ~f connnuni-. . 
cations called forth several reports on the subject from 

connnittees in' the House of Representatives and the Senate·. 

The first such report was made in the House of Representa-

tives by Hugh s·. Legare' of South Carolina, for the Commit-

tee of F?reign Affairs, in response to memorials of the 

Peace Society at New York and of others, requesting that 

differences with Mexico be settled by arbitration, and that 

the principle be incorporated into a Congress of Nations. 

The Committee report disapproved the idea of the Congress of 

Nations because it did not yet have the support of public 

opinion, but stated that peace based on the restrictions 

and protection of law was the ideal of civil society. The 

report did, however, "heartily·concur with the memorialists 

in recommending a reference to a third power ~f all such con-

troversies as can safely be confined to any tribunal unknown 
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to the Constitution of this Country". Such a practice, it 

was felt, would be followed by other nations- and would de-
. . ' ( 4) 

velop into the "customary law of civilized nationsu. Feel-

ing that this actio.n satisfactorily disposed of' the matter, 
I Legare, the following year, having received additional pe-

titions on the subject, asked.that his committee be ex-

cused from fubther consideration of the question of arbi• 
(5) 

tration. May 11, 1846, at the moment of the opening of the 

Mexican War,_a third report was made in the House by Howell 

Cobb of Georgia, Chairman of the Connnittee on Foreign Affairs, 

in reply to.petitions based on the Ladd plan. While it 
. I 

praised the object of securing peace, the report did not be-

lieve there was much hope of avoiding war until human-nature 

was-rad~cally ?hanged, and since such a change involved the 

problem of a moral reform, it was declared impractical for 

the legislature to act. The .third paragraph of the report 

contained the traditional argument of American isolation, 

"Situated as the United State·s Government 
is in its relations to the other important gov-
ernments of the world, peculiar.in its organiza-
tion, and incorporating into its system funda-
mental principles, warring with the very ele-
ments of the principal of European Governments, 
engenders (sic) a jealousy of our institutions 
which renders an intimate relation between them 
and us, as proposed by the petitioners wholly 
inconsistent with our rights.and interests." 

( 6) 
Cobb's report was read and laid on the table. 

On January 16, 1849, Mr. Tuck, a Free Soil member of the 

House of Representatives asked leave to make a resolution di-



recting the Committee of Foreign Affairs to inquire into 

the expediency of ,authorizing the Secretary of State to 

procure arbitration agreements with other countries, and 

to take up with them the proposition of establishing a Con-

gress of Nations. Tuck's requestt however, met with objec-
(7J . ' 

tion and was not even received. About three weeks later, 

Tuck moved the suspension of the rules in order that he 

might introduce a new resolution favoring the adoption of 

stipulated arbitration agreements with foreign countries, 

omitting, this time, any reference to a Congress of Nations. 
. (8) . . 

The motion lost. In commenting upon Tuck's efforts, the "Pro-

vidence Daily Transcript" asked the question why such propo-

sitions as those included in his rejected resolutions, should 

not come from the United States, 

" •••• claiming·as we do the highest development of 
republicanism, civilization, and Ch~istianity. The 
truth is we are falling behind the age, while new-
born republics are outstripping ~s in the progress 
which makes the present era. We do not complain of 
the present. Congress for refusing to pass· these re-
solutions. To do so would be inconsistent, just com-
ing as they do out of the crimes· of the war upon 
Mexico •••• The passage of the anti-war resolutions 
would be rediculous unless it was done as an act of 
repentance ••••• (9) 

More gratifying was the later Senate action upon a memor-

ial from the American Peace Society, presented by Robert c. 
Winthrop of Boston, in December of 1850. In order to aid in 

securing favorable action on Winthrop's memorial, G. c. 
Beckwith, Secretary of the American Peace Society, went to 

Washington to interview various prominen.t officials. One of 
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his most cordial receptions was by Senator Henry Stuart 

Foote of Mississippi, Chairman of the Committee on Foreign 

Relations of the Sen~te, the very committee to which the 

peace memorials had been referred. The senator assured Beck-

with, 

"•••• You are right, sir. I like the proposal through-
out. Not only is your object unquestionably good, 
but the measure you suggest is perfectly simple and 
reasonable; indeed it is in substance the vary thing 
we have all along been doing in our republic -- the 
identical principle on which the members of our con-
federation, these thirty-one state sovereignties, 
adjust their own disputes with each other." (10) 

Beckwith had not expected such encouragement from a pro-

slavery;man, and was inclined at first to suspect Foote's 

sincerity. His doubts, however, were dispelled when, on Feb-

ruary 5, Foote reported from his committee a resolution which 
. ( 11) 

had received the unanimous concurrence of its members. The 

resolution follows: 

"Resolved, that in the judgment of this body it 
would Se-proper and desirable for the Government 
of these United States, wherever practical, to se-
cure in its treaties with other nations a provi-
sion for referring to the decision of umpires all 
future. misunderstandings that can not be· satisfac-
torily. adjusted by amicable negotiations, in the 
first instance, before a resort to hostilities 
shall be had." (12) 

The resolution, however, was not adopted by the Senate, in-

asmuch as the motion of Senator Jeremiah Clemens of Alabama, 
. . ( 11) . 

to "Let it lie over", prevailed. It is of much significance, 

however, that the arbitration resolution received the unan-

imous support of the especially important Senate Committee 

on Foreign Relations. The principle of arbitration was sure-
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ly gaining ground. 

Beckwith took a copy of the Committee's resolution 

before President Fillmore, his cabinet members, and sever-

al of the foreign ministers at Washington. On his visit he 

encountered few obje~tions. Secretary Conrad of ,the War De-

partment, said, 11Your object is certainly excellent; nor 

can I see anything objec·tionable in the measure you propose 
(10) \ 

for its attainment". More ·emphatic in his approval was Tho-

mas Corwin of Ohio, Secretary of the Treasury. nrr I were 

the head of the State Department," he declared, "I should 

deem such a resolution imperative upon me to negotiate all 

future treaties on that principle. Indeed, I have long been 

of this way of thinking; and sometimes I have been tempted 

to say if nations will not settle their disputes by arbi-

tration they should be compelled, if there be any means of 

compelling them to do so. I assure you, sir, if the question 

should ever come befo~e any cabinet of which I may be a mem-

ber, I shall certainly give my vote in its favor; nor can I 

conceive any contingence in which I would not go for it with 
(10) 

all my heart. 11 

Early in the year 1853, the legislatures of Rhode Is-

land, Maine, and Massachusetts passed resolutions, almost 

without dissension, .favoring the adoption of the policy of 

stipulated arbitration·by the national government. In each 

case their congressmen were requested to support such reso-

lutions in Congress. State pressure of this sort,joined with 

an ever-increasing nwnber of petitions and memorials from 
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the p~ace societies. and others, resulted in further action 

in the Senate. On Febrtiary 22 1 1853, Senator James R. Un-

derwood of Kentucky, a member of the Committee on Foreign 

Relations, reported a resolution favoring stipulated ar-

.bi tration "whenever it may be. practicable" •. In the commit-

tee there had been opposition, and it was only by means of 

a letter from Stephen A~ Douglas, an absent member, that Un-
derwood was enabled to submit the resolution. Douglas, while 

declining to commit himself as favoring the proposition, ne-

vertheless did feel that it should be submitted to the Senate 
(13) 

for its consideration. The ChairmS:n of the Committee on For-

eign Relations, James Mason of Virginia, 'informed the Senate 

that he was opposed to the conclusion as well as the reason-
ing of the lengthy report which accompanied the resolution, 

and though the report was ordered printed, the resolution 
( 13) 

was not debated in the Senate. 

Underwood's able report merits discussion. It did not 
I 

oppose defensive war against aggression. The destructiveness 

of war, and its effects upon moral and intellectual progress 

were developed. The rep()Jrt held that "the peace, happiness 

and good order of society imperatively demanded the estab-

lishment of courts of justice". Then, after listing a num-

ber of arguments for such a court, it stated that the Com-

mittee was not willing to go further than to propose arbi-

tration. Concerning the timeliness of the adoption of such 

a policy, it was fUrther stated, 
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"The present state of the world is peculiarly 
favorable f'or the introduction of' such a policy. 
The powerf'ul Christian nations are at peace with 
each other. Their prosperity and happiness .have 
been rapidly a~vancing during the years of pea~e 
they have enjoyed. No greater calamity can be-
fall them than breaking up the peace w~ich so 
happily prevails •••• There are powerful and ra-
pidly accumulating interests in favor of peace 
and adverse to war. The interests· :df commerce, 
which, through the enterprise of Christian na-
tions have penetrated almost every region of' 
the earth, binding our race together by a more 
intimate intercourse and st~onger fellowship, 
would be greatly injured by a state of war •• 
• • ft ( 14) 

In spite of the fact that legislation on the subject 

of arbitration in the period of' the '40's and 15ors did not 

, advance beyond the resolution stage, the principle was in-

corporated in several important treaties of the time. To 
' what extent the peace societies were responsible for this 

increased recognition, one is unable to judge, but having 

. followed their efforts in popularizing the idea at their 

international Congresses, and having noted their attempts 

to secure legislative action, one cannot but feel that their 

general influence was great. While there was some reason for 

the peace men to be encouraged by the action in Congress, 

still there-was also cause for discouragement in not receiv-

ing more positive action, in the light of earlier use of' the 

arbitration by the American Government. 

The first recognition of the principle of arbitration 

by the United States is found in the Jay Treaty of 1794, 

which provided for the settlement of three specific diff-

. erences with Great Britain by commissions chosen for the 
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(15) 
purpose. supsequently arbitration was frequently resorted 

to. In the thirty-six-year period between the War of 1812 

and the Mexican War, the United States in at lea~t seven-

teen specific cases of dispute with another country, used 
(16) 

this method of settlement. Hence it ~ould seem that arbi-

tration had all but become a regular policy of the Amari• 

can Government. 

At the close of the war with Mexico, a new development 

in the recognition of arbitration appeared in ·Article XXI 
(17) 

of the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo, which contained a gen-

eral arbitration agreement in the following wo~ds, 

"If unhappily any disagreement should hereafter 
arise between the Governments of the two repub-
lics, whether with respect to the· interpretation 
of any stipulation in this. treaty, or with re-
spect to any other particular· concerning the p9-
li tical or commerc.ial relations of. the two. nations 1 · 
·the said Governments, in the name of those nations , 
do promise to each other that they will .endeavor, 
in the. most sincere and earne.st manner, . to settle 
the differences so arising,· and to preserve the 
state of peace and friendship in which the two 
countries are now placing themselves, using for.· 
this end, mutual representations and pacific ne-
gotiations. And if, by these means, they should 
not be enabled to come to an agreement, a resort 
·shall not, on this account, be had to reprisals, 
aggression or hostility of· any kind, by the one 
republic against the other, until the Government 
of that which deems··itself aggrieved shall have 
maturely considered, in the spirit of peace and 
gooa neighborship, whether it would not be better 
that such difference should be settled by the ar-· 
bitration· of commissioners appointed on each side, 
or by that or a friendly nation. And should such 
course b~ proposed by either party, it shall be 
acceded to by the other, unless deemed by· it al-
together incompatible with the nature of the diff-
erence, .. or the circumstances of the case. 11 (13) 

An examination of the official documents bearing on 
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this treaty sheds little light on the question of how this 

clause found its .way into the treaty. Among the .Papers sub-

mitted to Congress, as published, such a clause did not ap-

pear in the original or supplementary instructions from the 

State Department to Nicholas J. Trist, the American negotia-

. tor, nor did it appear in the project given by the Mexican 

Cabinet to its commissioners, and the counter project which 

they subsequently presented to Trist were likewise silent on 

the matter. The clause is first found in the draft or the 

treaty which Trist submitted to the State Department. It 

seems then that Article XXI, inserted without direct author-

ization during the negotiations between Trist and the Mexi-

can commissioners, although the definite endorsement in the 

President's next annual message suggests that Tr1st 1s action 

was not presi.µnptious. For the side of Mexico all we have .is 

a letter which accompanied the counter project submitted to 

·Trist by the Mexicans. In this. there .appears the statement 

that the peace between both countries would be established 

with greater solidarity "if a friendly power (England) which 

has so nobly offered its good offices to grant its guarantee 

.for the faithful .fulfillment of the.·treaty which may be con-

sidered. The Mexican Government understands that it would be 
(19) 

very proper to solicit this guarantee". The United States 

would not, of course, have recognized the right of Great Bri-
tain to supervise the fulfillment.of a treaty which she had 

made with another country. From the Mexican request, however, 

it appears that they were seeking security against further 
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American aggression~· Might not a discussion of this point 

during the negotiations have suggested the general arbi-

tral clause? 

A more plausible explanation for the appearance of Ar-

ticle. XXI in the treaty is that arbitration agreements had, 

by 1848, become with the American State Department a common 

means of settling minor differences. In the period 1812-1848, 

the principle had been invoked on an average of about once 

every two years, and in the decade following the Treaty of 
( 16) 

Guadalupe-Hidalgo it was applied to eight cases. It is of 

significance that in 1839, and again in 1843, arbitration 

had been resorted to in debt difficulties between the.United 

States and Mexico, and Trist, the A:merican negotiator, 
' 

through his position as Chief Clerk of the State Dapa.r.tment, 

equivalent to permanent under secretary of state; was in a 

position to know its policies peculiarly well. 

Inasmuch as Article XX.I was in exact accord with the 

. Jay plan of si;;ipulated arbitration which had for so.me time 

been a major plank in the platform of the peace societies, 

one is inclined to suspect them of having influenced its 

insertion. It does not seem reasonable that the peace men 

would have allowed such an excellent opportunity as the 

peace with Mexico to pass by without an attempt to insure 

. the country against the recurrence of another war with th.e 

sister Republic to the south. Yet a careful examination of 
(20) 

the American "Advocate of Peace" and the British "Herald of 
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Peacett,.reveals no evidence which would justify this con-

tention. Ordinarily the Peace Societies loudly proclaimed 

their triumphs in order to gain public attention and in-

fluence. If .they had been responsible for the insertion of 

Article XXI, it is inconceivable that they would not have 

claimed credit for it. 

During the course of the war the peace.men frequently 

demanded its. cessation, and not a few references were made 
' (20) 
to arbitration. The January (184'7) number of the "Advocate 

of Peace" reprinted three petitions which had been sent to 

President Polk, asking him to end the war. One of these con-

tained the following statement: "We can obtain by negotia-

tion or reference all our just rights; and should we by the 

sword wrest more than these it would prove only a curse". 

Another, in·the form of a letter from the American Peace 

Society, urged the President to accept Great Britain's or~

er of mediation. The October (184'7) nwnber of the 11Advocate 

of Peace" published a petition from the London Peace Socie-

ty to President Polk, asking that he end the war and arbi-

trate the difficulties. A similar one was sent to Santa Ana, 

President of 'Mexico. Others were addressed to the rulers or 
Great Britain, France, Russia, Austria,. the Ne:therlands, Bel-

gium, and Sweden(. urging them to recommend arbitration to the 
' 20) ' ' 

warring countries •. 
( 21) 

In a letter to Lewis Tappan, written between October 30, 
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John Russell's reception of the peace committee which present-



ed him the declaration adopted by the Brussels Congress. 

In the course of this interview Elihu Burritt mentioned 

the fact th?-t in the late treaty between the United States 

and Mexico there had been included a clause providing for 

general arbitration. Lord John Russell, in reply, was re-

ported a.s saying, "If your (the American ) Goverrunent will 

make a similar proposition to ours, it shall be taken into 

serious consideration". Sturge, who regarded this statement 

as very significant, urged Burritt at the time to exert him-

self to induce his Government to propose such a measure to 

Great Britain. In his Tappan letter, Sturge said,· "Now, I 

attach such immense importance to this point being pushed 

that I do not think there is ·anything to which thou couldst 

devote a part of thy time that would more conduce ~o the ben-

efit of the human family". His interest in the matter was in-

creased by the fact that just at that time the friends of 

peace were carrying on a very lively campaign in Great Bri-

tain to secure support for the arbitration resolution which 

Cobden had.determined to lay before Parliament. Sturge felt, 

no doubt, that an American proposal for stipulated arbitra-

tion, received at a time when the subject was prominent in 

the public mind there, would be favo.rably, received. 

Anomalous as it may seem, Lord. Russell may have been in-

fluenced in making his significant statement by Lord Palmere 

ton, the b~te noir of the peace party, and the chief oppo~ 

nent of Cobden•s arbitration resolution. Palmerston, as the 
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following extract from a· letter to Lord Russell In Janu-

ary or 1848 indicates, favored arbitration agreements in some 
(22) 

cases:· 

"If, a.s I hope, · we shall succeed in al taring our 
Navigation Laws, and if, as a consequence, Great 
Britain and the United States shall place their 
commercial marines upon a footing of mutual e-
quality •••• might not such an arrangement afford 
us a good opportunity for endeavoring to carry in 
some degree into execution the wish which Mr. Fox 
entertained in 1?'83, when he wishes to ,substitute 
close alliance in the place of sovereignty and de-
pendence as the connecting link between the United 
States and Great Britain. 

" •••• might they not·, with mutual advantage, con-
clude a treaty containing something like the fol-
lowing conditions:--

"lst. That in all cases of difference which may 
hereafter, unfortunately, arise between the con-
tracting parties,· they will in the first place t 
have recourse to the (mediation or arbitration} 
of some friendly power; and that hostilities shall 
not begin between them until every endeavor to set-
.tle their difference bY. some means shall have 
proved· fruitless •••••• ' 

The American pacifists, stimulated by the favorable.ac-

tion of congressional committees, discussed above, directed 

their efforts toward securing arbitration clauses in the 

Claims and Fisheries treaties pending with Great Britain in 

1853. Authorities at Washington asserted their willingness 

to include such clauses, provided the Government of Great 
(23) 

Britain would l~kewise concur. Being apprised of this, the 

Peace Conference·committees of London and Manchester ob-

tained an interview with the Earl of Clarendon, Secretary 
{24) . 

of Foreign Affairs. The address which this group presented 

to the Foreign Secretary cited the recent favorable action 
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in America, and requested that Clarendon instruct the Bri-

tish negotiators to introduce into the treaties then being 

negotiated, a clause providing for the adjustment by arbi-

tration of any.differences that might thereafter arise be-

tween the two countries. Cobden, when introducing the depu-

tation, urged the timeliness of the proposal~ Vlhile Claren-

don declared himself favorable to peace, he was_not con-

vinced that the method proposed would insure it. He felt 

that the "spirit of th~ age, the improved feeling and good 

sense of mankind of those to whom governments a.re ob-

liged to defer more than they had done ••• " were more effec-

tive guarantees than written engagements. Hume, another mem-

ber of the deputation, cited cases of the successful use of 

arbitration, and urged that the proposal would be valuable 

in showing that the dispositions of governments was to pre-

serve peace. To this co'ntention Clarendon expressed no oppo-

sition, but as "the question was rather a novel one," he re-

fused to promise more than to give it his earnest consider-

ation. In the address presented, and in the discussion which 
followed, the Foote resolution and· the Underwood res.olution 

and report were referred to. When Cobden expressed the hope 

that the British Government would not hesitate to meet the 

Americans half-way, Clarendcm asked to see a copy of the Un-
( 24) 

derwood report, and Cobden promised to send him one. 
. ( 25) 

. Article I of the Claims Convention of 1853, concluded 

February 8 1 and proclaime·d August 20, provided for a commi-

ssion of two "to examine imparrtially and carefully and accord-
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ing to justice and equity" the disputed claims. If' they 

failed to agree in a given case, a third person was to be 

appointed to act as umpire or arbitrator. This is by no 

means a new development, and certainly is far removed from 

the general arbitral clause which the peace men were demand-

ing. It is very doubtful whether it was in any way influenced 

by the deputation to Clarendon, especially since the undated 

report of the interview did not appear until the June num-

ber of' the ttHerald of Peace", while the. treaty had been 

signed in the preceding February. The "Herald of Peace", in 

October, reprinted the ~ext of the treaty, but made no claim 

of having influenced it. 

The nReciprocity Treaty as to Fisheries, Duties, and 
(27) . . . 

Navigation" etc., concluded between the United States and 
I 

Great Britain, June 5 1 1854, provided for an arbitration 

arrangement very similar to that found in the Claims Conven-

tion, for the settlement of disputes as to places reserved 

exclusively to British and American fishermen. Again, while 

the treaty recognized the principle of arbitration, it was 

not the general provision which the peace men had wished, 

and their influence upon it is doubtful. 

The Free Soil party, a liberal movement opposed to the 

extension of slavery, in its platform of 1852 contained a 

section favoring arbitration, as follows; 

n ••• we recommend the introduction into all 
treaties hereafter to be negotiated between the 
United States and foreign nations of some pro-
vision for the amicable settlement of difficul-
ties by a resort to decisive arbitration." (28) 
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It is quite likely· that this plank was inserted at the 

instance of Senator Sumner, one of the prominent leaders of 

the party, for, in 1845, he wrote as follows to Henry K. 

Oliver, Adjutant General of Massachusetts; 
11 •••• I am anxious to commend to our country 

the duty of taking immediate steps by negotiation 
or otherwis·e, to induce the nations to adopt a 
system of arbitration or a Congress of Nations 
and determine peacefully disputes -between nations. 
I·am anxious that our country, that the Whig party,. 
(Sumner was th~n a Whig) should make this a part 
of its fundamental policy •••• " 

Other leaders of the Free Soil party were James G. Bir-

ney, Salmon P. Chase, Charles F. Ada.ms, and Martin Van Buren. 

As early as the Thirty-first Congress, it had gained two sen-
. I ators and fourteen representatives. In the following mid-term 

election of 1850, Sumner, in addition, was sent to 'the Senate, 

and its strength in the House was increased by three. At the 

opening of the Thirty-third Congress, the party controlled 

five votes in the Senate and seventeen in the House. The 

Free Soilers in the election of 1852 polled 150 1 000 votes. 

While the friends of peace were working for legislative 

recognition of the principle of arbitration in the United 

States, similar activity was being carried on in Great Bri-

tain. In order to preserve the enthusiasm aroused by· the 

Brussels Peace Congres~ of 1848, and to lay the matter of 

arbitration before the country in a forcible manner, Cobden 

determined to introduce a resolution into the House of Com-

mons. The resolution asked 

"that an humble address be presented to Her Majesty, 
praying that she will be graciously ·pleased to di-
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rect her Principal Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs to enter into communication with Foreign 
Powers, inviting them to concur in treaties, bind-
ing the respective parties in the event of any fu-
ture misunderstanding, which cannot be arranged 
by amicable negotiation, to refer the matter in 
dispute to the discussion of arbitrators." (30) 

Cobden had originally intended to bring forward his 

motion on March 29, but on that day he was forced to give 

way to John O'Connell who had precedence for an important 

motion on Irish affairs. That necessitated a postponement 
(31) 

to April 24, after the Easter recess, but again an impor-

tant matter forced a postponement of the resolution, and 
(92) 

finally the date of June 12 was fixed. The great difficul-

ty in bringing forward such a motion lay in the hostile 

atti'tude of a great majority of the members of Parliament, 

who, perfectly satisfied to continue along old lines, very 

grudgingly agreed to new methods and principles. They felt 

that their judgment on the ma~agement of foreign affairs· 

was vastly superior to .that of the peace group, who they 

ridiculed as Utopians. In light of this situation it was 

difficult to find a person of sufficient standing to bring 

forward such.a measure. But Cobden, who had played a very 

prominent part in the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846, and 

who believed in the principle of arbitration, came forward, 

a fearless champion. The first announceip.ent of his intention 

drew a general laugh in the House of Commons, concerning 

which he wrote, 

"Ever since the beginning of the session I had 
to run the gauntlet of the small wits of the· 
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House, who amused themselves at my expense, and 
tittered at the very word 1 arbitratiort11 • (33) 

In order to enlist public opinion in the support of 

Cobden, the London Peace Society and Burritt's League of 

Universal Brotherhood joined in holding something like 

150 public meetings in all parts of the kingdom. During 

this campaign nearly 50,000 letters and circulars had been 

scattered through the mail. Hundreds of thousands of copies 

of printed matter also had been circulated. During the six-

months' period of agitation the press was full of discus-

sions concerning the activity o~ the Peace Society and the 

question of arbitration. A thousand petitions were showered 

upon Parliament, some of them bearing as many as 10,000 sig-
. . , ( 34\): 

natures. Altogether they contained about 200,000 signatures. 

This well illustrat~s the great hold which the idea of arbi-

tration was taking upon the public mind of England, and also 

· indicates the significance of the Peace Society in influ-

encing it. Since the membership of the peace societies all 
' .told probably did not exceed 40,000 by 18501 it is evident 

that the great majority of the signers were not members of 

the Society, but nevertheless, recognized the wisdom of ar-

bitration, and were willing to cooperate. Can the effects 

of such ~ campaign be over-estimated? Can there exist a 

doubt that this sort of activity at the mid-Nineteenth Cen-

tury paved the way for the great arbitration development of 

more recent date? 

On the eve of the day of presentation of the question, 
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a great public demonstration was held in Exeter·Hall, Lon-
(35) 

don. Of the 3 1 000 who attended this meeting, it was esti-

mated that about nine-tenths were men of the middle class. 

Charles Hindley, M.P., presided, and speeches were made by 
Henry Richard, John Bright, Joseph Brotherton, John Burnet, 

William Ewart, and Elihu Burritt. A petition to Parliament 

was drawn up favoring the Cobden resolution. 

The next day, June 12,. Cobden moved the resolution, and 
(30) 

supported it in a forceful speech, marked by its courage, 

pr~cticality, and sound logic. He spoke as the representa-

tive of two bodies, the peace group and the numerous middle 

classes and workers, who opposed war primarily for economic 

reasons. After explaining his proposition and citing numer-

ous cases of the practical application of the principle, he 

then answered several objections to arbitration commonly ad-

vanced. He arraigned the military situation of England and 

of Europe, and expressed the opinion that the limit of tax-

ation had almost been reached. To the surprise of most of 

his enemies, as well as to many of his friends in the Peace 

Society, Cobden declared his disapproval of a Congress of 

Nations, which he felt might. lead to armed interventions. 

Nor did he advance a plan for compelling the fulfillment of 

arbitration treaties, but, he stated, 

·" ••• If you make a treaty with another country, 
binding it to refer any dispute to arbitration, 
and if that country violated-that treaty•••• 
you will place it in so inf"amous a position, 
that I·doubt if any country would enter into 
war on such bad grounds as that country must 
occupy." ••• 
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He felt that if the more powerful nations adopted stipu-

lated arbitration that a precedent would be established 

which would develop into a sort of common law among na-

tions. His closing argument was, 

" •••• no possible harm can arise from the failure 
of my plan. The worst that can be said of it is, 
that it will not effect its object -- that of a-
verting war." · 

( 36) 
Cobden was ably seconded by William Ewar.t. The first 

opposition was expressed by B. Cochrane, who derided the 

Peace Society and Cobden with it. Lord Robert Grosvenor 
r1 

did not feel that Cochrane had met Cobden's arguments, and 

while he was "not ambitious of martyrdom", he stated his 

willingness to stand with Cobden for the motion., in the face 

of ridicule. He crit1cized Cobdents attack as having been 

made in too warlike a manner and expressed himself in favor 

of preparedness, but he did not believe arbitration was prac-

ticable and stressed the powerful influence favorable Bri-

tish -action upon the resolution would have upon the rest of 

the world. Grosvenor further urged its adoption on the 

ground of reducing expenditures. Mackinnon and Colonel Thomp-

son likewise spoke favorably. · 

Determined opposition came from Urquhart, who, however, 

had been robbed of most of his thunder by Cobden's decla-

ration against a Congress of Nations, having prepared to 

meet Cobden on that ground. The effectiveness of his speech 

was impaired _by the fact that most of it was beside the 

point. Hobhouse declared that the desire to maintain the. 
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abuses and grievances of the times was worse than aspiring 

for a Utopia. 

Palmerston then rose to eulogize suavely Cobden 1s mo-

tion and his intentions, but felt that it was dangerous to, 

peace to let other countries get the impression that the 

"manly spirit of Englishmen is dead". He stated that a· 

strong defense was necessary for protection against enemies, 

and that arbitration was rounded on an impracticable prin-

ciple. He accused Cobden of recognizing this fact and of 

having changed the resolution which he had originally in-

tended to present. Palmerston, too, apparently, had expec-

ted Cobden to propose a Congress of Nations. Cobden inter-

rupted to protest that he had not changed his resolution 

in the least. Palmerston then made a great deal of the un-

successful award of the King of the Netherlands in attempt-

ing to settle the Maine boundary dispute between Great Bri-

tain and the United States·. He .further held that arbitration 

was dangerous to Great Britain because she had "so many ri-

vals and enemies". After other supporters of the resolution, 

Gibson, Roebuck, and Hume, had spoken, the vote on the pre-

vious question was put, and Cobden's resolution was defeated 

by a vote of 79 to 176. The debate upon the resolution, how-

ever, was generally regarded as a triumph for, the peace 

cause. Three d~ys afterwards, Cobden wrote Joseph Sturge a 
. . . . . (37) 

long letter concerning the event.,,: in which he said, 

" •••• A close scrutiny of the division lists 
throws a very great preponderance of public 
opinion on the side or the minority •••• which 
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comprises the representatives of nearly all the 
largest constituencies. For instance, not one of 
the county ~embers for Middlesex, West Riding of 
Yorkshire, and North and South Lancashire, voted 
in the majority; they were all with us or. absent. 
Those constituencies are generally admitted to be 
fair tests of public opinion. Not one of the met-
ropolitan members voted against us except Lord 
John Russell. 

"I never knew a question which made such rapid 
progress in the Hous~. You will recall my tell-
ing you in February and March of the jeers and 
laughter with which the first petitions for ar-
bitration treaties were received. All that was 
changed into serious and respectful attention 
to the subject,-by the efforts of your peace par-
ty out of doors, and the flopd of petitions which 
was poured in from all parts of the country ••••• 
I have no doubt that success will crown your ef-
forts at no distant period." •••••••••• 

About this same time there was much to indicate that 

Sir Robert Peel was drawing close to the ideas of the peace 
(38) 

group. In a speech on.taxation delivered March 12, 1850, 

Peel expressed himself strongly in favor of a policy of re-

trenchment. In it he declared that the maxim "If you wish 

peace prepare f'or war" 1 .should be received with caution and 

that it admitted much qualification. He felt that no great-

er benefit could come to the human race than a proportional 

reduction of their armaments, thereby relieving the tax bur-

den on their subjects. But, unfortunately, before his power-

ful i~fluence had been actively· enlisted in the cause of 

peace, Peel died •. Cobden in a letter soon afterwards said, 

"I had observed his tendencies most attentively 
during the last few years and had felt convinced 
that on .questions in which I take a great inter-
est such as the re.duct ion of armamen:t;s, retrench-
ment of expenditures, the diffusion of peace prin-
ciples, etc., he had strong sympathies -- strong-
er than he had yet expressed -- in favor of my 
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views. Read his last speech again, and observe 
what he says about diplomacy, and in favor of 
settling international disputes by reference 
to mediation instead of by ships of war".(39) 

The Peace Congress of Paris of 1849 had adopted a re-

solution condemning foreign war loans. In the .fall of that 

_year, the Austrian Government advertised in the London pa-

pers for sub,scriptions to a loan of ~'7 1 1001 000. It was, of 

course, necessit~ted by the revolts of 1848-9. The joint 

action of Austria and Russia in the Hungarian revolt had 

aroused much hostile feeling in England, so that now some 

opposed the loan on the ground that it was to pay the ex-

pense of crushing Hungarian liberties. Cobden, in order to 

prevent the success of the proposed loan, called a public 

meeting at London Tavern, where he denounced it in unm.eas-

ured terms, 

" •••• not merely for its inherent waste of national 
wealth, not only because it anticipates income and 
consumes capital,·but also on the ground of injus-
tice to posterity, in entailing upon the heirs of 
this generation a debt which it has no right to 
call upon them to pay." (40) 

He declared that the finances of the Austrian Goverrunent 

were in a precarious condition, and that the people should 

be warned against making this dangerous loan. Moreover, he 

held morally responsible those "who could not plead patrio-

tism, self-de.fence, or even anger, or the .love of military 
. (40) 

glory", and appealed for sounder morality on the question. 

Early in 1850, the Russian Government wishes to borrow 

~5,500,000 of English capital, ostensibly for the building . . 
of a railway from St •. Petersburg to Moscow. Again Cobden de-
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(41) 
nounced a loan in a pµblic meeting at the London Tavern, 
on the ground that the money was not to be used for a rail-
way, but to pay the cost of the Russian expedition into 
Hungary in 1849. Despite Cobden's efforts to the contrary, 
the foreign governments were generally able to borrow Eng-
lish money whenever they needed it. Few shared the moral 
scruples of the peace group in this matter. 

Similar efforts to secure governmental adoption of 
pacific measures were by no means restricted to the United · 
States and Great Britain. In the summer of 1848, Arnold 
Ruge moved in the German National Assembly, the following 
resolution; 

nThat, as armed peace, by its standing' armies 
imposes an intolerable burden upon the people 
of Europe and endangers civil freedom, we there-
fore recognize the necessity of calling into ex-
istence a Congress of Nations, for the purpose 
of effecting a general disarmament of Europe." 

He supported the resolution in an able speech wh!ch re-

ceived applause from the Assembly and gallery, but the 
(42) 

resolution did not carry. 

In the new National Assembly of the second French Re-
public, Francisque Bouvet, on January 8 1 1849, introduced 
resolutions calllng upon the French Republic to propose to 
the world a Congress of Nations to consider the question 
of proportional disarmament, ·the abolition of war~ and the 

. (43J 
adoption of the practice of disarmament.instead. The.reso-
lution went so far as to set the date of the Congress and 
proposed Constantinople as the place of meeting. M. Sarans 
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denied that war was unfavorable to civilization or opposed 

to the prosperity of all States. He held that war was the 

source of England's greatness, and felt sure that she would 

not agree to peace founded on the principle of arbitration. 

War, he felt, was necessary to the passions and as a check 

on too large an increase of population. That there would al-

ways be war, was the opinion of Heeckeren, who cou·ld not 

conceive of an organized force capable of controlling re-

fractory states. Aylies, who supported the resolutions, 

cited the heavy debt which war had imposed upon England, 

and foresaw a condition of universal peace in the future. 

Another who sympathized with the object of the resolution 

was Jobez, but he, nevertheless, felt that it was premature. 

The discussion resulted in the appointment of a committee 

of five to prepare a re~ort on Bouvet's resolutions. This 

committee included all those who had spoken on the subject 

with the exception of Bouvet himself, with Bavignier in add-

ition. It approved the principle but rejected the expedien-

cy of the proposition at that time. The resolution, when re-

submitted with the report, received 162 votes, insufficient 
(44) 

to carry it. 

It is evident from the foregoing discussion of the at-

tempts of the peace men to gain governmental recognition 

of their principles, that they were making considerable 

headway, in spite of the fact that nothing very specific 

had yet been accomplished. The mere fact that their ideas 
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were given serious consideration in the leading legislative 

bodies of Europe and America, of itself indicates a dis-

tinct advancement. An excellent illustration of the in-

creased popular esteem for the peace movement is found in 

the invitation which was received at the Frankfort Peace Con-

gress in 1850, asking the Congress to attempt a settlement 

of the controversy between Denmark and Schleswig-Holstein. 

This invitation, which was incidentally mentioned in the· pre-

ceding chapter, deserves fUller treatment here, in order to 

illustrate the important position which the peace movement 

was ass.uming, and to show how near three pacifist leaders 
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crune to securing the settlement of a troublesome and dan-

gerous question which puzzled the leading diplomats of Europe. 

In order to understand this situation clearly a brief review 

of ·the relations between Denmark and the two duchies is neces-

sary. 

The duchies had a mixed population of Germans and Danes, 

and since the year 1459 had separately had as their duke the 

King of Denmark, who by a charter granted in 1460 had recog-

nized the separate status. and administration of each. This 

charter was faithfully adhered to until the middle of the 

Nineteenth Century. The spirit of nationalism, a dominant 

r~rce in that century, stirred the Danes at the same time it 
was revolutionizing other parts of Europe. In 1846, the King 

of Denmark, contrary to the ancierit charter of the duchies, 

arbitrarily decreed that the connection between the duchies 

and the Danish ruler should continue, despite the different 



laws of inheritance in the two countries·. However, nothing 

serious resulted. About two years later a more offensive 

move was made. w~en a new king declared .the annexation of 
Schleswig, the northern province, to Denmark. Fired with the 

determination to preserve their ancient charter, which among 

other things provided for their inseparable union, both duch-

ies rose in revolt. To further complicate matters, Holstein, 

the southern province, predominantly German in population, 

was an inseparable member of the Germanic Confederation. At 

that very moment the German states were in the throes of re-

volution, and a national assembly had been called at Frank-

fort, which was giving vent to the long repressed liberal 

and nationalistic sentiment of the Germans. Sympathy in the 

German assembly, of course, was with the duchies, and troops 

of Prussia and the German conf'ederacy were sent to assist 

them. German land victories were matched by Danish successes 

on the sea, and finally through the influence of Great Bri-

tain and Russia, Sweden was allowed to mediate. A truce was 

arranged in August 1848, but no one was satisfied with its 

provisions, and fighting was renewed between Denmark and 

Prussia in February 1849. Great Britain, Russia, and Sweden 

again worked'for peace. At length, in July 1849, a second 

truce was arranged, whereby Schleswig was occupied in the 

north by Swedish troops and in the south by Prussians and 

received a new administration. On the basis of this truce 

a definitive peace having been made, Prussian officers were 
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withdrawn from service in the duchies. Dissatisfied with 

the peace, the duchies continued hostilities. In the sum-

mer of 1850, the Danes adva~ced into Schleswig, but were 

checked. Neither side was able to advance. This was the 

situation existing at the time.of the Frankfort Congress, 
' August 22-24. 

On the third day of the Frankfort Congress, Dr. Boden-

stedt of Berlin, a man of considerable literary reputation 

and a prominent liberal in Prussian politics, appeared at 

the Congress with a document signed by all the leading men 

of the constitutional party at Berlin, as well as the am-

bassador of the duchies at Berlin, urging the Congress to 

appoint a commi'ssion to inquire into the Schleswig-Holstein 

controversy with the object of bringing a settlement by ar-
(45) 

bitration. This request, however, ran counter to a rule of 

the Congress which forbade the discussion of current poli-

tical topics. So anxious had been the Berlin friends of Dr. 

Bodenstedt that the matter should be laid before the Con-

grass that they .had telegraphed Richard on the night of 

August 23, asking.that the sittings be prolon~ed a few 
I . (46) 

hours in case Bodenstedt did not arrive in time. 

Joseph Sturge, Elihu Burritt and Henry Richard were 

greatly moved by this urgent appeal and began to consider 

the possibility of a private mission to the warring count-

ries. Furthermore, Sturge received conununications from two 

different influential sources urging him to engage in the 



undertaking. One of the letters stated that Dr. Bodenstedt 

assured the.writer on good authority that the leading men 

. of the duchies would gladly welcome a private party of Eng-

lishmen, and members.of the Peace Society, :tn the capacity 

of mediators. He further advised Sturge before undertaking 

such a mission to interview Herr von Stegman, ambassador 

for t;he duchies at Frankfort, who would give him the necee-

sacy information and letters of introduction. Af'terwai:ads, 

the deleg~tes should proceed to Berlin, there to meet the 

ambassador of' the Duchies and other influential persons 

who would aid the mission in every way possible. 

On August 28, Sturge, Burritt, Richard, and Dr. Varren-
I 

trapp, German secretary of ·the Frankfort Congress, visited 

Von Stegman, who heartily approved the project and sought to 
(45) . 

promote it. Because of business concerning the Peace Society, 

Richard was fo,rced to return to London, but Sturge and Bur-

ritt, joined by Frederick Wheeler, undertook the mission, 

arriving at Berlin, August 31. There Dr. Bodenstedt, accom-

panied by Von Holzendorff, Attorney-General of Prussia.,. 

called on them at their hotel. Holzendorff seemed much in-
{ 46) . 

terested in the undertaking. O~hers who joined in this in-

terview were Baron Siliencron, the Berlin ambassador for the 

duchies, and Professor Torchammer of' Kiel. The whole subject 

of the mission was discussed •. While in Berlin; the three 

peace· missionaries received letters of introduction and di-

rections for the trip from various sources. On the eve of 
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·their departure for Kiel, September 2, they drew up a state-

ment of their views and objects in order to prevent misun-

derstanding and misrepresentation of their mission. By the 

request of Siliencron they were joined at Altona by Profes-

sor Worms of Hamburg, a man well acquainted with all the 

leading governmental officials of the duchies, and also fa-

miliar with the issues. involved in the controversy. They 

drew up a "manifesto" at Kiel, for presentation to the two 

stadtholders and other members of the government of the du-

chies. They also called on prominent local officials who 

unanimously approved the object of t~eir mission~ They next 

proceeded to Rendsburg, the principal fortress of Holstein, 

and the seat of the executive of the duchies1 government. 

Here in an interview with the. stadtholders they presented 

their manifesto and explained it. Added weight to the argu-
I 

ment for arbitration in the case was given by the fact that 

in a treaty of alliance between Denmark and the duchies made 

.originally in 1533, renewed in 1623, and confirmed at Traven-

dall in 1700, there was this provision: 

"With respect to any differences that might arise be-
tween them, they agree to adjust them not by means of 
arms, but· by means of councillors, constituted as ar-
bitrators, on the part of each, and disengaged from 
their oath of allegiance." (45) 

The stadtholde~s,.the foreign minister, and minister of war, 

declared "they would be willing to refer the ,claims of the 

duchies to the decision of enlightened and impartial arbi-

trators, provided that Denmark would also refer its claims 
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to the same tribunal, reserving for eventual arrangement 

the appointment, composition, and jurisdiction of the court 

of arbitrators." Before leaving Rendsburg, the mission drew 

up a paper containing what they had understood was the po-

sition of the officials of the duchies, whose approval it 

received. Concerning the Rendsburg visit, Sturge wrote Ri-

chard, "I wish you could have been with us; it seemed a day 

of . triumph for our princ.iples. u The deputa~ion returned to 

Kiel, and from there proceeded to Swinemunde, where they 

took a steamer for Copenhagen. 
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On September 11, the delegation interviewed Count Molcke, 

Prime Minister of Denmark. They reported the success of their 

operations at Rendsburg and cited the treaty binding the par-

ties to arbitration. All three members addressed the Prime 

Minister, but the speech of Sturge was especially effective. 

The minister assured them of his desire for peace and ex-

pressed interest in the method which they, suggested. He 

seemed moved by their visit, but intimated that the final 

decision rested with the Minister of Foreign. Affairs, Herr 

De Reedtz. The party also had an interview with Professor 

David, who was greatly concerned with the successful outcome 

of their object, and who promised them he would see the Prime 

Minister and probably the Minister of Foreign Affairs be-

fore their interview with the latter that evening. 

At the appointed hour, the deputation waited on Herr 

De Reedtz at his hotel. They found that he had read the 



"manifesto" which they had pres~nted to the Prime Minister. 

Before giving them an official statement he explained that 

he had once retired from active life to take up his pre-

ferred work as a scientist, but had accepted his present 

position in the hope that he could bring about peace between 

the Danes and the Schleswig-Holsteiners. Thrice he had en-

tered into negotiati·ons for that purpose but had .failed. He 

declared to the_mission that he was willing to make any rea-

sonable sacrifice to obtain peace. Then, after having heard 

the arguments of the deputation in behalf of their proposal, 

he assured them that his government was disposed to concede 

even a part of her just claims rather than have th·e war con-

tinue. He promised to take the matter up with the cabinet 

and to report to the delegates if there was anything, to com-
.· "' 

municate. 

The -next day, the delegates saw Professor David 1 again. 
He had dined with the ministers the preceding day, and re-

ported that the Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Af-

fairs had had e. long conversation apparently devot(:;)d to the 

arbitration proposal. David left them to go directly to De 

Reedtz, and an hour or so later they received a communica• 

tion from the iatter asking them to call at his hotel at 

nine in the morning. Meanwhile the American minister had 

shown himself very friendly and helpful to the delegation 

in numerous ways, and had helped to entertain them by show-
(45) 

ing them various places of interest in and around Copenhagen. 

De Reedtz in the next interview with the delegation in-
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formed them that the Danish Government could not officially 

accept the propose~ mode of settlement, yet it did not re-

ject it. He asked that the proposal be forwarded to the Go-

vernment, and assured them that it would be innnedia.tely con-

sidered, "with every dispo_sition toward its acceptance, and 

without being tenacious as to the form .in which, or the chan-

nel through which, it might be forwarded." (45) 

Wheeler and Sturge now returned to Kiel, but Burritt 

awaited further action in Copenhagen. Communicating with De 

Reedtz through Professor David, Burritt at length succeeded 

.in getting the recognition of the Danish Government to the 

arbitration principle in the same shape that the duchies had 

sanctioned. On September 23 the full deputation conferred 

with the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the duchies, who 

authorized a plan of arbitration in line with the treaty 

arrangement between the two countries. Sturge and Wheeler now 

returned to England, but Burritt consented to stay in Hamburg 

for a few weeks to facilitate and expedite the preliminary 
(47). 

negotiations. 

Both governments went so far as to appoint a sort of un-

official negotiator on each side; Professor David for Den-

mark and Professor Samwer for the duchies. They were to de-

cide the questions concerning the character and constitution 

of the proposed court of .arbitration. At this juncture, Che-

valier Bunsen, Prussian ambassador to England, declared to 

Cobden that he had a stronger hope of success crowning the 
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unskilled efforts of the deputation than from all the 

steps that had yet been taken by the professional diplo-
( 45) 

mats. Toward the ,close of September 1850, the deputation 

wrote an extended account of their negotiations for the 

Herald of Peace, in which appears this statement; 

" ••• ~If such an arrangement be not now eff'ected, 
we believe it will be mainly attrib~table·to the 
interference of' the great European powers, contra-
ry to the wish of one of the contending parties •• 

n • • • 
Outside interference was exactly the thing which wrecked the 

plans that were well under way for the settlement of the dis-

pute by arbitration. Prussia, late in October 185-, sent a 

representative to act as mediator, but too late. Austria, 

ever opposed to revolt because of her own subject peoples, 

had just succeeded in restoring the Germanic Confederation 

thereby regaining her influence over the Germanies. She dis-

patched an official to Kiel with a manifesto announcing that · 

unless hostilities on the part of the duchies ceased at once, 
(48) 

troops of the German Confederation would be sent in. About 

this same time, Prussia, threatened with more internal dif-

ficulties orde~ed her volunteers home• At Olmutz, a few days 

later, she suffered one of' the bitterest diplomatic humilia-

tions that history records. Among other things Prussia was 

forced to agree that Schleswig-Holstein should be delivered 

to the Danes. Holstein was occupied by Austrian troops, with 

Prussian consent, and was later handed over to Denmark. The 

Treaty of London of May 8, 1852, and the Protocol, signed by 
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the five great powers and Sweden, guaranteed the integrity 

of the Danish monarchy by regulating the succession for the 

crown of De!lll1-ark and for· the duchies, but the latter were 
(49) 

not consulted ·in the matter. 

Thus the professional diplomats healed over the surface 

of a sore, ·which eleven years later was to fester again and 

infect Central Europe. The results of the revived Schleswig-

Holstein que.stion of the '60' s are momentous. It brought war 

between Denmark on one hand and Austria and Prussia on the 

other. Quarrels over the gains of this war precipitated the 

Austro-Prussian.War of 1866; and in turn helped to bring on 

the Franco-Prussian War four years later. The Franco-Prus-

sian War, by dismembering France, helped to pave the way for 

the World War. Thus one may trace a course of disaster grow- · 

ing out of this diplomatic fumbling. 'If the arbitration mach-

inery which was being erected at the time of Austria's in-

tervention had been given a chance to operate between the 

two powers immediately concerned, is it not likely, since 

both were anxious to reach a settlement, that they would 

have agreed on a solution mutually acceptab·le, which would 

have precluded any occasion for further difficulties? 

While the Schleswig-Holstein mission is of importance 

in showing the increasing influence of the peace men and in-

tere.sting from the standpoint of what might have been accom .. 

plished, neither. it nor any other achievement of the pioneer 

peace societies can be compared with the great tangible gain 
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made in 1856 at the Congress of Paris which closed the Cri-

mean War. 

Historians of today regard the Crimean War, 1853-56, 

as one.of the most usel~ss and unjustifiable wars of recent 

times. ostensibly it g~ew o~t of difficulties between Ru~

sia and France, and between Russia and Turkey over the pro-

tection of Christians in the Holy Land. Not only did it in-

volve these countries, but Great Britain and Sardinia as 

well, and threatened to draw in even others. Great Britain 

felt that her interests in India demanded that she keep 

Russia out of the Straits. Sardinia, under the leadership 

of the far-sighted Cavour, entered the war to gain friends 
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and prestige. Napoleon III of France was bidding for the popu-

larity of .his subjects and for French preeminence on the Con-

tinent. Nicholas I, Tsar of Russia, wished to drive "the sick 

man" from Europe, and to.take a prominent part in the.divi-

sion of his possessions. The military events of the war were 

focused chiefly in the Crimean Peninsula, where the enemies 

of Russia struggled about a year at tremendous cost in life 

and money to capture the fortress of Sebastopol. This ac-

complished, 1855, Napoleon I~I was ready to cease hostili-

ties, but the English court, feeling that the British mili-

tary reputation had not been sufficiently redeem?d, felt 

that at lea.st another expedition should be undertaken. Aus-

tria, a neutral, presented an ultimatum to Russia, stipu-

lating the basis upon which negotiations would proceed, and 

Russia and England reluctantly consented to a Peace Congress. 



The Peace Congress of Paris sat during the period Feb-

ruary 25 to April 1. Count Walewski, an illegitimate son of' 

Napoleon I, and Foreign Minister of France, was made presi-

dent of the Congress. The British representatives were Lord 

Clarendon ,and Lord Cowley, nephew of the Duke of Wellington, 

and ambassador to Paris. The arrogant Coutn Buol-Schaue~stein, 

Premier and Minister of Foreign Affairs, was Austria's chief 

representative. Russia sent Count Orloff, a soldier of the 

Napoleonic wars, characterized by his naivit6,and Baron Brun-

now, a bureaucrat. Sardinia was represented by the Cavour, 

who did most of his work outside the sessions of the Con-

gress. Grand Vizier Ali Pasha, a man with western training, 

was the chief Turkish delegate. The Prussian members of the 

Congress, Baron Otto M:anteuffel and Count Max Hatzfeldt, were 

not invited to sit in until almost at its close, and were not 

allowed to discuss the work previously handled. So mild was 

the treatment dealt out to Russia by the Treaty of Paris, 

that Baron Bourqueney, the lesser French representative, said 

of it, "Quand vous lisez ce Trai t•e, vous vous demandez quel 
. (50) 

est le vaincu, quel est le vainqueur?" 

After signing the peace treaty, the Congress continued 

its sessions for two weeks longer, discussing various things. 

During this period a clash occurred between Buol and Cavour, 

in which Cavour warned the Congress that Europe wuld not en-

joy real peace until Italy's wrongs were redressed. The Aus-

trian representatives protested against the attack and 

sought to have it expunged from the record of the protocol, 
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but failed. In this period also was adopted the famous De-

claration of Paris, at the instance of Walewski, which added 

four important rules to the body international maritime law. 

However important all these points may be, this study is 

more concerned with still another protocol adopted by the 

Congress of Paris. 

British pacifists who had bitterly opposed the Crimean 

War, as will be seen in the next chapter, were determined 

not to allow such a favorable opportunity as the meeting at 

Paris to pass without attempting to secure international re-

cognition of the arbitration principle. Invitations were 

sent to several prominent men known to be favorable to ·the 

project, .asking them to join a deputation to wait on Lord 

Palmerston, the Prime Minister. On March 14, a delegation 

of fifty-eight members from the Peace Congress Committee of 
(51) 

London and Manchester, interviewed Palmerston 'at his home. 

Included in this ·delegation were eighteen members of Parlia-

ment, among whom were Gibson, Grosvenor, Cobden, Hindley, 

Miall, and Ewart. Joseph Sturge and Heney: Richard were also 

present. 

Milner Gibson introduced the party, and Henry Richard 

read a lengthy memorial which asked 

" •••• that, at least, a provision might be intro-
duced into the treaty of pe~ce which, they trust, 
is about to be concluded, binding their respec-
tive Governments to refer such misunderstandings 
as may hereafter arise between any of them, on the 
questions to which the treaty relates to the deci-
sion of an impartial arbitrator· •••.•• 11 
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Lord Grosvenor, who had supported the Government during 

the war, and who did not agree with all the sentiments 

contained in the address, urged Palmerston to support the 

adoption of some definite arrangement in regard to arbi-

tration at the Congress of Paris. Palmerston was very ci-

vil, but offered no encouragement that the Government would 

take such action. He agreed to the principle in the abstract, 

and held that though it worked between individuals in the 

same community, it did not follow that it would work equally 

well in international relations, "because it was nearly im-

possible to find arbitrators who might be considered to have 

no interest in the question at issue." He referred to the 

American rejection of the award of the King of 'the Nether-

lands in .the case of the Maine boundary. It was Cobden's con-

tention that the British Government had virtually recognized 

the principle in the recent Fisheries Treaty (1854) with Amer-

ica. Palmerston agreed that it was the duty of the Govermnent 

to use arbitration in minor matters, but not when "great 

questions of national rights or advantages were involved". 

Thus, having received little encouragement from the 

Prime Minister, Henry Richard insisted that the opportunity 

was too great to let pass without a further attempt to se-

cure international action on arbitration. He advocated that 

a delegation should proceed to Paris and there put the pro-

ject before the plenipotentiaries·themse~ves. Many opposed 

the idea through fear of ridicule, but characteristically 

Joseph Sturge.replied to Richard, ttThou art right, if no 
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(52) 
one else will go with thee, I will. 11 Shortly after the mid-

dle of March, Sturge and Richard went to Paris, where they 

were joined' by Charles Hindley. Here they drew up and sent 

a memorial to the various plenipotentiaries of the Congress. 

This memorial asked for practically the same thing as the 

previous one to Palmerston, namely, that in the treaty of 

peace there should be a clause providing for the reference 
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~ of any disputes arising thereafter among the signatory pow-

ers, on the questions to which the treaty related, to an im-

partial umpirage~ Count Walewski and Count Cavour replied 

favorably to the memorial, but the reply of the Prussian dele-

gates was especially cordial, stating that their King "ex-

pressly wished them to support" the proposition. Meanwhile 

the delegation held several personal conferences with var-
(S'.3J 

ious plenipotentiaries in behalf of ·their project. 

To receive approvals was one thing, but to secure the 

actual introduction of the subject in a session of the Con-

grass was another. This problem was a most serious one, and 

in their dilemma the delegation turned to Clarendon, who 

seemed to be their only hope. Richard recorded in his diary 
(52) 

an account of the interview with Cobden at his hotel. "He 

veceived us with great courtesy and frankness", Richard no-

ted. Richard explained to Clarendon that he was the most 

suitable person to propose at the conference "the intro-

duction of an arbitration clause in the new treaty", and 

further asserted that the "principle had already been fully 

recognized in the treaty on the Fisheries question between 



Great Britain and the United States. This had been made un-

der the direction of Clarendon himself. Clarendon replied 

that it was very desirable that nations should find a sub-

stitute for war. Frequently differences were too trivial to 

justify a single day of warfare. However, he stated that 

there were such things as national dignity and: honor. ·If 

these, he felt, were not protected, a country could expect 

to be bullied. Here Richard recorded, "We could not restrain 

a smile at the use of this last expression. He observed it, 

and laughed very heartily himself .n The difficulty of induc-

ing the governments to bind themselves to arbitration be-

fore a case arose, was suggested by Clarendon. Richard, on 

the other hand, argued that such a practice would prevent 

differences from becoming too tense for pacific settlement. 

"The shrug of the shoulders and the shaking of the head, 

and the uplifting of hands and eyebrows, with which he sig-

nified his appreciation of this remark, was quite a study." 

He repeated still, that it would be difficult to persuade 

governments to bind themselves to arbitrate f'uture differen-

ces, but he added, "I will do what I can". 

It is p~ssible that Clarendon's promise to do what he 

could for arbitration at the Paris Congress came partly from 

a desire to assert the independence of his views from those 

of Palmerston, who had given the friends of peace no en-

couragement. Divergence of policy existed throughout the ne-

gotiations between the Prime Minister at London and the For-

eign Minister acting as Plenipotentiary at Paris. At the out-
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(54) 
set, Palmerston ]:iad opposed Clarendon's going to Paris. once 

the Congress had opened, Palmerston closely followed its 

proceedings, making frequent suggestions to Clarendon,. who 

considered he had full competence to act for himself at the 

Co~gress. How Clarendon ~eacted.to this meddling from the 

Premier is indicated in the following letters to Lord Gran-

ville. On lilarch 8, Clarendon wrote the latter, 

"••••I was rather provoked by· some of Palmerstorls 
first dispatches and telegrams, as I didn't wqnt to 
know what Russ'ia was to be told or what she had .ac-
cepted and must consequently do; but as luckily I 
am old enough to walk alone( you may suppose they 
do not embarrass me much." 55) . · 

Four days later, he wrote as follows, 

" •••• The Emperor •••• to this day has not got over 
Palmerston's letter to Persigny saying we were quite 
able to carry on the war alone with the aid of Sar-
dinia and Turkey" ••••• It was nonsense to write. to 
me what Russia ought to do. However, as you may 
suppose, they made no impression upon me beyond a 
little momentary irritation, and I have t~ken no 
notice of any of them in·my public dispatches."(55) 

A large part of the session of the Congress on April 14, was 

given over to a discussion of arbitration. ·The report of the 

meeting is found in Protocol 23 of the proceedings of the 

Paris Congress. Clarendon asked leave of the Congress to 

submit the question of arbitration, which he felt was time-

ly, inasmuch as war was still fresh in the minds of all. He 
mentioned the fact that Article 7 of the treaty which had 

just been made recommended the mediatio,n of a friendly pow-

er in case future disagreements should arise between Turkey 

and one of the signatories of the treaty, Clarendon sugges-

ted that this "happy innovation" should receive a more gen-
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«ss) 
eral application. Then he proposed that the assembled plen-

ipotentiaries agree upon a .resolution calculated to maintain 

peace, without prejudicing the independence of governments. 

Walewski declared himself authorized to support such a reso-

lution, "it being fully in accordance with the tendencies 

of the epoch"( provided it did not fetter the free action 
56) 

of governments. The .chief Austrian representative, Buol, 

stated that he was ready to support the proposition in the 
form indicate~ by Walewski. Clarendon assured the assembly 

that it was not his intention to limit the authority of 

governments, but that he merely wished to give· them an op-

portunity to settle their disputes by a different means than 

war. Baron Manteuffel adhered, Count Orloff, however, while 

admitting the wisdom of the proposal, stated that before 

agreeing, he would first.have to seek the opinion of .his 

Court. The question was next raised by Cavour whether the 

author of the proposal intended 'that it should be extended 

to military intervention against defacto governments, and 

by way of example referred. to .Austrian intervention in the 

Kingdom of Naples in 1821. To this, Clarendon answered that 

"the will of the Congress should admit the most general ap-

plication'~, and Walewski added that it was not a question 

or stipulating a iaw or taking an engagement. The "wish" ex-

pressed by the Congress could not limit the liberty of judg-

ment of a power in questions concerning its honor. Count 

Buol rose to defend Austrian intervention in Naples, pre-

viously referred to by Cavour. He felt .that if in the future 
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similar action should be agreed upon by the five g~eat Pow-

ers, their operations should not become the object of re-

monstrance by the lesser Powers. While he_ agreed to the pro-

position as expressed by Clarendon, he could not consent to 

too great an extension of the principle, such as the favor-

ing of de facto governments. Buol hoped "that the Congress, 

at the very moment of closing its work, would not see itself 

obliged to deal with. irritating questions of such a nature 

as to trouble the perfect harmony which had not ceased to 

reign among the plenipotentiaries. n Cavour. de.clared him-

self satisfied w.ith the explanation given, and adhered. 

Thereupon, the following resolution was passed: 

"The plenipote.ntiaries do not hesitate to ex-
press, in the name of their Governments, the 
wish that states between·which any serious mis-
understandings may arise, should, .before appeal-
ing to arms, have recourse, so far as circum-
stances might allow, to the good offices of a 
friendly power, 

nThe plenipotentiaries hope that the Governments 
not represented at the congress will unite in the 
sentiment which has inspired the wish recorded in 
the present protocol.'! { 56) 

Thus was the principle of general mediation first endorsed 

by a Congress of the Powers. Its origin, as has been shown, 

was within the Peace Society. Thi·s was the crowning tri-

umph of their labo·rs. 

Despite the fact that the Congress of Paris did not go 

to the extent which peace men desired, nevertheless, it took 

a ha.lfst~p toward arbitration. Mediation differs from good 

offices in that the latter may be accepted without confer-
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ring the right. of mediation,· which permits a state, when 

invited, to intercede amicably in arranging the differences 
( 57) 

between two or more ~tates. Mediation and arbitration differ 

in that the former is advisory and merely recommends a solu-
I 

tion for a difficulty, whereas the latter is a judicial 
(58) 

function and decides ~n an award. 

Inasmuch as Protocol 23 lay outside the Declaration of 

the Congress of Paris, separate adhesion by other than the 

signatory powers was necessary. Subsequently it was ratified 

by thirty non-signatory states, including eighteen of the 

German States, four of the Italian States, Greece, Portu-

gal, Sweden-Norway, the Argentine Republic, Brazil, and 

Coltimbia, Denmark. The United States, however, did not act 
. . (59) 
in the matter. 

This "happy innovation", to quote Clarendon, contempor-

aneously received the approval of several leading statesmen 

of the day. Gladstone said of it, 

"As to the proposal to submit international differ-
ences to arbitration, I think that is in itself a 
very great triumph, a powerful engine in behalf of 
civilization and humanity. It is, perhaps, the first 
time that the representatives of the principal na-
tions of Europe have given an emphatic utterance to 
sentiments which contain, at least, a qualified dis-
approval of a· resort to war, and asserted the suprem-
acy of reason, of justic·e, and religion." { 60) 

The Earl of Derby, on a subseq¥ent occasion, referred to it 

as 

·"the principle 'which, to its ·endless honour, was em-
bodied in the protocols by the Conference of Paris." 
( 60) 

Another laudatory opinion was express.ad by the Earl of Mal-
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mesbury, who held it was an act 

" •••• or the most inportance to civilization and 
to the secu·rity of the peace of Europe", because,· 
"it recognized and established the innnortal truth, 
that time, by giving place for reason to operate, 
is as much a preventative as a healer of. hostili-
ties." ( 60) 

Mr. Denison said in the House of Commons, 

"it throws around peace an additional bulwarJ:t,. and 
sets a landmark in the progress of civilization and 
humanityn. (61) 

And what were the newspapers saying meanwhile? "The Em-

pire" regarding this discussion sig~ificantly commented: 

"True, indeed, that the contracting Powers have re-
fused to bind themselves to refer the disputes that 
may hereafter arise between them to the judgment of 
a friendly and impartial umpire. But we must remem-
ber that the question was almost entirely new to 
the diplomatic mind; and considering how completely 
the members of that profession are the slaves of 
precedent and routine, we cannot but count it an 
immense gain to have induced them so far to emerge 
out of' the traditional ruts, and to accept, in how-
ever modified a form, what Lord Clarendon calls, 
'this happy innovation'. They have recognized, in 
a ca~m and deliberate manner, the principle of a 
moral reference in the affairs of nations. They 
have taken arbitration out of the region of ab-
strac·t speculation, and included it "among the re-
cognized resources of practical statesmanship. But 
we must expect,.according to our past experience in 
such matters, that the long and.earnest struggles 
of the Peace party to press this measure on the at-
tention of Governments, will be overlooked and ig-
nored, and that other parties, who have never shared 
in the conflict will step ii1 ·.complacently to usurp 
the laure1·s. Mr. Denison did indeed make a generous 
reference, in connexion with the subject of arbi-
tration, to, Mr. Cobden and Mr. Bright. Otherwise 
their names, and those of the men who have been asso-
ciated with them in this enterprise, have been care-
fully eschewed •••••• " 

"The Times" which had habitually belittled the Peace Society 

and its activities, expressed the following sentiments: 
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"Though this be only a.principle of common hu-
manity, such as must naturally occur in every 
ordinary statesman, yet its express recognition 
by a European Congress gives it more weight, and 
constitutes the ground of an appeal by every 
state from any other state that disregards it. 
It makes all Europe one court of appeal. It gives 
every weak state a claim to the friendly offices 
of all its stronger neighbours. Indeed, it is the 
nearest approach to that system of ·universal ar-
bitration which some have thought attainable in 
its rigorous form. The day may come when its val-
ue will be more acknowledged, and its form more 
defined; and the sooner it comes the better for 
the happiness of Eu.rope and the true interests 
of every state, however powerful 'and ambitious." 

Opinions of the contemporary press, and statesmen on 
' . 

Protocol 23 have been noted •. Has History justified them? 

The true significance of this resolution lies not in the 

actual disputes settled on by virtue of it, but in the pre-

cedent which it established. It was the first of a series 

of international acts which have led to world-wide counte-

nance of the principle of arbitration, and the development 

or· machinery to facilitate its applicat:lon. It has been 

affirmed that in several disputes subsequent to 1856, neu-

tral states, citing Protocol 23, offered their good offices 

to the contestants, but in no case did the contestants them-
( 62) 

selves ask a· neutral to propose mediation. That is not to 

say, however, that mediation was not use,d in the period fol-, . 

lowing the Congress of Paris, for the Austro-Prussian War of 

1866, that between Chile and her neighbors Bolivia and Peru, 

and the war between Greece and Turkey in 1897, were settled 
; ( 62) . 

by the mediation of neutral powers. The British Government, 

appealing specifically to Protocol 23, offered her good off-

ices without success to Prussia and Austria· in 1866, and a-
( 63) 

gain to Prussia and France in 1870. In the latter case the 
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French Government replied that it recognized the useful-

ness of the rule, but that it did not·apply in "questions 
( 61) 

qui touchent ~ sa dignite", a.s in the present case. 

The mediation principle was reaffirmed in 1885 at the 
( 64) 

Congo Congress at Berlin, but the First Hague Conference 

of 1899, went far beyond mediation, and established the Per-

manent Court of International Arbitration. At the opening 

of this Conference, M. Feodor Martens, a Russian statesman 

who had consistently worked for the calling of the meeting, 

submitted a number of papers on subjects to be considered 

there. Among these documents was one dealing with good off-

ices, mediation, and international co~issions of inquiry, 

in which Protocol 23 was cited as a precedent in the· devel-

opment of international recognition of the principle of Ar-
( 62) 

bitration. In this way the action of the Congress of Paris 

is definitely connected with the First Hague Conference. 

This international recognition of the mediation prin-

ciple marked the climax of the activities of the Pioneer 

Peace Movement. During the period of the '40's a~d '50's 

they had worked diligently to secure official adoption of 

their principles, meeting mostly with failure, but winning 

here and there a triumph. Their successes for the most part 

had been moral rather than material in nature. Meanwhile 

forces were at work which were to impair the influence of 

the Peace Societies, but happily not until some of it had 

been well established. 
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CHAPTER V 

RISE AND TRIUMPH OF THE WAR SPIRIT. 

The preceding chapter has shown how ~apid was the rise 
of the influence of the peace movement after the first inter-
national -peace convention of 1843. On the whole the follow-
ing ten-year period had been a peaceful one, in which pacif-
ism had met with little determined opposition. By 1841 

the membership of the peace societies had reached the 40,000 

mark, but those outside of the regular membership who were 
willing to support all or a part of the pacifist program 

(1) 
were numbered by the hundred thousands. Peace men had ceased 
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to be reg~rded by most serious minded persons as fit subjects 
for ridicule. · Their proposals - more practical than formerly, 
it is true - no longer appeared to be so Utopian. Respectable 
statesmen were coming forward as champions of various parts of 
their program. A deepening sense of the enormity of war was 
developing on all sides, and a mutual respect and good will, 
fostered by the economic conditions of the age, were developing 
as never before. Such success was attending their efforts 
that it seemed to many that the long-talked of millennium 

could not be very distant. What, then, occurred to prevent 

the fulfillment of these hopes? 

Before the Pioneer Peace Movement had yet reached its 

climax, obstacles had begun to impede the velocity of its 
progress. During the period between the Napoleonic and 

\ 



Crimean wars, Europe bo~e the burden of large standing arma-
ments. Some countries, notably Austria, with her hetero-
geneous population, felt the need of a large armed force to 
insure herself against internal revolts. Consequently all 
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her neighbors likewise felt that arms were necessary to keep 
pace with Austria. The situation wa.s particularly grievous 
inasmuch as most of the count.ries had had heavy debts incurred 

in the Napoleonic wars. ·The resulting tax-burden was an 

important element in the internal unrest so noticeable among 
the Euxopean countries during the early half of the Nineteenth 

Century. 

Even England, in her isolated position,.and with her 

commanding navy, took steps occasionally to increase h~r military 
establishments. In 1834 and 1835, Urquhart in parliament, 

aided by a portion of the press, strove to alarm the English 

nation with the prospect that Russia was about to annihilate 
(2) 

Turkey. They succeeded in gaining an increase in armaments. 

England and France, during the period of the Orleanist monarchy, 
were until toward 'its close, ostensibly friends. Traditional 

enmity between them, however, gave birth to new suspicions 

and jealousies, and .the '40's especially witnessed a series 
of petty misunderstandings, which has aptly given the name 

"entente pin-pricksn to the relations of the two countries 

in that period. There were differences over Mehemet Ali, 

the Khedive of Egypt, and over Tahiti in the South Pacific, 

but especially disturbing was the question of the Spanish 



marriages, which in 1846, dispelled the pretense of cordial 
relations, and not until the revolution of 1848, with its 
new government, the Second Republic, were more friendly re-
lations restored. Whenever a tension developed the press 
and war party of each country proceeded to make the most of 
the controversy. 
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In the closing months of Sir Robert Peel's second 
premiership, (1846), the Duke of Wellington, who, in justice 
it must be said, was sincerely alarmed, sent repea~ed warn-
ings to the Government in regard to the condition of the 
national defense. While he favored the continuance of 
friendly relations with France he expressed grave doubt as to 
whether or not Louis Philippe could long control the situation 

(3) 
there because Of the belligerent tone of the French press. 
However, the parliamentary session of 1846 was so taken up 
with the anti-Oorn Law_ agitation that the Peel ministry fell 
without attempting to strengthen the defenses of the country. 
Wellington was on close terms with Lord John Russell, the. 
new Premier (1846-52), whom he at once began to urge to 
champion increased armaments. In his agitation, Wellington 
had an able assistant in Lord Palmerston, who·strongly advo-
cated at least increased defense of the southern coast. He 
maintained that steam had bridged the Channel, and he even 
had visions of the French catching England unawares and land-
ing large forces on her shores. Palmerston sent memorials 

to the Premier repeatedly demanding an increase in the coast 

defense, and the 'organization of a militia. Lord Minto, 
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Russell 1.s. father-in-law, and Lord Auckland, First Lord of 

the Admiralty, .shared to some degree the alarms of Welling-

ton and Palmerston. On the other hand Sir Charles Wood, 

Chancellor of .the Exchequer,· felt tha.t the condition of the 

country• s finances, the depressi·on of trade at that time, 

and the Irish famine were situations vastly more real and 
( 3) 

dangerous. 

The character of this agitation is seen in the following 

excerpts taken from letters exchanged during the period. 

Palmerston in August of 1847 wrote Russell as follows; 

u •••• The· French will be sure anyhow to know exactly 
what we are about, for they keep a sharp look out, and 
within the last two months they have had some of their 
war steamers lying for a week or ten days at a time in 
different parts of the Thames under pretence of taking 
in coals, but no doubt to see what we are doing at 
Tilbury and elsewhere in the way of defensive works, 
and probably also to take surroundings •••• "(3) 

In the following month, Wellington.wrote the Prime Minister; 

n •••• But we must get forward with these works 
.(the fortification of the Channel Isles) and above all 
we must immediately take care of Alderneyl Indeed I 
am so jealous and anxious upon this subject and so 
suspicious of our ambitions and ·enterprising neighbor 
that I propose to communicate with the Secretary of 
Sta.te as soon as he will return, with a view to send 
force there to make it certain that a coup de main shall not 
be struck there."(3) · 

Palmerston wrote Russell again in December; 

« •••• The danger is that within a week after a 
rupture with France we may find thirty to forty thousand 
French regular troops landed on our coast •••• "(3) 

Calmer views were held by Fox-Maule, Secretary of War, and 

Sir Charles Wood. The former in a letter of January 3, 

18 48 , t o Russ el 1, st a. t ed; 
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"I shall not enter upon any detailed observation 
on his (Wellington's) memorandum, but I cannot forbear 
from giving my opinion that the Duke points at a much 
larger increase to our standing army than my views of 
what is strictly constitutional would warrant or that 
the House of Commons would sanction, even were the 
Ministry to propose it. Moreover I very much doubt 
whether such an increase from no very apparent cause 
would not -- and not unreasonably -- excite the 
jealousy of foreign Powers and bring on those very 
events which it is the general desire of all to avert."(3) 

Sir Charles Wood two days later wrote the Prime Minister as 

follows; 

"····I am not one of those who are so very appre-
hensive of an aot"ual descent on our shores. People 
have got into the habit of talking of the·landing of 
the French on the Sussex coast as a circumstance to be 
expect.ed_, almost as a, matt er of course. I certainly 
think that the facility of such an operation is being 
much over-rated ••• ·" (3) · 

There was no opportunity during the session of 1847 to 

bring forward a militia bill, but at the close of the session, 

Lord John Russell submitted such a proposition to his ministry, 

and during the ensuing recess its various aspects were dis-

cussed. Fox-Maule asked for fewer in the proposed militia, 

while Palmerston demanded more. 

The anxieties of the Government became public when, 

at the opening of the session of 1848, a letter from Welling-

ton to Sir John Burgoyne, Inspector-General of Fortifications, 

found its way into print. The letter stated tha.t "except 

under the fire of Dover Castle there was not a spot from 

North Forela.nd to Selsey Bill where infantry might not land, 
(3) 

at any time, with any wind, in any weather". This letter 

from the revered old war-lord of England produced a veri-

table panic. In order to meet the situetion, Lord John 
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Russell produced a more elaborate scheme that he had origin-

ally planned, calling for an increase in the army, navy, and 

ordnance estimates, and for. the application of 1ll50,000 for 
a militia force. To cover the deficit which this would en-
tail, he Froposed to increase the income.tax from 7d to a 

(3) 
shilling. 

Before the opening of Parliament, the Peace Society 
had heard rumors of the Government's intention, and at once 
issued a general address to the English people urging them 

to petition Parliament for a decrease in the existing estab-
lishments, and a law providing for the settlement of inter-

national disputes by arbitration.· It continued, 

u •••• Let such petitions be adopted everywhere, and 
be poured into the House so soon a.a it shall re-assemble. 
Let the whole matter be thoroughly canvassed in all 
quarters, and let the Friends of Peace hold themselves 
in readiness to persevere in a firm and decided oppo-
sition to the whole scheme, until it be entirely 
abandoned. 

"Morality, benevolence, religion, all call us to 
prompt and united action. MEET AT ONCE AND PETITION!'~4) 

A special 11 .National Defense Committee'' in the Peace 

Society, instigated by Joseph sturge, met Janu2.ry 4 and a 

week later to dra.w up a memorial to the Government of Great 

Britain. This, they presented January 13. It asked that 

n immediate steps be ta.ken to provide for the 
settlement of all future differences with foreign 
powers, which cannot be arranged by negotiation, by 
a system of arbitration, by the establishment of a 
Congress of Natj_ons, the erection of a High Court 
of Judicature, or by such other means a.s shall upon 
mature deliberation be deemed suitable and exped-
ient". ( 4) 
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Meetings, many of which adopted friendly addresses to 

the French people, were held all over the country. Usually 

they framed a petition to Parliament protesting against 

increased armaments. The net result of the opposition was to 

secure a withdrawal of the proposed militia bill. While the 

influence of the Peace Society must have been great, undoubt-

edly still greater factors were the strong opposition to the 

increase in the income tax, necessitated by increased arma-

ments, and the February Revolution which overthrew the Orleans 

dynasty in France, substituting the Second Republic. The 

military estimates of 1849, the following year, were the 
• lowest since 1841, indicating a complete recovery from the. 

. (3) . 
first invasion panic. 

The immediate effect of the creation of the new republic 

in France was to arouse mild alarm in England, where memories 

of the excesses of the First French Republic was ·remembered. 

This feeling, moreover, was not l~ssened by Lamartine!a 

circular letter early sent abroad to French representatives, 

stating that the treaties of 1815 were not so sacrosanct. 

Palmerston, however, welcomed the overthrow of the Orleanist 

monarchy, with which Great Britain had been on openly un-

friendly terms for about a year. When Lamartine assured 

Wellington of his good intentions, English suspicions were 

calmed, and a period of peaceful relations seemed at hand. 

Palmerston, however, continued to .take fright at shadows. 

On April 26, 1848, he wrote Russell, 
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u •••• A procession of 300,000 or even of 200,000 
armed men in Paris augurs but ill for the future peace 
of Europe. I trust that we may be able to keep out 
of war, but there can be no doubt that there exists 
in France a feeling of hostility to England." (S) 

The Don Pacifico affair assumed in 1850, alarming possi-

bilities. During the Easter celebration of 1847 at Athens, 

a ~ob sacked the house of one Don Pacifico; ·a Portuguese 

Jew born on the Island of Malta, and hence a British subject. 

Palmerston supported his extravagant claim for indemnity, 

but for more than two ye·ars it went unredressed. In January, 

1850, a British admiral was ordered to Piraeus. There he 

gave the Gr~ek Government forty-eight hours in which to 

settle the claim. When the Greek Government was not forth-

coming with the indemnity, the admiral seized about forty 
'·' 

Greek merchant ships. Paris and st. Petersburg indignantly 

heard of this high handed procedure, and the Russian am-
bassador at London demanded an explanation. The French, who 

offered mediation, drafted a convention which Palmerston accept-

ed. In spite of this he violated the spirit of the agreement, 

and the French Government recalled its ambassador from London. 

The House of Lords passed a vote of censor against Palmerston. 

However, Mr. Roebuck on June 28, in the House of Commons 

moved that his conduct in the handling of foreign affairs be 

approved. In the ensuing debate, Palmerston's whole foreign 

policy was reviewed. Peel, Gladstone, Disraeli, Sir Ja.mes 
Graham, and Cobden all opposed it. Palmerston, however, 

defended himself very ably in a five-hour speech, which com-
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manded the admir~tion even of his enemies. He was· supported 
by Oockburn. The issue involved was whether the British 
Foreign Office in its dealings with other countries should 
adopt politic and conciliatory means o~ use violence and 
armed force. Palmerston won the victory, being sustained by 
a majority of forty-six votes. The issue, however, was con-
fused with suspicion of French diplomatic conspiracy and the 
belief that a protectionist intrigue was at work. It must 
be said that Palmerston was pretty generally supported by 
public opinion. The victory of Palmerston was a decided triumph 
for the policies which ran counter to the ideals of the peace 
party. The full effects of his triumph remained to be ex-

CtoJ 
perienced. 

Palmerston continued to harass Lord Russell with his 
alarmist letters. Early in February 1850, he sent this note; 

"This report about the fortifications made at Alex-
andria by Mehemet Ali and Ibrahim under French direction, 
in order to makeEgypttenable by a French army in case 
of war, is worthy of your attention; not merely as an 
evidence of· the designs of France in tha.t quarter, but 
as an example not to be overlooked with reference to 
our own home."(7) 

In May of that year, he forwarded Russell a memorandum on 
Engla.nd•s poor land defenses by Sir John Burgoyne, with an 
accompanying letter urging an increase for the country's 

(8) 
safety. Another typical letter was sent to the Premier in 

September, running as follows; . 

If This Cherbourg Review and the insight which it 
has afforded into the means which France has of attack-
ing us ought, I think, to impress upon you the urgency 
of·not delaying those further measures which are neces-



sary to secure our dockyards from destruction by su~
prise. -oherbourg is not above a hundred miles from 
Portsmouth or a hundred and fifty from Plymouth, and 
any description of force, naval and military, which a 
French Government might ohuse (sic) to send out could 
start from thence at nightfall without the possibility 
of our having a previous notice, and would by sunrise 
be ready to land troops on our ooast ••••• Make your hay 
while the sun shines, and prepare your defences while 
you are at peace •••• u ( 7) 

Palmerston's handling of the Foreign Office was almost 
as aggressive as his letters were alarming. The Queen and 

the Prince Oonsort, who felt that England should be exerting 
a calm influence over the troublous politics of the Continent 
were distinctly displeased. In December of 1851, Palmerston 
was dismissed from office ostensibly for having stated an 

opinion favoring Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat of December 2, 
contrary to the Government's decision to adopt a neutral 

(~) 
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stand. Soon after Palmerston's dismissal, Prince Albert wrote 
to Lord John Russell, stating tha.t England's 

"influence has been rendered null by Lord Palmer-
ston's personal manner of conducting the foreign affairs, 
and by the universal hatred which he has excited. on the 
Continent. _That you could hope to control him has long 
been doubted by us, and its impossibility is clearly 
proved by the last proceedings. I can only congratu-
late you that the opportunity of the rupture should 
have been one in which all the right is on your side."(9) 

Palmerston, however, in a letter to his brother, January 1852, 

explained in detail the circumstances of his dismissal, .and 

declared; 

u •••• It is obvious that the reason assigned for my 
dismissal was a mere pretext, eagerly caught at for want 
of any good reason. The real ground was a weak truckling 
··to hostile intrigues of the Orleans family, Austria, 
·Russia, Saxony, and Bavaria, and to.some degree also of 
the present Prussian Government. All of these found 



their respective views and systems of policy thwarted 
by the course pursued by the British Government, and 
they thought that if they could remove the minister 
they would change the policy •••• "(9) 
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Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat of December 2, 1851, made 

him virtual dictator of France. This caused grave uneasiness 

in England, where the alarmists at once set to work fanning 

the flame. Naval and military officers on half~pay during 

peace time w~ote anonymous letters which appeared in the 

press. They contained all sorts of weird stories. Some 

charged that the Oontinental despots were laying dark plots 

against England in order to crush out liberty in Europe. 

Others declared that the French were burning to avenge Water-

loo and cited as proof a foolish pamphlet by the Prince de 

Joinville which attempted to show how easily England might 

.be conquered. Austria, angry with England because of her 

sympathy for Hungary in her recent revolt, and because of the 

thrashing given General Haynau, the Austrian Butcher ·of 

Brescia fame, by draymen during his recent visit to England, 
(10) 

was held to be ready to ·join the coalition. 

In Februa,ry 1852, when Russell brought forth a second 

militia bill, designed to develop a local militia, Palmer-

ston opposed it, because of its wording •. He moved that the 

word "local" should be struck from the text, in order to 

create a Militia which could be used in any part of the King-

dom. This amendment, which passed in spite of the opposition 

of the ministry, occasioned its fall. The short-lived Derby 

ministry which followed sponsored a bill of Palmerston's 

liking. 
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The peace men, as usual> were wide awake to the impend-

ing danger and launched a fierce campaign to defeat the pro-

posed legislation. At a conference held under the auspices 

of the Peace Oongress Oommittee in London, February 6, it 

was unanimously resolved to oppose the militia bill• The 

Committee sent out large quantities of circular letters, 

tracts, petition forms, and posting-bills, and held numerous 

public meetings throughout England and Scotland. This agi-
tation was partially responsible for the more than 1400 

petitions against the bill, which were presented to the House 

of Commons, and for the minority vote of 165 which favored 
(11) 

throwing out the bill on its second reading. The opposition 

in Parliament was led by Oobden and Gibson. All the aristo• 

cratic parties and the court favored an increase in arma-
{12) 

ments, and the press on the whole supported the bill. Oob-

den, ln a letter dated March 11, wrote, "Never was the military 

spirit half so rampant in this country since the Peace (1815) 

as at present. 11 He cited the killing of 300 Burmese at Ran-

goon, a deed applauded without question by public opinion. 

On May 5, Oobden wrote Sturge, in part as follows; 

"I am not quite sure yet· that we may not draw the 
sting from the Militia Bill, and make it so :different 
a thing in Committee that its author may'repudiate it. 
It is thought that the present Government is vexed at 
having to carry the measure thxough, and they will be 
far more sick of it before we have done with them •••• u (13.) 

But despite the determined opposition of the peace party, a 

large appropriation for.military purposes, including the 
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danger. 
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In a letter of June 9, to Joseph Sturge, Cobden commented 
I 

on the support which the bill had received. 
11 ..... on analysing the division list, I find that in 

almost every case, where it was possible to bring public 
opinion to bear upon members, your party succeeded in 
preventing them from supporting the third reading. The 
majority was made up of county ... members (chiefly Pro-
tectionists) and the representatives of small pocket 
boroughs. This shows that if we had a fair represen-
tation, you could hold the military party in check. 
But you can do nothing without a change in the county 
representation •••• "(13) 

Cobden was not long· in coming forth with a suggestion that 

the gaining of influence over the county votes was a neoes-

sity, as his following letter of September 14, to sturge 

indicates; 

"I hold, that before you can rationally hope to 
reduce the army or the navy, you must bring the public 
mind to agree to the abolition of the militia. And I 
should also, with all due deference say, that until we 
can recover this lost ground for the Peace party in 
England, it will be a little inconsistent in us to 
travel abroad to teach our doctrines to other nations. 
The establishment of the militia was a disastrous de-
feat sustained by the Peace party, and until we can 
regain· our position of 1851, it is useless to think of 
getting back to 1835 (the first increase in military 
establishments following 1815). How are we to take 
this step and thus recover our lost position? I re-
peat by acquiring some influence in the Counties, for 
it was by the votes of county members ·in opposition to 
a majority of the representatives of boroughs that the 
measure was passed •••• «(14) 

Acting upqn Cobden's suggestion, the Herald of Peace 
published a plan by which the peace party might secure control 

of the county vote· in Parliament. 

"The peace party have never hitherto taken a part 
in county contests. Few of our friends have thought of 
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· qualifying themselves as county voters: and the idea 
has never entered the head of one of our party that we 
might be able, by taking the proper measures before-
hand, ·to have as potent a voice in the selection of 
'knights of the shire• as of borough members. But 
this can only be done by arming ourselves with the con-
stitutiorlal weapon of warfare, the franchise. And 
fortunately the conditions on which a county vote can 
be had are so easy, that it is within the reach of 
almost every body above the rank of the agricultural 
laborer." 

The simplest kind of qualification for county voting was tha.t 

any man in England and Wales over twenty-one years of age, 

who for six months had owned a freehold (not necessarily la.nd) 

worth forty shillings a year, was entitled to register for 

the county in which his property was located. The editorial 

closed with a stirring appeal to duty; 

n •••• We exhort our friends everywhere in England 
and WaJles to set to work to increase the influence of 
the peace party by qualifying themselves •••• The counties 
stop the way o.f the peace movement ••••• let individuals 
prepare to do their duty; -- and let all who have 
secured a county vote for themselves, ring in their 
neighbours 1 ears ......... qualify I qualifyl qualify!" (15) 

Opposition to the hated Militia act did not stop with 

the scheme to effect its repeal by gaining control over 
" 

county representation ~n ~arliament. Determined steps were 

taken to det·er young men from volunteering for militia ser-

vice. Bills o~posing enlistments were circulated widely. 

Robert Charleton headed the opposition at Bristol where "we 

are told there ·has been: only one volunteer". In SUffolk a 

lady, "worth a dozen ordinary men" so filled the county with 

the anti-militia literature· that "scarcely a man has enlist-

· ed." Sturge, Bowly, and Stokes, carried on similar operations 
(16) 

in the midland counties. 
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As reported in the "Herald of Peace" this aggressive 

campaign stands in marked contrast with the original,,purpose 

of the Society to carry on its work quietly, by educating 

the peqple through the distribution of tracts and the hold-

ing of meetings. 

In justifying the new course, the "Herald" admits that 

" •••• this is rather a warlike illustration ••••• 
for the friends of Peace; but it cannot be helped ••••• 
We are engaged in a war of principles which must be 
long and fierce, for no truth of such compass a.nd 
significance as tbat we hold, ever emerged into su-
premacy except through arduous_ and protracted conflict •••• n 

Therefore the argument continues; 

" •••• Better not work at all, than to work in such 
a sort as to belie~the sincerity of our.professions ••••• 
There are objects and occasions in this world about 
which strong language must and ought to be used, and 
where the employment of soft or mild language would be 
treason to truth and the God of truth ••••• In every age, 
the men who have successfully assailed great and deeply-
rooted systems of evil have found mild and mincing 
terms inadequate ••••• u 

And to effectively remove all scruples, the argument is further re-
(16) 

inforced by copious citation of Biblical precepts and examples. 

The British Home Office countered by declaring that the 

placards which the peace men were circulating were libelous. 

As a result the distributors in various parts of the country 

were visited by policemen, threatened, and in some instances 

summoned and subjected to "other such petty annoyances, as men 

of small minds, dressed· in a little brief authority, love to 

display, in order to impress their ·neighbors with a suitable 
(17) 

sense of their importance." The next move was with the 

Peace forces. They .saw their opportunity. When a man in 
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Buckinghamshire was committed to trial for March 1853, for 

this offense, sixty-three peace leaders sent a letter to 
Secretary Walpole of the Home Office, avowing the authorship of 
the offensive placards for which others were being prosecuted, 
and protesting on the ground of "our liberty as Englishmen, 

. (18) 
and our duty as Christians". A month passed without reply. 
Meanwhile t~e Derby ministry had fallen, and the new Aberdeen 
Government, with Palmerston ~h the Home Office, had come in. 
A copy of the letter which had previously been sent Secretary 
Walpole was now submitted to Palmerston, his successor. Palm-
erston was asked to state his attitude toward the persecutions. 
"Several respectable tradesmen", the letter ran, "are held to 
bail to take their trial at the approaching assi~es on this· 

charge, and one poor man is in prison, where ~e has lain for 
nearly two months, for no other offense but circulating these 

bills recommending young men·not to enlist ~n the Militia«. 
(19) 

An early reply was requested. A week later, a very brief 

letter from H. Waddington in the Home Office, w~s recei_ved, 
stating that "while his Lordship abstains from expressing the 
opinion which he entertains as to the course pursued by the 
Peace Society",· he declined to discuss the matter of the 

(18) 
prosecutions. Not to be avoided, however, Henry Richard, 

Secretary of the Peace Society, addressed Palmerston a second 
time, stating, 

" •••• I beg to say in reply,' that your lordship must 
have misapprehended the purport of my note, as I did not 
ask your lordship either to favour me with your lordship's 
opinion on the conduct of the Peace Society or to enter 
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into a discussion with them on any matter whatsoever, 
but simply to inform me what are the intentions of the 
present government in reference to those persecutions."{18) 

Two days later this terse reply was received, again from H. 
Waddington, 

u •••• I am to inform you that Lord Palmerston has 
no other naswer to give to the auestion you ask than 
that which you have already received."(18) 

The Government, however, abandoned the prosecutions, Palmer-

ston giving as his reason that whatever may have been the 

intentions of those circulating the literature, they had fail-

ed in their objective and had been treated with contempt. The 

"Herald of Peace" in reply, insisted that the pro~ecutions 

themselves were proof of the falsity of Palmerston's statement, 

and that Palmerston had been forced to quash the proceedings, 

"because he durst not make an attempt in the name of a liberal 

government to gag the press, and put down free discussion." 

Then it proceeded to advise him «to try to learn to govern 

his tongue", for he was "an old man, and ought to have sufficient 
control over himself, not to be constantly inspiring dislike 

and prejudice towards himself and those with whom he is asso-

ciated in the Ministry, by his boyish impertinence and flip-
{19) 

pancy of sp e eoh" •. 

During the latter part of 1852, two events occurred, which 
. . 

greatly augmented the war. spirit, increased the panic, and 

stiffened the pea~e men to still more determined effort. The 

Duke of Wellingt6n, the very personification of the military 

idealism of Great Britain, and who had for years stood among 

the foremost advocates of increased defense, died September· 
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14, in the midst of defense agitation. Throughout the Nation, 
funeral orations extolling his valorous deeds turned the 
minds of the people t owa~d the u gtories of war". For the 
Peace Society, at such a critical time, therefore, Wellington 
alive was much less of a danger than Wellington dead. 

Moreserious still was Louis Napoleon's coup d'etat of 
December 2 of the same year, which established the Second 
French Empire. The word "la empire" linked with the name 
"Napoleon" produced in England a psychosis of terror which 
boded evil for the peace of Europe. Though there was no real 

dispute petween France and England, alarmist newspa.pers and 
pamphlets, as usual, published stories of plots and counter-

plots. England, to satisfy French revenge, was to be suddenly 
., 

attacked and pillagedl The French had established a naval 

base in the West Indiesl General Changarnier had divulged a 

secret plan for taking London! French troops, tired of Rome, 
were anticipating the sacking of Londonl Shipbuilders on the 

Clyde had received orders for steam frigates from the French 
Government! A French man-of-war had appeared at Doverl The 
"London Timesn led in this sensational news, which tvas believed 
by multitudes. The result was an immediate increase in the 

size of both the army and navy. 

The peace party; led by Cobden, attempted to counteract 

the panic, which_ to them seemed both unfounded and dangerous. 
In order to appeal to the reason of calmer men, Cobden produced 

at this juncture, a pamphlet "1792 and 1853, in Three Letters", 
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in which he showed that England's entrance into the war against 

France in 1793 was unjustified, and drew a parallel between 

the situation of that date and the existing one. In both 

cases deep-seated hatred dominated. "Cobden, in the pamphlet, 

strove to show Englishmen how to become more generous, more 
(20) 

noble, and more just in their judgments on other nations." 

. The pamphlet closed with the statement, 

"I have travelled much, ••••• and I confess I have 
arrived at the conclusion that there is no country where 
so much is required to be done before the mass of the 
people become what is pretended they are, what they 
ought to be, and what I trust they will yet be, as in 
England."(20) 

In order to combat more effectively the all but over-

whelming war spirit of the country, the friends of peace 

issued a call for a conference at Yanchester for January 
(21) 

27-28, 1853. No Peace Congress had been held in 1852, as 

noted above, because of the warlike spirit rife in England. 

As Oobden had written to Sturge "At this moment we are do-

ing more than any other people to keep up the vast peace 

armar.aents of which we complain ••••• Can you in the face of 

such facts travel to the Continent to advocate a reduction of 
(22) 

establi.shments?" The Manchester Conference, then, was the 

first great peace assembly since the London Congress of 1851, 

but really was not a continuation of the series of inter-

national Peace Congresses, inasmuch as it was of a decided-

ly local nature,_ and was directed against the specific danger 

of war with France. The peace men themselves spoke of it 

as a conference rather than a congress. 
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The circular of invitation issued by the Provisional 

Committee formed at Manchester to cooperate with the London 

Congress Committee, stated, 

·"Never, certainly, since this body had existence 
in this country, in an organized form, was there a time 
~hen they were so loudly called upon to make a stand 
for their principles, as at this moment. A resolute 
attempt is being. made to rekindle the war spirit, which 
has slumbered for years." 

It further d.eclared that the Manchester meeting· must be a 
(21) 

national demonstration or it would fail in its opject. The 

circular which called the convention was signed by about 200 

influential men of various. ~rte of the Kingdom, including 
(23) . 

nineteen members of Parliament. Gladstone and Sir w. Moles-

worth of the Aberdeen Mini atr'y were decidedly for peace and 

encouraged the Manchester Conference in every was possible. 

When Richard and Stokes went·there early to make the necessary 

preliminary arrangements, tpey·found it necessary because of 

the panicky state of public opinion to exercise.the greatest 

tact. Finally on the appointed day the Conference met in the 
(24) 

Free Trade Hall, with George Wilson in the chair. The reso-

lutions adopted by the Conference declared it was the solemn 

duty of ministers of religion, parents, teachers, and pub-

lishers to use their influence to diffuse.pa.cific principles. 

and sentiments. Another favored arbitration of international 

differences. Political intervention, and the governmental 

system of India and other Bri ti·sh colonies, which ·tended to 

foster a military spirit and to involve the country in war, 

·were alike condemned. The Militia Act of 1852 was declared 
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unnecessary and impolitic, and the Conference recommended 

strenuous efforts for i~s immediate repeal. It further 

recommended that a deputation should present the Earl of 

·Aberdeen, as Prime Minister, with a statement of the att.itude 
) 

of the Oonference on the great military establishments of 

EUrope. Prizes of not more than ~400 were offered for the 

best essays upon the evil of the existing European arma-

ments. Another Continental Peace Congress for the ensuing 

year was recommended. At Manchester, about 1.:114,000 was 

subscribed in ab::>ut a half-hour, to be spent in the campaign 

to be waged against the war spirit. Both Manchester and 

London were chosen as centers of operation in the anti-war 
(25) 

operations. 

Among the speakers of the Manchester Conferenc·e were 

Rev. F. Tucker, Rev. Newman Hall, and Rev. George W. Conder, 
(26) 

but above all, Cobden, whose speech deserves examination. 

He showed that the panic was groundless and argued that 

England's belligerent attitude, instead of damaging Napoleon 

III would instead unite the French Nation behind him. The 

panic he attributed to the ignorance of the masses, and ad-

vocated sending four or five lecturers throughout the country 

to present the true situation. 

u •••• Now let us tell those people who have fancied 
they have had it all their own way, for some time, in 

· calling out for more soldiers, and in threatening us 
with a French invasion, that we are going to have a 
good deal to say upon that question, and they may ex-
pect· t.o meet us in every borough and town in the King-
dom •••• " 
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Cobden felt that the news of their operations would do much 

to counteract the effect produced by the British press upon 

public opinion in France. 

At this time Elihu Burritt, through his League of Uni-

versal Brotherhood, revived a plan, previously used by Brit-

ish peace men during the Oregon controversy with the United 

States, whereby friendly addresses from leading British 

cities were sent to corresponding French cities. Burritt 

was instrumental in the framing of over fifty such manuscript 

letters and addresses, and personally delivered them. The 

letters disclaimed sympathy with the unfriendly sentiments 

toward France tpen being heralded by the British press, and 

invited French cooperation in preserving peace. London, Edin-

burgh, Glasgow,.and Dublin sent communications to Paris, Man-

chester to Marseilles, Liverpool to Lyons, Birmingham to Bor-

deaux, Bristol to Brest, Leeds to Lisle, Sheffield to Strass-

burg, etc. In France, Burritt made copies of every address 

for publication in the local journals, and thus the French 

people were informed that English public opinion was far from 
(27) 

being unanimously.hostile to their Government. 

In accordance with a resolution of the Manchester Con-

ferenceja deputation of fifty or sixty prominent men, in-

cluding sixteen members of Pa:rliament, on February 26, waited 

dn·the Prime Minister at his Downing Street office to present 
(28) 

him the address of the Conference. Aberdeen was more than 

courteous, he was cordial, in his reception of the delegates. 
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After Cobden, Hume, and Samuel Gurney had spoken in behalf 

of the views contained in the address, Aberdeen assured the 

deputation that he had never met a delegation in whose object 

he more fully concurred. He further stated that the danger 

of aggression had been greatly exaggerated. He declared, 

"There cannot be a doubt that the energetic action 
of the Peace Conference has been very acceptable to the 
Government. It has enabled them to resist the pressure 
of men who have a great interest in the augmentation 
of our expenditures, and to restore the public mind to 
a reasonable degree of calmness. There was no small 
danger of the country being carried away by a war panic 
when their timely interposition gave a check to the 
mischief." 

Thus the Prime Minister recognized the valuable service render-

ed the country by the peace party. 

Following the Manchester Conference, especially during 

the months of February, March and April·, ·the peace men held 

about 160 meetings, addressed by able speakers, in the im-

portant cities and towns of the Kingdom. At these meetings, 

resolutions and petitions.to Parliament and the Government 

were drawn up, urging the recognition of the principles ex-

pressed at Manchester. Cobden'a pamphlet "1792 and 1853", was 

used to good advantage in this agitation, 47,900 copies of it 

alone being circulated by the Peace Society. Besides this 

number, 38,000 copies were sold by various publishers, and 

the pamphlet was published in extenso in the "London Times", 

which then had a circulation of about 40,000. Moreover, 

about 'a half million smaller tracts and pamphlets, condemn-
. . (29) 

ing war on various grounds, were circulated. 
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In reward for their efforts to preserve peace the pacif-

ists were insulted, grossly misrepresented, and stigmatized 

as bad citizens, insensible to the danger which threatened 

the safety and honor of their country. Nor was all the crit-

icism of the peace men groundless, for some certainly were 

guilty of expressing foolish and impractical sentiments. 

Elihu Burritt, when asked what should be done in case of a 

French invasion wrote an article, from which the following 

excerpt is taken; 

"· •••• 'If thine enemy hunger feed. him; if he thirst, 
give him drink'• This is a Gospel weapon for the closest 
action for hand-to~hand contest. In this way to 'heap 
coals of fire' on the head of a foe, the closest contact 
is necessary, and with this weapon we would meet the 
French at every step of their march from Dover to London. 
At every step they should encounter new evidence that 
they trod the soil of their best friends. At every 
step they should face their friendly expression. At 
every step the coals of Christian kindness should be 
showered upon their heads. And, having done all this; 
we would stand with the loins girded about, and feet 
shod with this preparation of the Gospel, and leave the 
issue with God •••• u ( 30) 

It needs to be recalled that Burritt held to the full non-

resistance principle, but one can imagine how war-inflamed 

British public opinion would have received a statement of 

the above sort, especially from an American visitor. 

One of the most vital factors in counteracting the in-

vasion panic against France, was that just at this time war 

clouds began to rise in Southeastern Europe, giving England 

somewhat more gound for alarm. The development of this Near 

East crisis in 1853, very likely prevented a break between 

England and France. And strange as it may seem, within a 

year the very group in England who had execrated Napoleon III 
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as a desperate bandit now extolled him as a loyal ally. 

In spite of Napoleon III's statement that the Empire 

meant peace, th~ military tradition which had given him his 

position as Emperor soon began to assert itself in an aggres-

sive foreign policy. The Near Eastern crisis developed from 

a quarrel between Russia and France over the holy places in 

Palestine. Russia, ever anxious to extend her extra-terri-

torial interests within the Ottoman Empire demanded of the 

SUblime Porte the sole right to protect Greek Catholics with-

in Turkish territory. The Sultan, feeling English a.nd French 

interests would compel them to support him," refused to 

accede to Russia's ultimatum, and war was forthwith precipi-

tated. The Crimean War not only i~volved Russia and Turkey, 

but Great Britain, France, and Sardinia as well. 

During the wars of the French Revolutionary and Napoleonic 

eras the war-thirst of Europe had been thoroughly sated. 

The public mind·, as has been seen, during the period follow-

ing was very receptive to peace ideas and to talk of re-

trenchment. The :franchise reform Bill of 1832 in England, 

by adding to the electorate a large section of the middle 

classes strengthened appreciably the peaceful attitude of 

the Government. The Peace Societies of the period rapidly 

gained ground, ·and there appeared to be developing a sincere 

conviction on the part of the British people that only de-

fens'ive war was justifiable. Within the country, however, 

there was a small military clique, whose activity has been 
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noted. With the growth of exuberant nationalism this small 

faction, potent because of the support which it received from 

some of the highest and most influential classes and from the 

leading journals, became jingoistic. The crisis in the Near 

East affo:rded them an excellent opportunity of alarming the 

English people against Russia's inordinate desire for control 

of the Straits, which in English opinion, would threaten 

British supremacy in India. A fact which increased Britain's 

uneasiness was that .she shared with the rest of Europe an 

exaggerated notion of the military potentiality of Russia. 

Moreover Russian autocracy was obnoxious to liberal-minded 

Englishmen, who had been greatly incensed over Russian inter-

vention in Hungary in 1849, and had wasted a great deal of 

not very intelligent sympathy for the Poles. England, for-

getting her own misdeeds in China a.nd India, was shocked 

by Russian a,ggression against Turkey. An economic factor 

which also· played a part was that England was unusually 

prosperous at this time, due largely to Free Trade adopted 
(31) 

in 1846, and "Jeshurun waxed fat and kicked". 

Recalling the success of the Manchester Conference of 

January in opposing the French panic, the friends of peace 

decideu to call a similar one at Edinburgh on October 12 and 

13, to consider the-threatened .war with Russia and decide 

upon plans best suited to prevent it. The chief reason for 

selecting Scotland as the meeting pla~ce was that that country 

as a whole was more militaristic even than England, due 
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largely to the system of military rule in India which "has 

been widely pro£itable to the middle and upper classes in 

Scotland, who have had more than their .numerical proportion 
{32) 

of its patronage." 

The original plan was to hold the Conference in Queen 

Street Hall, but because of the large demand for visitor·' s 

tickets a la.rger hall was necessary, so Musto Hall was finally 
(29) . 

engaged. Duncan MacLaren, Lord Provost of Edinburgh, who 

presided, opened the conference with a denunciation of war, 

announcing as the purpose of the Oongress the dissemination 

of peace principles. Henry Richard announced that the 

Continental Peace Congress proposed by the Manchester Con-

ference had been postponed because of the inflamed condition 

of public opinion in England •. He felt it would be impolitic 

to attempt to hold such a Congress in France or Germany, 

either of which were as peaceful as England itself. Their 
(29) 

business was at home. The outstanding speech of the con-

ference was delivered by John Bright, who spoke of the bles-

sings of peace in the long period following Vienna. He 

then turned ·to a discussion of the military expenditures 

which were threatening to bankrupt Europe. Among other 

significant statements was this; 

·ti •• ., .The British Lion is an old animal now; I 
wish it would die once and for all ••••• I am almost 
ashamed to belong to a countxy which conducts it-
self as if it were a tribe of Red Indians. We never 
bury the hatchet -- we never give up war, or at 
least tal~ing about it •••• " 



He closed by urging the Government to treat all foreign 

nations courteously, justly and honorably, and to follow. 

a policy of non-intervention. He urged an agreement with 

France on the reduction of the size of the army and navy, 
(29) 

which would entail a sorely felt reduction in taxes. 
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Henry Vincent felt the time was at hand when the com-

. mercial spirit of the country would say, "Away with secret 

diplomacy, and whatever is done affecting the lives and 

liberties of the world, let it be done openly and above 

board",· Other notable speeches were made by Samuel Bowley, 
... 

Edward Miall, John Burnett, Thomas Biggs, and Rev. G. W. 

Conder of Leeds. The resolutions adopted at Edinburgh dealt 

with the duty of ministers, parents, teachers and publishers 

to exert their influence to combat war; the use of arbitration; 

the reduction of armaments; non-intervention; and the mili-

tary governmental system of India and the colonies. Another 

interesting resolution urged the pl'omotion of "cheap interna-

tional. postage, the general adoption of the same standard 

of weights, measures, and coinage, the removal of commercial 

restrictions, and the assimilation of the ~ercantile and 

commercial laws and usages of all civilized nations." After 

the Conference, a public meeting., at which Cobden, Bright, 

and Admiral Charles Napier were the. ch.ief speakers, also 
. (29) 

adopted these resolutions. For some time after the Edinburgh 

demonstration, the operations of the Peace Society were 

centered especially upon Scotland, where 20,000 copies of 
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the proceedings of the Conference were circulated by lead-

ing pacifists in public meetings he.ld in the principal cities 
(33) 

of the country. 

Joseph sturge in December of 1853, conceived the project 

of leading a deputation from the English Society of Friends 

to the Tsar of Russi~, in an attempt to prevent the threat-

ening war by working upon the single mind which controlled 
(34) 

the destinies of Russia. He felt that an earnest appeal 

from the heart, based on religious and humanitarian motives, 

by Christian men of no political connections might accom-

plish more than·haughty diplom~cy supported by threats of 

force. Such things had been accomplished, even with tsars 

·of Russia. The interest of Alexander I in the English Quakers 

and their influence upon him are notorious. sturge's pro-

ject was adopted by the Committee for Sufferings of the 

Friends Society of England, and Sturge, accompanied by Henry 

Pease and Robert Charleton, --,all active workers in the 

London Pen.ce Society -- set out for Russia in January 1854. 

Since the mission was sponsored by the Society of Friends 

and only indirectly related to the Peace Society, a brief 

. mention only of their interesting experiences is appropriate 

here. At st. Petersburg they were kindly received by Nessel-

rode, the Tsar, and several members of his family. In the 

interview with Nicholas I, he declared that he had high 

·respect for England and Victoria, and expressed surprise that 

England should suspect his motives in the East. His written 

statement concerning the possibility of war with England, 
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contained the following statement; 

"I am anxious to avoid war by all possible means. 
I will not attack, and shall only act in self-defence; 
but I cannot be indifferent to what concerns the honor 
of my country. I have a duty to perform as a Sovereign. 
As a Ohri~tian I am ready to comply with the precepts 
of religion. On the pre.sent occasion, my great duty 
is to attend. to the interests and honor of my country." 

On the whole it was rather an unsatisfactory statement. Be-

fore the mission left Russia the mail from England arrived 

with accounts of the attacks ma~e upon the Tsar in the BritiE'h 

Parliament, and the delegation perceived a distinct coolness 

i"n the treatment accorded them by the Russian royal family, 

although they were courteous to the end and assisted them 

in making arrangements·for a speedy return home. Joseph 

sturge, sincere Quaker that he was, had acted through a sense 

of religious duty and responsibili~y. The British press, 

however, painted him as one with an inordinate desire for 

publicity and a passion.for contact with royalty. The press 

further ridiculed the undertaking as presumptious interf er-

ence from the Peace Society. But though the mission met 

with hearty approval from the Pe~ce Society, officially it 
(34) 

had no connection with it. 

Meanwhile public opinion in England, incited by its 

militant press, became more. and more ungovernable. Public · 

meetings were becoming dangerous. They seemed to excite 

·rather than to calm the public mind. To meet the situation, 

the Peace Society called a conference ·of the peace leaders 

at which it was decided instead of holding public meetings 
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to circulate their publications quietly. This work was taken 
up on-an unprecedented scale. During ·the year ending with 

(35) 
May 1854, 900,000 publications were circulated py the Society. 

During the invasion panic of 1853-53, Aber~een, Prime 
Minister, and Gladstone, Chancellor of the Exchequer, both 
men worthy of the highest confidence, had shown themselves 
in favor of peace. But despite the fact that the Prime 

Minister favored peace, the country drifted slowly and surely 
toward war. So strong was the faith of the country in these 

men that it was felt impossible that they could be moving 

for months in the wrong course without knowing it. And 

because they remained in office when war did finally come, 

most people regarded it as an indication that the war was just 
(36) 

and necessary. 

Oobden and Bright, leaders of first-rate ability and 

fearlessness, with unsullied names and good arguments, were 

helpless. Their influence was impaired by the stand they 

had previously taken on the general question of war. They 

were popularly held to endorse fully the peace-at-any-price 
(36) 

principle. "A man can not have weight against all war." 

Bright's interest in the economic welfare of the traders and 
workmen of the country was felt to be so strong by the chau-

vinists that he would willingly forego national honor and 
. . (36) 

dignity for material gain. 

The press had worked public opinion into a state of un-

reasoning prejudice. No longer was there a chance for peace 
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men to prevent war. Late in October 1855, in a letter to his 

friend M. Chevalier, a prominent French economist, Cobden 

wrote, as follows; 

" •••• Depend on it there is a good deal of unreason-
ing passion and pecuniary selfishness on the part of the 
people and the press of this country in the present war-
like clamour. I know proprietors of newspapers ••••• 
who have pocketed ~3,000 or ~4,000 a. year through the 
war, as directly as if the money had been voted to them 
in the Parliament estimates •••• 11 (37) 

The·average daily increase in circulation of some of the lead-

ing, British dailies during the year 1854, as compared with 

1853,. was as follows: "London Times", 6,600; "Daily News", 
'\ 

1,022; "Morning Chronicle", 795; u Express", 686; "Sun", 592; 

"Daily Newall, 488; "Daily Express" (Dublin)', 440; "Morning 

Advertiser", 321. The weekly publications showed still 

greater weekly gains: "Uews of the World", 42,475; "Illustrated 

London News 11 , 29,062; "Reynold's Weekly", 19,125; "Lloyd's 
. (38) 

Weekly11 (London), 17, 786; "Weekly Times", 11, 176. 

The decision of the Peace Society to work quietly by 

circulating anti-war tracts at the opening of the war, has 

·been stated. Very few peace demonstrations were held during 

1854, but in the following year meetings were held in great 

number. A Stop-the-War League was formed which was especially 

aotiv& in this respe6t •. All told abbut 150 peace meetings 
(39) 

were held during the year ending June 1856. Considerable 

opposition was encountered at some of these meetings. At 

Cardiff, Wales, for example, there was almost a panic in 

anticipation of a meeting which Richard was to hold. He, 

e native Welshman, was denounced as an emissary of the Tsar. 
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Local officials were forced to take spe_cial precautionary 

measures to preserve order. After Ricba.rd had faced a turb-

ulent assembly for about two hour~, with frequent inter-

ruptions, the mayor, in order to prevent violence, dissolved 
(40) . 

the meeting. Joseph Sturge was refused a hearing and insult-

ed in Birmingham, his own home, and John Bright was burnt in 
(41) 

effigy by a mob at Manchester, his own constituency. At the 

instance of 600 electors of Manchester, a meeting was con-

voked in December of 1854, "in order to enable the citizens 

to declare that they do not .concur in the op~nion of Mr.· 

Bright, but. are fully convinced of the justice and the 

necessity of the war 11 • Bright's friends, however, proposed 

the amendment that 11 it would be unfair, tyrannical, and 

unjust to censure Mr. Bright, even by implication for the 

honest and manly avowal of his sentiments, upon a subject 

so important to the welfare of all classes in the kingdom. 

The meeting was very boisterous and after four or five un-

successful attempts to determine which side was in ascendance, 
(I./ 2..) 

the mayor dissol.ved the meeting. 

During the war, the regular press gave the pacifist.a no 

hearing, but instead misrepresented their views, ridiculed 

their measures, and maligned their motives. Consequently 

they felt a special need for a daily newspaper, free from 

any connection with the Peace Society, in which to advance 

all liberal principles, including peace. In this regard, 

Cobden, in September 1855, wrote Bright, as foliows: 
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" •••• I should be inclined to say that it would be 
as well not to have a too enthusiastic peace man as its 
managing editor. The difficulty is to get a daily news-
paper with a circulation of 30,000 established. If it 
be an expansion of the "Herald of Peace", it will never 
be established as a newspaper -- at least not this year. 
There must be a good deal of wisdom of the serpent as 
well as the harmlessness of the dove to float such a 
paper, and unless it can .be established as a newspaper, 
it will not attain the object we have in view •••• "(43) 

In considering means of effecting his project, Joseph Sturge 

wa.s appealed to. He hesitated for some time because he fear-
ed that such a publication might drift from its original 

( 44) 
purpose. . At length he decided favorably to the pla.n, and 

characteri-stically threw himself heartily into the work of 

raising the necessary capital. The result was the establish-

ment in 1855, of the "Morning and Evening Star", which for a 

number. of years was edited jointly by a man named Ha.mil ton 

and Henry Richard. It was the original intention that 

Richard should be a general supervisor of the paper. In this 

capacity he was not very successful in making an appeal to 

the public. After a painful and embarrassing situation had 
(45) 

arisen, he was replaced by s. Lucas. 

The paper was not entirely successful, as the follow-

ing letter to Lucas from Cobden suggests: 

n October 17, 1861 - "I said in one of my notes to. you 
that the Star should not appear the organ of a sect. I 
will give you an illustration a propos of this remark. 
In an otherwi.se excellent .and tolerant article on Lord 
John yesterday, you bring in Bright and myself e,t the 
close to sting him by our contrast. This is the kind 
of remark which stamps your paper as the organ of a 
strait sect which tolerates nothing but what comes from 
your own preachers. You remember the anecdote I gave 
you of a person I travelled with in the railway carriage 
from Guilford to London, when he bought the Telegraph 
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and I the Star. He.remarked, 'I d.f>n't like the Star, 
it is so intolerant; it never admits anybody to be 
right but Bright and Cobden.• I should like to make 
a bargain with you in the interest of your paper, not 
to let my name appear in your leaders (unless to find 
fault with me) for two years."(46) 

Especially embittered was the Peace Society by the support 
and encouragement given the war by various religious men. For 
example, on April 26, 1854,which date was set aside as a 

National Fast Day, :pr. Robert Lee, Minister of Old Greyfriars, 
and Professor of Biblical Criti'ciszn in the University of 
Edinburgh, preach~d a sermon non War", in which he vindicat-
ed the Christian lawfulness of the custom, and attempted to 

. (47) 
refute the doctrines of the Peace Society. Such Christians 
were denounced by an ed_i torial in the "Herald of Peace" 
which declared: · 

"The most anxious and elaborate apologies for war 
that have appeared within the last twelve months, have 
come from professedly religious sources."(48) 

In concluding the discussion of the rise and triumph 
.of the war spirit in England, the question which now needs 
to be considered is, what was its effect upon the peace 

movement. That it gave it a severe reverse is evident. To 
calculate the extent is more difficult. Inasmuch as the 
Peace Society did not publish.periodically a statement of 

its membership, it is impossible to determine any.numerical 

decrease in membership which must have resulted. However, 
an examination of the annual financial statements published 

in the "Herald of Peace" reveals a notable decrease in the 
income and expenditures of the Society during the years of 
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the war. In, the year 1851, the total income of the society 

amounted to 2,554/10/lt. From then until 1854, during the 
period of the war panics, there was a gradual decrease. The 

report for 1854, the first year of the war, was not published. 

It is singular that in the twenty-five year period examined, 
this was the only missing report. In 1855, the annual in-
come had fallen to 1,491/8/9, which represents a financial 
decrease of something like 40%, compared with the year 1851. 
A slight increase appeared for the year 1856, but another 

decrease the following year. Not until. 1860, was the figure 

of 1851 surpassed, But whatever may have been the extent of 

the loss of membership, which probably was not as great as 

the financial statements might indicate, inasmuch as a great 

majority of the members were Quakers and members of other 

religious sects, whose sentiment toward war would not be 

greatly altered, the loss of popular esteem resulting from 

opposition to the war and the general affect of the war 

influence upon the public mind were more telling. The Peace 

Society to a g~eat extent had lost what hold it had once had 

upon public opinion. 

However, one vainly examines the files of the "Herald of 

Peace", until the year 1858, for an admission of this fact, 

but thereafter such,articles are abundant. An editorial 

in the January 1858 "Herald of Peace" runs: 

u •••• The difficulties that beset the bold and con-
sistent advocacy of Peace princip-les are hardly less 
formidable now than they were then. And yet we venture 
to greet our readers, if not wi t.h very buoyant and ex-
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ulting hopes, at least without despondence •••• "(49) 

In the following October, there appeared this statement; 
0 •••• Qpen, manly opposition, is not the point of 

danger with us. It would cost little to be a peace 
reformer if on had only wholesome argument and candid 
difficulties to deal with; but the tittering gibe, 
the whispered innuendo, the cutting sarcasm, the con-
temptuous sneer, -.... these are the most successful 
weapons with which to thin the Peace ranks, as indeed 
they have always been satan's most successful weapons 
with which to unman or to unnerve the ranlcs of his 
opponents •••• "(50) 

In the late '50's there developed another French in-

vasion panic in England. At that time Palmerston saw in a 

quarrel between Spain and Morocco over territory along the 

coast of Northwest Africa the hand of French diplomacy 

attempt to grasp a point near Gibraltar in order to endanger 

English interests in the Mediterranean. Acting under these 

suspicions he at once began to advocate increased forti-

fications by his usual method of alarmist letters. Such 

agitation had its effect, and in 1858, a secret commission 

was appointed to study the relative military positions of 

England and France. Thj_s committee presented to Parliament 

in January 1859, a study over the preceding six-year period, 

which caused many to take fright and join in the cry for 
(51) . . 

increased armaments. Bright suggested in a speech before 

the House of .Commons that instead of considering warlike 

appropriations, a treaty establishing free trading relations 

should be made with France. Acting upon this suggestion, 

Michel Chevalier, a noted French economist and disciple 

of St. Simon, came to England and urged Cobden, who was 
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preparing to visit France, to press the matter of a commercial 

treaty with Napoleon III. Gladstone, Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer, when approached on the subject, favored it. Cobden 

went to Paris to negotiate. The treaty which he secured 

with the French in 1860, greatly increased commercial inter-

course between France and England, and brought a great im-

provement in the political relati9ns between the two countries.· 

The English war-spirit in the decade following 1856, was 

in great measure sustained by intermittent colonial and im-

perialistic conflicts' in China, Persia, India, Japan, Syria, 

Afghanistan, Canada, Ceylon, South Africa, New Zealand, etc. 

The fact that Lord Palmerston.-was Prime Minister during the 

decade of 1855-65, with the excep~ion of the brief four-

months' ministry of the Earl of Derby in 1858, has its 

special significance in this connection. During the same 

period the next few years following, a series of national-

istic wars were being waged on the Continent and in America. 

They include the Austro-Sardinian War of 1859, the America.n 

Civil War, 1861-65, the Polish Revolt of 1863, the Danish 

War of 1864, the Austro-Prussian War of 1866, and the Franoo-

German War of 1870-71. All of these wars had their.disturbing 

problems for the British, even though they were not engaged 

in them. 

The Civil War in America had the same general effect 

upon the American P~ace Society, as the Crimean war ha.d had 

upon the London Society. In addition, the American society 
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was discredited by the stand which it took in regard to the 
war. First off, it ignored the danger of conflict until 

(52) 
the war had actually broken out. In the early days of the 
struggle, the "Advocate of Peace", in line with much other 
opinion of the day, was for letting the Southern States 

(53) . 
secede in peace. Then with war actually facing them, the Peace 
Society officially held that it was not war, but. simply "a 
process of law against its violators", and upheld the 

(54) 
government in 11 enforcing law". Their Society was· directed 

(54) 
only against international war, they declared. "It is no 
part of our mission as a Peace Society, to say what shall 
be done with thieves and robbers, with pirates, mobs or 
rebels •. Such questions belong to government, and there we 

( 55) --
must leave them." Their attitude was that they had nothing 
to do with bringing on the disturbance and had people paid 
more attention to the teachings of the Peace Society, the 
conflict could not have occurred. "Now, is Peace to be 
held responsible for what War alone has done? Let the dead 
bury their own dead. Let the ~a~ system meet the recoil of 

(55) 
its own principles ••••• " Such evasion of apparent duty 
could not but react· disastrously upon the Society. Even 
the London Peace Society sharply cirticized the sta.nd of 

,. ·its sister Society, and there followed tiffs back and forth. 
It must in fairness be recognized tb,at the situation created 
by· the War for the peace society was impossible. It was 

much worse than the peace party in England had to face during 
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the Crimean War. But even this cannot exculpate them. 

The general in4ifference of the public to the principles 

of the Peace Socie~ies during the period following the out-

break of the Crimean War was discouraging to the pacifists 

indeed. The following significant statement taken from a 

New Year's (1860) editorial in the "Hera.ld of Peace", recog-

nizes the changed condition; 

ff The year 1860 opens upon the world under auspices 
that seem unfavourable to the cause of peace. Indeed, 
ever since the breaking out of the Russian war fever in 
1853, a change has come over the spirit of the nations, 
especially of our own, which is not a change for the 
better •••• ·• u ( 56) . 

The Annual Report of the London Peace Society for 1860, declared; 

" •••• That the passing appearances of the times are 
unfavourable, cannot be denied. A vague and ominous 
misgiving,_ begotten by past wars and by present prepara-
tions for war, is diffused throughout Europe. Public 
feeling in our own country has become morbid in its 
excess of suspicion and alarm, and the fashion of the 
moment has served to throw a meretricious glare around 
mili taxy ideas and pursuits, by vvhich the minds of 
multitudes have been dazzled •• c~"(57) 

Finally, in the Annual Report of '1863, one notes an almost 

whining tone, deploring the situation into which the peace 

movement had fallen; 

« •••• It is, indeed, deplorably true, that of late 
years the world has turned a. deaf ear to counsels of 
peace, and flung itself headlong into the embrace of 
war. But it may be. doubted, whether, in the eye of 
reason, the results have been such as to justify the 
tone of ironical triumph against the members of the 
Peace Society, in which some persons think it decent 
to indulge, as though they had any interest in tryi?g 
to avert war beyond what all mankind have in an equal 
degree, and as though the failure of their efforts to 
preserve the blessing of peace to the nations were 
actually a matter of congratulation and rejoicing •••• "(58) 



Thus,· it has been shown that in tlle period following_ 

the outbreak 9f the Crimean War, the war-spirit triumphed 
in both Europe-and America, wrecking the influence of the 

Peace Societies, which, during an unusually long period 
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of peace had had opportunity to organize, expand and acquire 

influence. War usually, though not always, checks moral 

and humanitarian reforms: Public psychology is such that 

when war occurs all energies are focused on the single aim 

of securing victory, and reform movements are shoved into 

the back:ground, where through inaction and loss of interest 

they stagnate. Occasionally, however, humanitarian ga.ins 

have been inspired by war. An example of this is the Red 

Cross Society, originally formed to ameliorate the conditions. 

of war itself. In the occurrence of war in·the 150 1 s and 

'60's, many people who had accepted the extreme views of the 

Peace Societies that war was unnecessary, and was contrary 

to Christian precepts, and to the interests of man, saw 

that war could be fought on grounds other .than ambition, and 

that it could accomplish good, apparently impossible by 

other means. For example, the American Civil war brought 

the abolition of slavery. Wars in Europe brought the uni-

fication of Germany and Italy. These events showed that 

the views of the Pioneer Peace Societies were extreme and 

subject to revision. The second half of the Nineteenth 

Century saw great stress laid on Nationalism, which develop-

ed into Hyper-Nationalism and ushered in Imperialism. The 
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masses of the people in most countries devoutly supported 

their governments in their policies, and since these policies 

often ran counter to the views of the original Peace Soci-

eties, these old views were abandoned by most people. Another 

great cause of the defeat of the Peace Societies was their 

inherent defects. A great majority of their members re-

mained deductive or idealistic pacifists, opposing war on 

religious, moral, and humanitarian grounds. They stressed 

sentiment rather than inductive reasoning. The fact that 

the Peace Societies which had made great demonstrations in 

peace time were faced with wars, but failed to prevent them, 

confirmed the convictions of many that war was inevitable 

in human society, and hence opposition was impractical and 

futile. Others who had once favored the Peace Societies 

now accepted this view. The fact that the Peace Societies 

had in some oases opposed war when patriotism wa.s a cult, · 

gave color to the charge that pacifists were disloyal. In 

America the.failure of the Peace Society to meet. the issue 

undermined its prestige. In closing, it must be stressed, 

that most of the ideas advocated by the Peace Societies were 

in advance of their times. Therein lies their greatest 

significance. 

To the friends of peace the triumph of the wa.r-spirit 

was indeed disheartening. The bright hopes of the Pea.ce 

Congresses now seemed but a mockery. But the cause of 

peace was not dead; nor even conquered. The sunless era 



of depression, had pacifists but known it, contained the 

cause for hope. The labor of tb.e Pio~eer Peace Societies 

was not in vain. Their fertile seed, well sowed, must have 

its time of germination and of growth if they would reap 

the harvest. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

For very many· people the peace movement began with 

the First Hague Conference of 1899. However, great events 

of such a nature do not 11 just happen", but have roots deep-

ly buried in the past. It has been the purpose of this stu-

dy to show what are the roots from which the great peace de-

velopments of today·have sprung. 

The Pioneer Organized Movement for World Peace may be 

divided into two general periods: The P~iod of Organiza-

tion and Expansion of societies. ( 1815-43), and the Period 

of the Peace Congress Movement and its activities (1843-

56/61). 

The w_orld' s first organized peace societies developed 

out of the period of war-horrors which ushered in the Nine-

teenth Century. The first three arose independently of each 

other in America during the very year of Waterloo. There 

were about fifty societies in America by 1828, when William 
I 

Ladd succeeded in consolidating the movement as the American 

Peace Society. The first European society was founded at Lon-

don in 1816, by philanthropists of the type of William Allen, 

Thomas Clarkson·, and Joseph T. Price. The formation of nu-

merous auxiliary societies followed throughout the United 

Kingdom. There was organized at Paris in 1819/21, a Society 

of Christian Morals, one of the purposes of which was to pro-
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mote peace. In 1830, another continental society was formed 

at Geneva, Switzerland. In general, peace sentiment on the 

continent was not strong and was rather practical than re-

ligious, whereas in America and Great Britain, the societies 

had originated among groups opposed to war on religious and 

humanitarian grounds, primarily, and with the purpose of 

eradicating war by educating the people to oppose it. The 

highly idealistic character of this phase of the movement 

was, thus, a true expression of the ·general spirit of an 

era of Liberalism and Romanticism. 

The second period was distinguished by international 

cooperation, as expressed by the Peace Congresses held at 

London (1843), Brussels (1848), Paris (1849), Frankfort 

{1850), and again at London (1851). These congresses gave 

the stimulus which comes from successful large-scale de-

monstrations, and for the first time, the. cause of peace 

was effectively called to the attention of the civilized 

world. Its influence was greatly enhanced. Although gener-

ally deemed Utopian, the Congresses worked out a liberal and 

constructive program. The development of this program by re-

solutions covering such items as La~d's project for a Con-

gress and Court of Nations, the codification of internation-

al law, arbitration, disarmament, anti-war loans, non-inter-

vention, anti-imperialism, anti-duelli(f) and international-

ism, is shown by the accompanying table. From it will be seen 

that as the series o~ Congresses progressed the tendency 

toward practicality became increasingly noticeable. This 

trend in the peace movement parallels and reflects the shift 
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in the general age spirit from Romanticism or Idealism to 

Realism. This was largely due to practical and liberal 

statesmen, such as Richard Cobden and John Bright, who 

stressed, in their opposition to war, the economic argu-

ments primarily, but were willing to cooperate with Peace 

Society idealists like Joseph Sturge, Henry Richard, and 

Elihu Burritt. Because of their superior ability and in-

fluence these practical men were able to modify appreciably 

the character of the movement, even though a great majority 

of its supporters remained idealistic to t;he end. 

The accomplishments of the Pioneer Phase of the Orga-

nized Peace Movement were five-fold. First, actual organi-

zation for the sole purpose of securing permanent and uni-

versal peace was attained. Second, peace ideas were deve-

loped and new peace projects conceived. One such was William 

Jay's suggestion for stipulated arbitration. More notable, 

however, was William Ladd's plan for a new world order, con-

cerning which James Brow~ Scott, an outstanding American In-

ternational Lawyer, has stated: 

••••• 
••••• "Every international conference meeting between 
wars for the preservation of peace, which so happi-
ly exists, such as the First and Second Hague Con-
ferences, is a tribute to the foresight of William 
Ladd, who through many years, in an unbelieving 
world, specifically advocated such conferences and 
supplied them in advance with their programs. And 
the existence of the Permanent Court of Internation-
al Justice at the Hague is but the realization of 
William Ladd's proposal •••••• " (1) 

Third, should be listed the achievements of a practical na-

ture. Such accomplishments belong to the period of Pea_ce Con-
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gress influence, at which time determined efforts were made 

to secure governmental adoption of various parts of their 

program, especially the principle of arbitration. While at-

tempts to secure its broad adoption by Congressional or 

Parliamentary resolutions were doomed to disappointment, nev-

ertheless, the principle of arbitration was recognized for 

specific cases. Such were the Oregon Treaty of 1846, the 

Claims Convention of 1853, the Fisheries Treaty of 1854, 

all between Great Britain and the United States. There was 

also the general arbitration clause in the Treaty of Gua-

dalupe-Hidalgo between the United States and Mexico, 1848. 

While these can scarcely be called direct gains for the Peace 

Movement, they undoubtedly had an indirect influence· in each 

case. More significant still was the securing of the first 

sanction of the principle of mediation by a Congress of the 

Powers, at Paris in 1896. Here the influence of the Peace 

Society is direct and positive as has been pointed out in 

this study. The significance of this cannot be overstressed 

since it is recognized as establishing a precedent from which 

was to spring in time the Hague Court of Arbitration. 

Fourth may be counted the broad educational work in the 

spreading and popularizing of peace ideals, or, in other 

words, the organization of' public opinion in favor of paci-

fic ideals. This service made the proposals of' the friends 

of peace seem less Utopian. For example, people became ac-

customed to hearing the word "arbitration" and ceased to 

jeer when it was mentioned, or supported it outright. It was 
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this necessary preparation which has made subsequent paci-

fic achievements come easier and more quickly. 

Last ai~ong the accomplishments of the Pioneer Peace. 

Movement was tg~ kindred work of inspiring and training 

leaders for later developments of the peace movement. Sir 

Randal Cremer, founder of the International Arbitration 

League and the Workmen's Peace Society, and a prime mover 

of the Interparliamentary Union, was inspired by a lecture 

on "Peace", delivered by a leader of this period, concern-

ing which he said, "That lecture sowed the seed of Interna-

tional Arbitration in my mind, though the word 'arbitration' 
(2) . 

had hardly been heard tt. Henry Richard, as Secretary of the 

London Peace Society worked ac~ively for peace in the new 

period until 1885. Elihu Burritt and Dr. James B. Miles, 

secretary' of the .American Peace Society, originated the 

movement which developed into the Intern~tional Law Asso-
( 3) / 

ciation, a very vital influence for peace. Edmond Potonie-

Pierre, whose father had been prominent·at the Paris.Con-

gress in 1849, and who as a boy had attended that meeting 

a.nd had heard his father discuss peace with his neighbor, 

Victor Hugo, received his inspiration also from the original 

Peace Societies. It was he, who, after the war-spirit had 

triumphed, contributed to the revival of the movement in 
(4) 

France. Some others of the Pioneer Moveme~t, who played an 

active part in subsequent peace development, were; Richard 

Cobden. Victor Hugo, Joseph Garnier, John Bright, Michel 
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Chevalier, Charles Sumner, Dr. G. Warrentrap, Auguste Viss-

chers, Auguste Couvreur, and Julius Rupp. No attempt has been 

made to exhaust the study of the connecting links between the 

Pioneer Movement and that which follows, but such a work 

would no doubt reveal significant facts and serve to 

strengthen the close bond which is here shown to exist be-

tween the original and the revived peace movements. 

Such revived peace movements were the aftermath of a 

reaction which crone about the middle of the century. This re-

action, marked by rampant nationalism and the resurgence of 

the wa·r-spirit, blighted ·the rapidly growing influence of 

the Peace Movement, In England a series of invasion panics 

challenged the Peace Society, which, in 1852, suffered its 

first grea~ rebuff in the passage of the Militia Act of that 

year. Jingoism, fanned by a military clique and an alarmist 

press .finally, in spite of the strenuom efforts of the peace 

party; led the country into the Crimean War. This effective-

ly destroyed whatever hold the Peace Society had ~ad upon 

public opinion in Great Britain. Following this conflict, 

the war-spirit was kept up by numerous colonial and imper-

ialistic wars, and a series of ·nationalistic conflicts in 

europe and America. The Civil War in America affected the 

Peace Society there in much the same way that the London 

Society was affected by the war with Russia. But the move-

ment was not dead. This period of depression, due to appar-

ent defeat, was simply the preparation for a new period of 
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greater activity with new methods and stresses. The Pioneer 

Period had been primarily idealistic, religious, and emotion-
(5) 

al, th~t is, what has been called· "deductive" pacifism. The 

spirit or the new period was to be distinctly scientific, 

practical, and realistic. In the first movement there had 

been one or two leading Peace Societies. In the revived 

movement there were many societies of highly differentiated 
( 6) 

character. 

The Era of Revival in the Peace Societies began about 

the year 1867, for in that year alone six of eight peace 

societies sprang up in France. The chief one, which served 

as a model for numerous other societies throughout Europe, 

was the Ligue Internationale de la Paix, founded in Paris 

by Frederic Passy. Its name was subsequ~ntly changed to the 

French Society of the Friends of Peace, and later merging 

with another society, took the name of the International 
(7) 

Permanent League of Peace. The srune year there was formed 

at Geneva the International League of Peace and Liberty, 

with Charles Lemonnier, Victor Hugo, and Garibaldi present. 

It advanced political opinions and qualifiedly endorsed war. 

The period from 1872-5, witnessed very significant develop-

ments; ·the first meeting of the International Law Associa-

tion at Brussels, and arbitration resolutions in the legis-

latures of Great Britain, United States, Italy·, Sweden, Den-

mark, and Belgium. Of still greater significance was the 

date ~889 1 in which was held the first Pan-American Congress 
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the Interparliamentary Union was established, and the Sec-

ond Peace Congress Movement began with a· meeting at Paris. 

Scattered international peace congresses had been held in 

Geneva in 1867, Paris, 1878, and Brussels, 1882. In the 

third World Peace Congress of the regular series, held at 

Berne in 1892, the permanent International Peace Bureau 

was formed, to centralize the scattered forces of the peace 

movement. Down to 1911, eighteen World Peace Congresses of 

the second series had met. The Peace Movement was greatly 

accelerated by the Hague Conferences of 1899 and 1907, the 

first of which created the Permanent Court of Arbitration, 

while the second established the International Prize Court. 

Yet the bright hopes for enduring peace which these 

significant advancements created were soon to be shown to 

be· groundless. War crone again to mock men's work for peace. 

But, as seen in the case of the wars which· gave birth to the 

Pioneer Organized Peace Societies, so now, a century later, 

war carried its own nemesis. Strong anti-war revulsion cul-

minated in the creation of the long-needed League of N~tiona 

and the World Court of International Justice with their sig-

nificant achievements for world stabilization. 

The End 
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The follov.ring table indicates the content of tr.> tr.> 
the various important resolutions adopted by s:: l.Q LO 

$.t Q) co ([) co 
the '?eace Societies in their great meetings, 0 .p (J) 0 r-1 ..c: 0 .-t 

•r-1 CQ tll CQ $.t fll fJl .p s:: b.O s:: 
in addition to the general resolution common .p r-1 tll Q'l 0 fll fl.I tll Q) ~ s (J) s.... s::: s::: Q) Q) Cl> ~ Cl> s:: (J) (J) s.... s.... $-c Q) 

to all, v,1hich condemned war and advocated that 0 (J) CfJ $.t rl.l H ~ $-c 0 $-c .s:: (1) 0$ ~e.g "d > tr.> t'l b.OCO •n b.O m b.O 0 "d b.O r-4 c ~:::.:: 

it was the duty of peace men to educate others s:: ~ -dl :::.:: s::~ $-c S:: ~ GS S:: LO s:: S:: LO s:: s:: s:: •rl s:: .p 
0 0 co S-i 0 CO ~ 0 co $.t 0 CO 0 0 co ~ 0 d rQ 0 0 

concerning its wrongness. H o r-f p:j 0 r-4 ~ 0 r-f µ. 0 r-1 ..:I 0 r-1 ,..::; ot-:> f;c'.loO 

Congress of' Nations (Yfilliam Ladd' s Plan;, Cull 
Congress to establish Court,, Codify Inter- + + + 
national La.Yr, etc.) (a) 

Codification of International Law + + 

Arbitration + + + +(b) +(b) + + 

Disarmament + + +. + + + 

Vfar Loans + + + 

Non-Intervention + + + + 

Imperialism +(c) + +(d) +(d) 

Duelling + 

British Militia Act, 1852 + 

Enco11re.gement o! ... Free Trade, Cheap Postage, 
Standard 7feights,, Measure.s, Coinage,, etc. + + + 

Election of Representatives favorable to ideas + 
Peace Society 

(a) It is somewhat difficult to explain vrhy the Peace Congress abandoned their agitation for a Congress of Fe.tions, 
but it must be remembered that at that time the project was held to be extremely Utopian. Cobden, one of their 
most influential leaders, opposed it, and,, moreover, there was during· this period a noticeable shifting to stress 
on more practical ideas. However, in the discussions of the Codifies. tion of In~~ernational Lavr at succeeding Con-
gresses, a Congress of Uations was frequently mentioned; (b) Uerely a general statement. The other Congresses 
specifically advocated the 1/filliam Jay plan of stipulated arbitration; (c) The 110pitun Ylar" vri th China; (d) The 
military governmental system of India and other British Colonies. 
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